Embossed Woodhue vinyl is now available in latest exotic woodtones of birch, oak, light walnut and dark walnut. Tiles 9"x9" and 12"x12". Planks, too, in 4"x27" size.

Your homes are more luxurious...sell faster with this solid vinyl Embossed Woodhue™ floor

The deep dimensional wood grain texture of this modern Congoleum-Nairn solid vinyl floor makes your home more luxurious and eye catching for prospective buyers. Yet Embossed Woodhue costs less than many wood floors. It offers you the extra sales magic of vinyl for approximately 45¢ per sq. ft. installed.

From wall to wall and from room to room in “Spacemaker” decorating fashion (above), it makes your homes look larger—just what your home buyers are looking for.

This easy-care vinyl floor can help “easy-sell” your homes. Why? Because your customers are being pre-sold on Congoleum-Nairn floors in regular ads appearing in Better Homes & Gardens, American Home, Good Housekeeping, Life, McCall's, House Beautiful, House & Garden, plus a number of popular decorating and building-idea annual publications.

For a free sample of this unusual flooring that’s created sales excitement in model homes everywhere, write today to Congoleum-Nairn Inc., Kearny, New Jersey.

Embossed Woodhue Vinyl installs directly on your slab.

It is one of many Congoleum-Nairn floor coverings developed for home builders (and their budgets) for on, above, or below grade installation.

This wide variety of sheet goods and tile—vinyl, linoleum, vinyl asbestos and asphalt—meets FHA specifications and is available through your flooring contractor.
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Today's best built-for-sale houses—and what makes them sell... 71
A 30-page portfolio of fast-selling houses from all parts of the country, in all price ranges—including multi-levels (page 72), one-stories (page 78), and high-density housing (page 92). Plus a checklist (page 102) that sums up what makes a best-seller a best-seller in today's market

The market for contemporary: is it big enough to be profitable? 107
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A design-it-yourself kit in handy cutout-book form......... 103
A set of builder-tested, tack-on, design details for designing a complete line of houses in no time—with a short plea for something better
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The new housing industry, part vii: technology's performance and promise... 1964 housing forecast: Economist Miles L. Colean predicts how many starts and what kind (with special emphasis on apartments), and points up special problems of money, market, and government involvement in housing
Here's something to excite the man of the house

Now, a sure-fire way to win a husband over to your way of thinking. Show him the new gas-fired Char-Glo barbecue broiler. A Waste King Universal exclusive. Lets outdoor chefs show off indoors, all year 'round. Gives him steak and chicken with charbroiled flavor, without charcoal. The new Char-Glo gas barbecue broiler is available for installation in kitchens, family rooms or outdoors, in drop-in, slide-in, or portable models. Installs as easily as a cook-top. It's one example of why you should take a very considered look at today's Waste King Universal family of built-in kitchen appliances. Each is manufactured and quality controlled from start to finish by Waste King Universal. Your good judgment in choosing these products helps get the good word around about your new homes. See your Waste King Universal representative now. Or write Waste King Universal, Dept. H-10, 3300 E. 50th St., Los Angeles 58, Calif.
Is the building entrepreneur on the way out?

James Downs, who has frequently called the turn on major housing trends from his position as chairman of Chicago's Real Estate Research Corp., thinks he knows why some major apartment buildings are going ahead in the face of rising local vacancies (see p. 9). Predicts Downs:

"The entrepreneur now in construction is like the guy who owned the ferry when they built the bridge. He is going to be replaced by the institutional investor who can afford to wait years for full occupancy and 10 to 15 years for profit."

Mortgages for vacations bring new scrutiny of credit

For a year and a half, economists have been pondering why mortgage debt keeps setting new records while housing starts are running below 1959 peaks (and through July, only 5% ahead of 1962). One answer is now clear:

New studies by the Securities and Exchange Commission and National Industrial Conference Board have confirmed the view that more mortgage loans are being made to refinance existing homes so homeowners can pay for college, trips, and other non-housing uses.

In fact, NICB says, refinancing "now substantially exceeds the use of instalment credit" by homeowners. This year it is running at a $12 billion rate—and it never topped $2 billion before 1960.

Chairman William McC. Martin Jr. of the Federal Reserve Board is sounding new warnings about this and other credit practices. He has just issued his sternest warning to date that "highly speculative" loans are financing apartments. But Martin, who never relies heavily on statistics, speaks from personal feeling. And the Fed will probably do nothing more than urge tighter standards.

Only in one area—Chicago—have some mortgage lenders hit trouble. There Tinley Park s&l (assets: $24 million) has been taken over by the state because of a 46% loan delinquency, and Chatham Bank (deposits: $17 million) is being liquidated. Kenneth Katschke, charged in a civil suit with illegally converting $200,000 of Tinley Park funds (News, Aug.), was also part owner of Chatham.

The idea that mortgage financing for non-housing uses is a bad practice is being challenged by some housing men. Chairman George Johnson of Dime Savings Bank of Brooklyn penned an open letter disputing "widespread misconceptions and misinterpretations" of Martin's warning.

The tax assessor: Is he killing sales?

It's no secret that suburban property tax rates are soaring. Some blame the current rise in home foreclosures on higher tax burdens new homeowners shoulder for new schools, roads, and other services.

And builders are now finding the tax assessor can sharply cut sales. Items:

Builders of University Mews in Philadelphia (see p. 96) are battling an assessment that would add $10 monthly to buyers' payments. They say the difference could kill sales.

Pennsylvanians tax assessors have been slapping full taxes on incomplete and complete but unsold homes, boosting builder costs. Now builders have just pushed a bill through the legislature halting the practice. They predict a tripling of starts.

And San Diego assessors, like those in many other communities, are putting such low assessments on open land that owners can easily hold out until prices are sky high. Some evidence: the Grossmont school district paid $4,000 and $4,500 an acre for land on tax rolls at $75 to $176 an acre. At the same low assessment ratio the buyer of a $20,000 home would pay $70 a year in taxes—instead of the $400 he actually pays.

New political vigor begins to stir in housing

Part of the industry's current political activity stems from the civil rights fight, part from builders' growing concern over code and zoning roadblocks.

The San Francisco Real Estate Board has just become the nation's first to back political candidates for mayor and supervisor posts. President Mitchell Cutler says the board acted because of building code changes, zoning decisions, and "concern with the continuing erosion of the rights of property owners."

The Michigan Real Estate Board has joined a homeowners group in circulating petitions opposing anti-bias laws. And the Cincinnati Home Builders last year collected money through a separate fund for parties of the donor's choice.
Housing Policy

FHA's Brownstein 'Reports of our demise are premature'

As he winds up his first six months as FHA commissioner, Philip N. Brownstein recalls with relish his first day on the job last March. An assistant commissioner, a veteran hand at FHA, came in, wished him well, and added, "No commissioner ever faced such problems." "After nearly six months, I see no reason to take issue with him," quips Brownstein.

The list of problems Brownstein faced when he stepped into Neal Hardy's shoes as FHA's 11th commissioner was enough to frighten even a savvy government man with Brownstein's 25 years experience in housing. Items:
- Never before in its 29-year life had the agency had to wrestle with such a flood tide of foreclosed homes: 46,284 on hand and 33,000 more expected this fiscal year.
- Only once before had FHA's share of the housing market plunged so low. It hit 13.5% of housing starts in June, inching up to 14.9% in July, still near the record low of 10.7% set in 1946 when FHA kept lowering house valuations to fight inflation. Builders themselves gave many reasons why they began shunning FHA: red tape, ample mortgage money, and President Kennedy's order banning race bias in federally-aided housing.
- Not in years had the agency faced such sustained criticism for pouring large chunks of staff time into promoting and processing welfare-oriented programs in which economic soundness was waived.

Now the Mortgage Bankers Assn. is backing legislation in Congress to put FHA under an independent three-man board.

Reviving the corpse. Phil Brownstein knows that FHA's critics will never be satisfied. "But reports of FHA's demise are premature," he tells HOUSE & HOME. Brownstein conveys the idea that his first and biggest job is getting "FHA and its private industry partners working in close harmony."

FHA's 1-4 Family Insurance Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>203 (P)</th>
<th>**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>203K (E)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203 (E)</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 (E)</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215 (E)</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220 (E)</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220H (E)</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221 (E)</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222 (E)</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223 (E)</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224 (E)</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225 (E)</td>
<td>5,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226 (E)</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FHA's Brownstein Problems atop problems

In his brief months in office he has used remarkable energy and frankness in cutting some of his mountainous problems down to solvable size. Attacking torpid processing head on, Brownstein pushed the testing of two speedups conceived under Hardy. He has just told builders the two changes will be extended nationwide by year-end (see p. 7).

Selling the backlog. FHA has grappled with the onslaught of foreclosed homes and now says FHA is making progress in getting repossession laws changed to let private hands in. In July FHA fell behind by only 800 homes (3,100 repossessed and 2,300 sold), down from a 1,000-plus average.

Getting rid of those 46,000 homes is perhaps the toughest job Brownstein and FHA have. In some cities, new house builders and real estate agents find FHA may be their biggest competitor. If the agency chose to dump foreclosed homes at any price, it would easily upset the realty market.

Brownstein has repeatedly warned against dumping, offers these alternate solutions:
1) He has just told field offices to begin renting more homes, even to military officials who can lease up to 75% of jobs under this plan.
2) A few units have been sold to local public housing agencies. And Brownstein has just told local FHA offices to list foreclosed homes with local public housing agencies. 3) Brownstein started in July letting private mortgage lenders pick up the mortgages for repossessed houses. Formerly FHA held the mortgage.

In the pressure to sell he has just moved FHA toward selling with no-down payments (no down payment is made and closing costs are included in the mortgage) which was banned in 1955. He pointedly tells local offices that FHA is "not restricted to statutory cash requirements (and) the director is authorized to reduce cash requirements or sell with no cash down payments when such action will make our properties competitive."

Not all of Brownstein's sales methods are universally admired. The National Association of Real Estate Boards has other ideas on how Brownstein could cut the glut of foreclosed homes. NAREB is stepping up its drive to get FHA 1) to abandon its year-old ban on exclusive listings for Realtors, and 2) to pay pre-
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HONOLULU

In the subtropical balm of Waikiki Beach's muggy heat mixed with cooling trade winds, builders were not much disposed to argue over their problems—even big ones. So the summer board of directors meeting of the National Association of Home Builders came and went with serenity at the end of August.

Biggest news of the five-day session was imported from Washington by FHA, whose officials:

1. Sprang an announcement that FHA was ordering into effect in 11 Western states a sweep-up of its Minimum Property Standards for land use in high-density housing built under FHA's planned unit development concepts (see p. 8).

2. Revealed that two trial methods of speeding up FHA processing have proved so successful that they are being adopted across the nation. One, irregular compliance inspections, under which builders need not wait for an FHA inspector before proceeding with construction, was ordered into effect in mid-August. The other, quicker conversion of conditional commitments to firm commitments by having mortgage bankers do some of FHA's paperwork, was used nationally as soon as forms can be printed and distributed.

Brush at bias. Builders' widely publicized fears that President Kennedy's anti-bias Executive Order would deal housing a sharp setback this year have so far proved wrong. But the race problem in housing continues to be Topic A wherever builders gather. Honolulu was no exception. In private huddles, in air-conditioned committee meetings at the Hilton Hawaiian Village, at sessions of National Association of Home Builders’ executive committee, talk ranged over what—if anything—steps the association should take to help cope with a situation in which most builders fervently wish they were not embroiled.

One builder favored doing nothing and saying nothing. Some argued that the federal government ought to provide incentives for builders willing to pioneer open-occupancy subdivisions instead of threatening penalties for those who do not. How? By offering lower interest rates, firm FHA commitments, or even land-development insurance for open-occupancy tracts, suggested one Pennsylvania builder.

Still other builders agreed with Big Builder William J. Levitt (who wasn't present) that FHA's anti-bias directive will have nothing but good effect on extending Kennedy's anti-bias edict. Pratt told the directors that NAHB experts feel that it would be “impossible for the federal government to extend the [anti-bias] order across the board under present laws.” Moreover, said Pratt, “while there are areas where we maybe helpful, there are other areas where our people say it would hurt homebuilding.”

Pratt, who has been chairman of a task force on race relations which is now sup-planting the housing relations committee with Pratt still at the helm, told the directors: “We have been unable to find words to express any better” the FHA policy on race and housing adopted last year. This declares: “For many years the homebuilding industry has practiced race discrimination in housing which does not arise from builder bias but results from the emotions and deep-seated attitudes of our customers; that this is beyond the control of our industry...

In a separate resolution, NAHB directors also decided to seek a seat on the President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing headed by former Gov. David Lawrence of Pennsylvania. Not one of the committee's seven public members, noted Pratt, is a homebuilder.

To some onlookers, NAHB's action seemed a mouse-like result after mountainous labor. But considering how deeply divided builders are among themselves on what course to take, it is probably all anyone should have expected.

FHA Commissioner Philip N. Brownstein, who came from Washington to address the 1,200 delegates, members, and associates, called NAHB's move “very significant and forthright,” recognizing that “a solution to the problem of housing all Americans must be met head-on and a solution found.”

Brownstein contended that the experience of 17 states with anti-bias laws for housing shows there has been no "serious effect" on housing output or sales. Many builders blame the President's anti-bias order for this year's sharp drop in FHA's share of starts (down from 18.2 to 13.7 of the private nonfarm total for the first six months). But Brownstein—as he has before—insisted that other reasons may account for this 17% drop, including FHA's efforts to increase FHA commitments—in ten offices, the commissioner reported. Result: “We cut processing time so

Relaxed by Honolulu’s sport-shirt informality, builder and producer speak frankly

NAHB President W. Evans (Bucky) Buchanan leveled a blast at land speculators for driving up the price of housing—a comment significant for the vehemence with which he spoke and for the hope it gives that builders in time may move from deploiting land price inflation to advocating action to end it. "Speculators go in and buy land," Buchanan told a press conference on a roof deck overlooking Waikiki Beach. "They don't give a damn what they pay, they can sell and take a capital gain. But I have to go to a doctor or dentist-speculator to get my land. We builders don't even get the same tax breaks a stockbroker does."

Then Vice President David Slipher of Kaiser Industries, holding company for Henry J. Kaiser's aluminum-steel-cement empire, said a homebuilder ought to provide incentives for the vehemence with which he spoke and for the hope it gives that builders in time may move from deploiting land price inflation to advocating action to end it. "Speculators go in and buy land," Buchanan told a press conference on a roof deck overlooking Waikiki Beach. "They don't give a damn what they pay, they can sell and take a capital gain. But I have to go to a doctor or dentist-speculator to get my land. We builders don't even get the same tax breaks a stockbroker does."
much it seems too good to be true." In most cities, the switchover takes only a single day under the new setup, never more than two. The technique involves making a single typing (or line) per page, producing the commitment document, a rejection form, and the certificate of insurance endorsement. As soon as the Government Printing Office can print 1 million forms, and FHA can distribute them, the setup will be made nationwide, promised Brownstein. Would that be?

"We hope by the end of November, certainly by year-end," he said.

And also faces a complete overhaul "starting from scratch," the commissioner disclosed. As it now stands. FHA approval of rental projects is a "very time-consuming, tedious process" which needs a drastic speedup, he said. "I'm sure we are going to be able to do it, but it will take some time."

Paul Nahin President Alan Brockbank complained, for a question from the floor, that "it took five months to get a nursing home application to the point where we could draw the final plans. Isn't there some way to simplify this?"

Replied Brownstein: "There must be. That's why I've asked for a review of our methods."

The directors meeting and marketing conference also produced these developments: • Today's second- and third-time buyers are urging more storage space and much better planning of living space inside their homes, reported Publisher Paul Hornsleth of House & Garden magazine. His observations were based on a new six-city study still in progress among owners of homes in two price brackets: under $25,000 and from $25,000 to $40,000. Homeowners today "are amazingly well informed" about what makes value and quality, said Hornsleth, "and they would buy a better house if one were available. They complain that kitchen storage is often inadequate or poorly planned. Many want a pantry with floor-to-ceiling shelves. They want space in their kitchen for a table and four chairs. They want more closet and storage space throughout the house. Almost all object to garage doors on the front of the house. They prefer them at the side. They want the master bedroom with a bath for the husband and wife." What would buyers give up to get such amenities? "Some tell us they would be willing to give up the basement, or even the garage," said Hornsleth. "They seem to want re-use of existing space."

FHA REGULATIONS

FHA adopts sweeping new land use rules

The rapid rise of planned unit development projects has led FHA to write a whole new set of land-use regulations for them.

And the agency, moving with uncustomed speed, has already put them into effect in 11 Western states—Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming—where the need is greatest.

The new rules give builders and local FHA underwriters a wholly flexible set of guidelines for combining high-density land use with amenities like parking space, open space, ground coverage by structures, and recreation space in both one-family and multi-family housing. The new rules will become Chapter X of FHA's forthcoming overhaul of its minimum property standards for multi-family housing, but affect one-family planned unit developments too.

Where it aims. Says Assistant FHA Commissioner Richard Canavan: "We're trying to encourage quality jobs in an area that's new and unfamiliar. And we're trying to prevent mistakes in development. We're going to have to insist on more attention (by developers) to good planning and design. We have a responsibility to participate in providing more living units people can afford. When this can be done by technical innovation, we should be at the head of the parade. But we can sure try to hold the line against goofy land speculation, too."

Says NAHB Vice President Leon Weiner: "These new rules will seriously affect the future direction of land use in the U.S., both in site planning and environmental planning. They are complex, but they should give us a better flexibility in setbacks and sideyard requirements [where local ordinances often force projects into a strictjacket that violates today's best ideas in land use]. We hope FHA's example will help break down local barriers in zoning and codes."

How it works. Up to now, FHA has recognized three types of housing areas calling for differing densities of rental housing—garage apartments, high-rise, and center-city towers. "This isn't sophisticated enough," says FHA's writers need not be forced into rigid pigeonholes in planning high-density housing; they can pick a density at any level (e.g. 4.75 intensity) and compute the requirements mathematically.

For a planned development with a land intensity of five (16 units per acre), FHA would impose the following requirements:

- Floor area ratio 0.4
- (a-one-story structure covering 100% of a site yields an FAR of 1.0. So does a ten-story structure covering 10% of a site)
- Occupant-car ratio 1 plus
- (refers to parking space without time limit)
- Total car ratio 1.3
- (parking space for guests; may have time limit)
- Living space ratio 1 plus
- (space on ground not covered by buildings, streets, parking—i.e. residual space)
- Open space ratio 1.8
- (ground area minus buildings plus half of surrounding streets, parks, rivers, lakes, golf courses, etc. and plus half of covered open space like carports, walkways, high-rise structures on stilts, etc.)

Local option. What intensity to allow for a given project will be up to local underwriters, explains Canavan. "This is one of the most crucial steps in making the new rules work," he notes. FHA's new MPSS admonish underwriters that choosing an intensity too low "adversely affects the economics of a project through under-use of land," while picking an intensity too high "lowers livability below the level appropriate for the location and thereby lowers the marketability or rentability" of a project.

The new land-use rules were devised by FHA's top technicians—William O'Connor, deputy director of architectural standards; Wallace Weichbrodt, director of appraisal and mortgage risk; Byron Hanke, chief of land planning; and John Lynch, chief of valuation. They spent three weeks in mid-May in FHA's offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Santa Ana reviewing the score of planned unit development projects confronting the agency, and talking to local FHA officials. Then they returned to Washington and drafted the regulations on a crash basis.
LOCAL MARKETS

Builder's inside look at three markets

President Eli Broad of the phenomenally successful Kaufman & Broad Building Co. (1961, Mar.) expects a slight slackening in the red-hot boom in Los Angeles (News, Sept.).

"The first and second quarter annual rate was about 150,000 starts," he has just told the New York Society of Security Analysts. "The market can't absorb more than 140,000, and some slowdown is apparent." (Other sources point out that Los Angeles builders have one dwelling unit under construction for every two persons expected to arrive there this year.) But Broad did not seem concerned—for K&B or the housing industry. ("There is no large inventory of unsold homes").

In fact, he called Los Angeles his best profit area, primarily because K&B's almost instant success with its new Huntington Beach townhouses, which cut the company's land cost by two-thirds, K&B is so sold on Los Angeles that it is setting up a second division there, probably to build in the San Fernando Valley. And, Broad said, K&B will soon enter another Western market, either Houston or San Francisco.

Broad's sizzle of two cities where K&B already holds 5% of the market:

Detroit. "We're ahead on volume for the first six months and expect our year's volume to be considerably ahead." Detroit is just beginning to reap the rich harvest of two back-to-back bumper years of auto production. In the second quarter the city's one-family home market hit its highest level since 1959 and ranked No. 2 among ten markets surveyed by Advance Mortgage Co.

Phoenix. "We'll have a tough time doing as well as we did in 1962. The market will remain soft for the next six months."

Cincinnati: high apartment vacancies slow the market

FHA has taken over three Cincinnati rental housing projects because developers could not operate them profitably.

And the agency's Washington headquarters has just rejected as "too ambitious" a plan by Builder Ralph Bush of Norfolk, Va. for three 35-floor towers of 220 apartments each in Cincinnati's River Front renewal area. The FHA told him to scale down his plans and cited Cincinnati's insured housing vacancy rate—at 17.9%, highest for comparable cities. Vacancies in non-FHA housing are near 8%, according to Executive Director Orville Brown of the local home builders' association.

Overbuilding? "Cincinnati is overbuilt in homes and apartments," says a top builder. He says 600 luxury apartments are coming onto the market and 1,000 other $200-plus units are already available. New buildings appear to be drawing tenants from older apartments—and slow ing rental of some new units at less desirable locations.

The first FHA takeover came in March at Swifton Village, where the agency said Jonathan Woodner Inc. of New York was behind in interest and principal payments on its FHA-insured loan. Swifton's 1,165 units are near good neighborhoods, but its vacancy rate stood at 37.5% at foreclosure time and soared to 43.2% by Aug. 1. When Woodner built the $10-million project as Sec. 608 housing only 10 years ago, it had a waiting list. As vacancies climbed recently, managers rolled long-time tenants by offering rent concessions to new renters. FHA has now stabilized rents at $78.50 to $85 for two-bedroom units.

FHA also foreclosed Glengate Terrace, with 72 units ($75 for two bedrooms), and Baltimore Terrace, 20 units.

MARKET MURMURS

Trouble ahead? Advance Mortgage Co. reports 53% of Cincinnati's FHA apartment loans are in default, tops in the Midwest. Cincinnati FHA Director Irwin Kuhn (who has just resigned) says negotiations are under way with the Hamilton Co. of New York, headed by Louis Leader, to head off a like fate (possibly by deferring amortization for six months) for the Fay Apartments, a 1,025-unit complex overlooking industrial Mill Creek Valley, and Richmond Village, a Sec. 221 project. 228 units are already available. Low monthly charges ($93 for three-bedroom units) possible with the subsidized 31½% mortgages under Sec. 221d3 have helped Park Town and a second integrated co-op, partly-completed Garden Hills in the suburbs, attract white buyers in a city bordering the South. At Garden Hills—where only 60 of 401 units are completed—75 of 301 purchasers are white. FHA has told Dallas builders to stop including wall-to-wall carpeting and draperies in house sales. Builders took non-interest bearing, 10-year notes. FHA calls it a giveaway. VA agrees and follows suit.

Imminent marketing of the first plywood made of Southern pine is causing Douglas Fir Plywood Assn. to seek a new name.

Lumber dealers say they are expecting their biggest growth in remodeling.

Housing is gaining in its battle for disposable dollars. Urban families boosted housing spending from 20% to near 25% of income in the 1950s, a just completed analysis of government data by the National Industrial Conference Board shows.

A New York City co-op sponsor lets prospects rent on trial for six months before deciding if they want to buy.

Home manufacturers are reaching for new markets. Swift Homes will supply materials for Pittsburgh public housing apartments. President Bill Hall of General Homes hopes to crack the renewal market (as has Crawford) and Madway Main Line Homes of Wayne, Pa. is moving into completed homes in addition to its pre-cut line. The Home Manufacturers Assn. is starting a West Coast branch.

More builders flock to Puerto Rico's beckoning market

Builder Bill Levitt has just opened his first model homes in a 10,000 home community across the bay from San Juan. He plans 3,500 single-family homes first, including this four-bedroom, two-bath model with 1,079 sq. ft. on a 3,300 sq. ft. lot. Sales price is $13,990 with $440 down.

Builder Louis Lesser is jumping to Puerto Rico, too. He plans 5,000 homes and apartments. Lesser says large labor unions have agreed to buy entire tracts for their members, and Lesser will build them under FHA insurance. Lesser's market size-up: "Like L.A. in 1946."
And she'd love an Intercom in a $14,000 house!

The less her husband makes, the more a mink means to her. The tighter her budget, the surer she'll be to pick the house with the intercom.

In today's highly competitive market, it's the house that offers the most for the money that sells faster, easier. And an intercom is an ideal 'plus' because it is a status item, usually found only in houses costing $25,000 or more.

Right there is where an Emerson-Rittenhouse Sound System can be a powerful "persuader" that leads to a buying decision...Emerson Quick!

How can you afford intercoms on a slim profit margin?

As you know, one of the major costs of most sound systems is installation. But Emerson-Rittenhouse has developed an exclusive wiring system that's pre-assembled at the factory...hooks up merely by plugging in six cables. In fact, installation is so simple that it cuts time-and-labor costs in half!

Progressive builders everywhere are finding that in all their homes, modest or magnificent, Emerson-Rittenhouse Intercoms are a sound idea. We think you will too.

Learn how you can qualify for Emerson's 1964 Builder Bonus Plan

This year, Emerson Electric is looking forward to featuring YOUR homes in LIFE Magazine...and increasing display home traffic for you with an exclusive, Win-A-Trip-To-Europe Contest. For full details on how the program benefits builders and electrical contractors, see your Emerson distributor, or write: Emerson Electric, Dept. HH-10, 8100 Florissant, St. Louis 36, Mo.
Window Beauty... that puts money in the bank

Yes—Modern Wood Window Units Cut Window Heat Loss by as much as 21%

Even while windows of Pondcrosa Pine are pleasing the eye and blending harmoniously with charming interiors, they’re saving you money too. • For the Pondcrosa Pine which frames the glass areas of windows provides 1770 times the insulating value of aluminum. Heat leaks there are cut to a minimum, fuel costs reduced. • Windows of Pondcrosa Pine work for you in summer too, blocking out summer heat—as no metal can. And they help keep air-conditioning costs appreciably lower. • Make sure that your new home, or your proposed remodel­ing, includes the very practical beauty of Pondcrosa Pine windows.

Send for your FREE booklet “Window Facts”, Pondcrosa Pine, Dept. HH-1, P. O. Box 660, Chicago 91, Illinois.

Woodwork of Pondcrosa Pine

Ponderosa Pine Woodwork—An association of lumber producers and woodwork manufacturers • 33 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 3, Illinois

This advertisement will appear in February House Beautiful; March House & Garden and Spring issue House Beautiful's Building Manual; spring issue of New Homes Guide; September House Beautiful; October and November House & Garden; November Home Maintenance & Improvement; and December House Beautiful.

You can offer your customers extra cash value with wood window units. This ad drives home the fact that wood windows can effect fuel savings by their ability to reduce heat loss appreciably. Write us for FREE Window Facts booklets available for your customers, Department HH-1.

Ponderosa Pine Woodwork

An association of Lumber Producers and Woodwork Manufacturers • 39 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 3, Illinois
SEGREGATION

Stiffer resistance brakes Negro drive for integrated housing

When President Kennedy banned race bias in federally-aided housing last November, no one expected an overnight turnaround.

Now, after a well-advertised "summer of our discontent" by Negro leaders that brought picketing of builders and scattered outbreaks of violence, the evidence suggests that resistance to integrated housing has hardened.

The fight most significant for builders comes in Orlando, Fla., where House & Home Ltd., a private company not associated with this magazine, has appealed a Va suspension for allegedly refusing to sell a home in a 160-unit Bel Air near Cape Canaveral to a Negro assistant school principal (News, Sept.). Charges partner N. A. Rossman:

"The suspension of our firm by the Veterans Administration was effected without any hearing. This [appeal to a three-man Va panel] will be our first chance to tell our side of the story."

Rossman testified the model in question had never been appraised by Va. Organized builders are fly-specking the hearing record for any sign the builder was penalized unfairly. So is the House veterans affairs committee.

Segregate in Washington, President Kennedy's own Comm. on Equal Opportunity ran into one of the sharpest setbacks. Its chairman, former Gov. David E. Lawrence of Pennsylvania, called Washington-area builders to three meetings and pleaded for an open-occupancy pact. But builders could not agree on methods, said Lawrence.

The committee then warned that it would urge the President to extend his anti-bias order to housing financed by conventional lending. It now covers only government-aided building, about 20% of the total, and would take in 90% if extended. But President Kennedy told a press conference he plans to stand on the existing order.

Builder William Levitt, after weeks of bitter controversy raged for weeks over

The idea carried to Englewood, N.J. and then to Philadelphia, where core demonstrators dumped at the feet of policemen a half-ton of junk collected from tenements. The Philadelphia Housing Assn. said a massive study showed housing rules "are not being vigorously or effectively enforced against persistent violators."

but the crowd threw in a bomb that started a fire, ripped out the plumbing and furnace, painted "Niggers' house" on the brick siding, and battered the Bakers' car into ruin.

The Bakers paid $1,120 for their repossession case, Va row house through Friends Suburban Housing in Ardmore, the nation's only real estate firm specializing in locating Negroes in all-white neighborhoods. It was the first violence in 62 integrated move-ins by FSH.

When tempers cooled, some 1,000 heads of households issued a statement deploring the violence but warning: "We will use passive resistance by demonstrations and boycotts of any business which serves them."

Negro jobs: the numbers game stalls

"What we're asking is 50% apprenticeship"—Oliver Leeds, Brooklyn core chairman.

"I don't think quotas are a good idea"—President Kennedy.

These views capsize the issue raised by the Negro's drive for construction jobs. Success has come to the drive in three cities but only via compromise.

Six hundred plumbers struck in Cleveland when the contractor on a $10-million auditorium jumped two non-union Negroes over a white waiting list. But the plumbers returned when the Negroes agreed to wait their turn, and the 1,400-man union then signed pacts with 10 Negro plumbing contractors and opened its own apprenticeships to all races. Both sides gained. Negroes got union membership; unions ended non-union work.

Negroes get their first jobs as laborers and sheet-metal men on Chicago's federal courthouse. Philadelphia's roofers, electricians, plumbers, and steamfitters took them in as journeymen and apprentices.

In New York, where militants had insisted on quotas from 25% to 60% of the job list (News, Sept.), the Building and Construction Trades Council had set up a special panel to process Negro apprentices from lists gathered by both the Republican city administration and the Democratic city administration. But the panel finally grew so angry over the "demands and threats" it said were coming from City Hall rights spokesmen it decreed a city-wide freeze on all city-sponsored applicants.

Negro leaders, disgusted with this end to a summer of negotiation, scheduled a massive "march" on City Hall to get building jobs.

FHFA meanwhile is issuing its rules for enforcing the President's order against job bias in federally aided building. Any builder, contractor or dealer who plans to construct, repair or rehabilitate a home and any mortgagee on a multi-family project must pledge not to discriminate against any job applicant or any employee. Best guess on penalties: blacklisting.
Season-Aire not only heats and cools homes we build, it offers room-by-room comfort control

say Robert B. Baker

say Robert F. Holstead


For their custom homes, Bob Baker and Bob Holstead recommend Season-Aire. All-electric Season-Aire balances temperature and humidity at the desired comfort level; creates its own climate that’s clean . . . fresh . . . invigorating. Conditioned air is delivered smoothly, gently. There’s never a hint of drafts. Give your customers a better reason to buy your homes. Install Season-Aire —the new approach to whole-house climate control.

Get the full Season-Aire story—Request Bulletin R20101

Smooth-Air Baseboards or Floor Drop-In Units distribute conditioned air free of drafts; integral electric heating elements provide room-by-room temperature control.

Central-Air Unit mounts in basement, crawl space or utility room. Air is tempered and humidified, dehumidified and cooled, electrostatically filtered, deodorized. Germicidal lamp optional.

Cool-Air Chiller is installed outdoors; supplies cooling medium to coil in Central-Air Unit for cooling and dehumidification. Vertical air discharge assures low sound level.

smoother baseboards or floor drop-in units distribute conditioned air free of drafts; integral electric heating elements provide room-by-room temperature control.

central-air unit mounts in basement, crawl space or utility room. air is tempered and humidified, dehumidified, and cooled, electrostatically filtered, deodorized. germicidal lamp optional.

cool-air chiller is installed outdoors; supplies cooling medium to coil in central-air unit for cooling and dehumidification. vertical air discharge assures low sound level.
Connecticut lures builders with freeze on assessments

Gov. John N. Dempsey has signed legislation letting cities freeze tax assessments for 15 years as a come-on for middle-income rental builders.


Brown has offered to build a $19-million apartment project along the Connecticut River in Hartford as soon as the city can deliver the 10-acre site of its old gas works.

If the city council will offer the frozen assessment in lieu of the time-consuming urban renewal write-down on the cost of the cleared land, the 1,800-unit project can open by 1966 instead of 1969. Hartford will get less in taxes but will put the buildings on the rolls faster.

Pro and con. Chamber of Commerce leaders praise the plan and Executive Vice President Arthur B. Lumsden describes it as probably the most important enactment of the 1963 General Assembly.

But vigorous opposition has developed, much of it in resentment at how the bill was nursed quietly through both houses. Hartford's irate council passed a resolution demanding that Gov. Dempsey defer signing until the measure could be analyzed.

The assessment freeze permits taxes to rise with any city rate increase over the 15-year period, but critics contended the city would lose heavily on taxes and be providing a windfall for developers. Opponents also asked how Hartford could expect the new apartments to be any more substantial or attractive, in return for the concession, than present high-rise rentals.

A history of subsidy. It was another first for Connecticut, a pioneer in state-subsidized housing with its $15-million moderate income housing act in 1947. It provided bonding to let local authorities build housing with veterans' preference. The program has now hit $115 million and is still operating $1 million yearly.

Connecticut's new plan resembles New York's Mitchell-Lama Act in tax-relief intent, though it freezes assessments instead of abating levies. New York offered 10-year tax forgiveness to encourage new housing as early as 1921 under Gov. Alfred E. Smith's tax exemption law, but only in 1955 did it enact the controversial Mitchell-Lama Act to speed private middle-income building. It lets state or cities sell tax-exempt bonds backed by the state's credit in order to lend builders up to 95% of construction costs at interest rates (currently 4.09%) based on the low yield of tax-free bonds. Projects are also eligible for local realty tax abatement up to 50%. Mitchell-Lama bonds were backed by the state's credit, but the State Housing Finance Law of 1960 withdrew this support. Now, housing bond issues are legally backed only by the real estate, and the agency that floats them.

New Jersey also granted restricted abatement with its limited dividend housing corporation law in the 1950s. The Fox-Lance-Crane Law of 1961 sought to stimulate private white-collar building in renewal areas by letting builders pay 15% of their rent receipts as taxes, but developers have made almost no use of it. Gov. Richard J. Hughes has now asked the legislature to set up a state agency to lend 90% of construction costs by selling bonds unsupported by state credit. Builders could then seek tax abatement under the two previous laws. The middle income program, patterned on the New York State housing finance law, remained bottled up in committee in the lower house during the spring session. Hughes will try again in November.

Florida: builder-lawmaker blocks public housing project

In 1940, the St. Petersburg housing authority opened its 446-unit Jordan Park housing project. It is still in operation, but the authority has built no units since.

A 1949 try was defeated in a public referendum. Last year, the agency tried again. This time, the city council chose not to call for a referendum and in January got Public Housing Administration approval—and a $57,500 grant—to plan 400 units for persons over 62 (376 units for whites, 24 for Negroes).

Early this year, Builder-developer Richard Deeb of St. Petersburg was elected a Republican state legislator. In June, the public housing authority began to run into strong local protests over its choice of a site—which required rezoning. Suddenly in a special session of the legislature supposedly limited to finance, a bill appeared—to require elections on any public housing in Pinellas

California lawmakers refuse money for a contemporary mansion

A distinguished jury selected this design—by Architects Campbell & Wong & Associates—for the mansion (photo right) used since 1903.

But ... "The legislature has made it clear," said State Finance Director Hale Champion, "that it does not want the kind of building Mr. Wong designed." It expressed its disapproval by turning down Gov. Edmund G. Brown's budget requests.

---first for $850,000, then for $450,000. Besides sniping at the design, lawmakers questioned Wong's concept of combining the governor's offices into the building. "... The site chosen for the mansion is across the street from the capitol, and the offices can stay where they are." Too the site itself fronts on busy (and noisy) Route 40.

Says Architect Wong, who will be paid $60,000 for the design: "I'm fed up."
County (where St. Petersburg has the only housing authority).

With no time to advertise the proposal as a special local act under Florida law, the bill was quickly rewritten—insiders say by Rep. Deeb—as an amendment to a general act. It passed.

Lawyers say the act probably is unconstitutional because it doesn't apply uniformly. But the housing authority has dropped its $1,000 option on a $130,000 site—and is pondering what to do next.

**Georgia: limitation voted against out-of-state lumber**

The General Assembly passed and the governor signed a law requiring all contractors for the state or its political subdivisions to use Georgia lumber "when available."

The measure's tacit target was West Coast lumber. The bill's sponsor said Georgia taxpayers were footing the bill for too many out-of-state products on public construction projects while Georgia timber went begging.

The lawmakers gave permanent status to the Georgia Real Estate Investment Board, created under an act that expired in 1962. The board will pass on the plans that any of Georgia's six fund systems have for investing in real estate. The systems cover teachers, peace officers and other retirement groups.

The bill seeks to remove such funds from the danger of manipulation.

A bill to establish a state FHA to insure loans in segregated housing was carried over to the 1964 session. There was no organized support from the housing industry, and no industrial groups took a stand.

**Iowa tightens housing law to restrict jerry building**

Gov. Harold Hughes signed an amendment to Iowa's Cities-and-Towns Housing Law to set standards for all new building in and within a mile of cities of 15,000 and over.

Supporters called the measure imperative to keep shack villages on city outskirts.

The standards in some cases paralleled those of FHA's minimum property standards: Iowa thus became the first to take a modest step toward adopting the FHA guides as a state code.

The measure had clear sailing in both houses after overcoming rural opposition in the lower chamber's cities-and-towns committee. The antis wondered aloud "whether we should be telling people how to build their homes," but the House approved 95 to 6 and the Senate 43 to 1.

Rep. Tom Riley, a Cedar Rapids attorney, first offered the bill in 1961 but it was blocked by rural interests, primarily because it would have applied to towns of 5,000 and over. Rep. Riley excluded everything under 15,000 this year. The Iowa Home Builders Assn. was solidly behind the measure.

One effect will be to open Iowa to new building techniques and materials. Examples: The law drops an archaic requirement for 8'-3" ceilings, written when lumber was cut in that measure, and permits a 7' minimum. Bed and living rooms must have an 80 sq. ft. minimum and no room can be less than 7' wide. The requirement for kitchen windows is dropped in favor of interior kitchens with mechanical exhausts.

**SPEED-UP! NEW HOME SALES APARTMENT LEASING FILL HOTEL-MOTEL ROOMS**

**INSTALL mist-AID STEAM BATH IN TUBS AND SHOWERS**

This new, versatile and unique Steam Generator enables you to add to the bathroom, the warm caressing benefits of a Professional Quality Turkish Steam Bath—at low low cost—without disturbing bathroom decor.

MacLevy MIST-AID is U.L. Listed and is available in both recessed and wall mount models. It has been precision engineered, is most attractive in design and trouble-free in operation. Measures only 12"x14"x3¾". MIST-AID provides you with a real competitive advantage.

**BESTWALL CERTAIN-TEED**

MR. BUILDER:

Here, briefly, is the new IEH Program for home builders:

- A Liberal Mortgage Financing Program (as much as 95%) thru local Savings & Loan Associations at regular interest rates and terms up to 30 years.
- Architectural and working drawings of homes ranging from $10,000 to $30,000.
- Engineering Manuals with full mechanical and structural details, color stylings and specifications.
- Costing and pricing summary sheets to give you close control over costs and profits.
- A complete sales promotion program professionally designed to help you sell these homes.

YOU, MR. BUILDER can increase your home sales by using this unique homebuilding service in your area. For complete details on the IEH Home Building Program, see your nearest Bestwall Certain-teed Sales Corporation representative or write direct to IEH, 120 East Lancaster Avenue, Ardmore, Pa.
Urban renewal faces a battle over its 1964 course

Seeds of the conflict were sown last summer when the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the metropolitan nation's watchdog over spending, reported that 71% of the buildings in Cleveland's Erieview renewal area had been marked for razing, even though four-fifths of the defects were easily correctable minor ills (News, Aug.). Snapped GAO: "In view of the vagueness of the blighting factors described in URA's regulation, very few areas of any city would not be eligible for total demolition under the concept expressed by the commissioner [William Slayton]." Slayton has just fired off a letter to the Senate noting he also never challenged Erieview's eligibility for federal aid. If renewal is narrowly circumscribed, "he predicts only "patchwork jobs."

Aroused by this use of eminent domain, a bipartisan cadre of Congressmen has now introduced corrective legislation.

Sen. Wayne Morse (D., Ore.) and Sen. Jack Miller. (R., Iowa) want to ban the razing of buildings 1) that can be economically improved to meet reasonable standards and 2) whose owners or lessees agree to make repairs within a reasonable time. Rep. William Widnall (R., N.J.) is backing a similar proposal in the House.

Chances are slim that any of these measures will get a hearing this year. But next year, when renewal and public housing subsidies will be near exhaustion, the whole subject will be up for intensive study. Sen. Joseph Clark (D., Pa.) already has recommended giving URA $3 billion more to spend next year (as well as providing $105 million to build 140,000 new public housing units).

Accent on taxes. Rep. Widnall, ranking GOP member of the House housing subcommittee, also wants to probe further into the causes of slums. His bill would direct the administration to "check with appropriate domestic and foreign officials regarding tax policies and other devices such as zoning and housing codes used to halt slums and blight properties unprofitable."

The visiting foreign official—Dr. Rolland O'Regan, a New Zealand tax authority who toured the U.S. last spring—told how tax systems can fight blight (News, May). He said levying property taxes against land only as zoning and housing codes used to halt slums and blight properties unprofitable.

"What they gave me for that junk on Main no one else would have given me," says a Memphis warehouse owner. Cleveland likewise took 40 frame and brick tenements off Ben Franklin's hands for $372,000 (sample deal: a bungalow home at $3,500 in 1950 sold for $11,900). Until the city moved in, "when you get old there's no way to get out of it. No one wants to buy these properties."

Pay as you raze. Widnall, Sen. John Tower (R., Tex.) and Rep. John Kyl (R., Iowa) also want to limit federal renewal subsidies to projects which cannot liquidate their own costs through increased property taxes. Bonds issued on the promise of higher tax yields (tax anticipation bonds) have already financed some California renewal.

Widnall and Sen. Morse, Miller and Frank Lanche (D., Ohio) want to set up the House and Senate housing subcommittees to probe renewal or act as watchdogs over the program.

Urban renewal faces a battle over its 1964 course

A public housing official once said the bulk of most renewal projects would have come about without federal money, but "without the federal money, they would have come about at a time when housing needs were not so acute and a plan was needed to ration housing."

Today the great debate over federal aid is whether "too little" or "too much" should be done. Sen. John Tower (R., Tex.) and Sen. John Lausche (D., Ohio) want to set up the House and Senate housing subcommittees to probe renewal or act as watchdogs over the program.

The $10,000 top prize in Ruberoid Co.'s fifth annual architectural competition went to Hodne Associates of Minneapolis, for its variation (above) of the familiar high-rise-and-town-house combination.

Hodne kept the high-rise towers but, instead of the usual town houses, used clusters of five- and six-story apartments separated by landscaped pedestrian malls. The scheme is for a 17-acre site in Manhattan's East Harlem. It was the first time Ruberoid had asked architects to solve design problems of an actual site, and the first time New York City had let a private company foot the bill for a design competition on one of its renewal projects. The city was promised to try to use the winning concept in rebuilding.

But Chairman Milton Mollen of the Housing and Redevelopment Board showed some disappointment at the results: "We did not come across any outstandingly brilliant or entirely original idea ... we expected too much from the architectural profession."

New land-value rules promise speed and pitfalls to builders

The Urban Renewal Administration and FHA have just worked out a new way to set value on cleared slum land that may clear away red tape but also could cause headaches for developers.

Instead of local renewal agencies setting a land price independently and then getting FHA approval, the two will now pick a single price jointly after getting two appraisals. This becomes the fixed land price if the land is sold without bidding, and developers are assured FHA will not haggle about giving builders this full value in applications.

But if the land is sold through sealed bids or at auction, the price becomes the minimum acceptable bid. "A prospective developer may offer a higher price, but does so in full knowledge that he will have to make up the difference in additional equity," warn the agencies.

LABOR

Prefabber wins over Ohio carpenters

The National Labor Relations Board has just ordered the Ohio Valley District Carpenters Council to stop using boycotts and strike threats to keep prefabricated materials out of the Council's nine-county district.* The board's broad order protecting all manufacturers of "prefabricated materials" climaxes a three-year dispute between the carpenters and Columbus, Ohio prefabber Austin Guirlinger, head of Cardinal Industries.

In 1960 Cardinal contracted to furnish prefabricated trusses, paneling and pre-hung doors at the Park Town urban renewal apartments in Cincinnati. Cardinants protested that their contract barred all off-site assembly of framing parts unless it was done within the district and by outside carpenters (who work outdoors and draw higher wages than shop carpenters). Columbus is beyond the district, and Cardinal's mill craftsmen are inside carpenters represented by another local.

Guirlinger asked NLRB if the carpenters could legally bar prefab work by such a contract clause.

NLRB ruled that the contract violated the Landrum-Griffin law's prohibition against hot-cargo treatment of prefabbed work—but meanwhile the apartments had been completed without using trusses under dispute.

Last September, a carpentry subcontractor at Cincinnati's Garden Hills apartment project again sought to put up prefabricated trusses shipped in by Cardinal. Although Council carpenters had handled prefab stairs, cabinets and doors without objection, the Council struck to exclude the trusses because they were framing work done off the site. Cardinal and its subcontractor protested again.

NLRB has just found the Council guilty of boycotting the trusses by threatening, coercing and restraining the subcontractor and union carpenters. This time the board has issued a broad cease-desist order because the union's behavior "indicated the conduct ... may be repeated" not only with Cardinal but with other prefabricators.

But NLRB bases its ruling on reasons that may dilute its general application. NLRB says the Cincinnati subcontractor had no control over what carpentry was prefabbed because he was working for another contractor. It thereby avoids a second direct ruling on the disputed contract clause.
Go ahead, build!

Dorr-Oliver's ComplèteTrator takes care of the waste water treatment problem. It's the most compact, most reliable and easiest to maintain on-site treatment system you can use. The ComplèteTrator® process consumes 85% to 95% of the waste, producing an effluent that is chemically and biologically stable and safe for disposal.

End of on-site treatment objections! Why restrict your building projects to land within reach of city sewers . . . why worry about drainage fields . . . water table . . . type of soil? Go ahead and build with ComplèteTrator! Address: Dorr-Oliver Incorporated, ComplèteTrator Division, 77 Havemeyer Lane, Stamford, Connecticut.
**Corrulux PVC Panels** (polyvinyl chloride) are used for the outdoor patio windscreen, with the same design and material carried indoors as part of the room partition. PVC Panels are rigid... and are available in 3 types: transparent, translucent and opaque. Translucent panels in yellow were selected for this residential design.

**Corrulux Light Shells** (cast acrylic) are slightly vaulted to give the room ceiling a 3-dimensional effect. These off-white lay-in Light Shells efficiently diffuse soft light throughout the room. Still other types of translucent ceiling panels are available from Johns-Manville.

For use indoors or outdoors, J-M Corrulux Products are an exceptionally practical combination of color stability, strength, durability and weather resistance. They have proved their suitability in the residential and ecclesiastical situations shown here... they are equally suitable for stores, offices, schools or hospitals. They also have wide use as shatterproof factory windows or entire industrial walls. Furthermore, soon to join the growing group of Corrulux Products are some interesting new pressed patterns and decorative laminates. For more information and detailed specifications, send for your free copy of CXI-10A, "Johns-Manville Corrulux Products.”

Write to Johns-Manville, Dept. HH10, Box 158, New York 16, N. Y. In Canada: Port Credit, Ont. Cable: Johnmanvil.

*Floor and patio paving are Johns-Manville Carnival Colorchip®

**JOHNS-MANVILLE**
A tiled kitchen like this packs a terrific sales wallop. It says **quality, value, lasting beauty.** To a woman, it whispers **easy, easy care.** And it's so easy for a builder to offer a kitchen like this today. New American Olean tile products—like the Precedent ceramic mosaic floor patterns...rich-textured crystalline glazed and scored tile...and the delightful new decorated inserts—give you custom effects with sales appeal at a surprisingly low cost. Ask your tile contractor for details or write for color booklet "New Decorating Ideas with Ceramic Tile". It shows many creative ideas for using tile to help you sell homes.

**Tile in the kitchen sells!**

**American Olean**

*American Olean Tile Company, Executive Offices: 1825 Cannon Ave., Lansdale, PA. A Subsidiary of National Gypsum Company*
Builders start a youth movement

A wide upward movement of young executive talent is under way as builders and developers seek to fortify the ranks of middle management. A new position is coming to the fore: marketing director in charge of all sales, promotion, publicity and model home displays.

One such is William Driscoll, 37, newly appointed by Brown & Kauffmann of Palo Alto and formerly general sales manager of MacKay Homes. Another is Dr. Norman Young, 38, Levit & Sons’ new marketing vice president.

Levit also has a new marketing director in Walter D. Strang, 39, former ad manager for Callaway Mills, a New York textile house. And Justin H. Utal, 43, a builder of 250 houses a year in Philadelphia, joins Levit as general manager for Florida.

The Mackle Brothers’ C.K.P. Development has just promoted Neil E. Bahr, 37, to a vice presidency for sales in its Florida development department. William Lashly, 39, has just been promoted to the fore as builders and developers.

U R B A N  R E N E W A L: Illinois is embarking on Project UPGRADE to persuade landlords to repair 90,000 slum and marginal dwellings which the state supports by $60 million in rent paid reliefers.

Gov. Otto Kerner Jr. has named President Percy E. Wagner of the Chicago Real Estate Board and Chairman Clarence Swibel of the Chicago Housing Authority to head the plan to guarantee rent payments to landlords who agree to correct violations. The guarantees will let owners get repair loans.

Developer Lewis Kitchen has two new top aids, Attorney Paul W. Lashly becomes president of Mansion House Center Redevelopment Corp., which has just started building 38-story apartment towers with 1,248 units in St. Louis. Attorney Edward Fraher takes a similar post with Kitchen’s Allegheny Center Development in Pittsburgh. Kitchen has also signed a contract to clear a ring of slums hurting rentals at his renewal apartments in Kansas City (NEWS, July ’62). The replacement: a Hilton Hotel.

Year in jail for two in renewal bribe case

Wilmington Councilman Joseph L. Wallace, 56, and nightclub operator Edward S. Rovner, 57, were sentenced to a year in prison and $1,000 fines each for soliciting a bribe to influence the City Council’s award of a contract for Wilmington’s Poplar Street renewal project. Each is free pending appeal. They were convicted of seeking the bribe from President Leon N. Weiner of Wilmington Renewal Associates, the syndicate chosen to build the 2½-block project (NEWS, Aug.).

Builder faces jail term for faulty sewers: the reason why

Builder Richard L. Powell, 55, has just been sentenced to one and one-half to three years in Sing Sing Prison for misrepresentation in the sale of a Brooklyn N.Y. house. Powell’s attorney called the sentence unprecedented for charges hinging on the quality of a builder’s work.

Powell’s troubles started when he was involved in a “sinking homes” scandal in Brooklyn last year. Owners of a $26,500 house sued him after their basement flooded. Then he was indicted and convicted for failure to notify that the house met building-code standards despite an illegal water-drain hookup. The city had approved a drain connecting with a dry well, but it connected, in fact, to a sanitary sewer.

Investigators probing the case found records in Powell’s hand-writing detailing large payments to city officials. The city now wants him to tell a grand jury whether these payments were graft.

In sentencing Powell, Justice J. I. Shapiro turned down his plea to make repairs or buy back the house. Declared Shapiro: “The over-riding issue is whether he (Powell) wants . . . to expose official corruption.” Powell’s attorney says: “That question is a separate one before the courts.” He is appealing on grounds that no crime was committed.

TAMAP chief heads new products division

James F. Shequine, 34, has been appointed by The Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn., to head a department to develop new housing products and methods.

The department is a result of Project TAMAP, which Stanley conducted with the NARI Research Institute and Builder Robert Schmitt of Berea, Ohio. TAMAP’s study of residential construction turned up changes that saved $700 to $1,000 on a $16,700 house. Shequine runs TAMAP for Stanley.

O P I N I O N S  A N D  I N S I G H T S

▶ Realty man Luther Brooks, after showing Miami city commissioners pictures of crumbling buildings which his company manages: “I can’t make an owner do what the city won’t make him do. That’s my whole point. If the city enforced the laws on the books, we wouldn’t have slums.”

▶ Advertising Director Craig W. Moodie Jr. of Armstrong Cork Co., telling how a fictional farmer had sold shady hilltop lots with a crude sign saying only, “Amish Farm Land For Sale”: “His copy didn’t show even a rudimentary knowledge of the art [of advertising]. He didn’t even bring in his strong copy points like the shade trees and the view. He even forgot to say how big the lots were and how much they cost.”

▶ Architect Vladimir N. Ossipoff, Fail, telling of Oriental influence on U.S. Housing: “Someone said you change models every six months because they get shop-worn. That’s a sad commentary. Volkswagens are basically the same. They sell. They improve. A well-designed builder house will also sell. Let’s borrow the big idea from Japanese architecture, not the gimmicks. To pick a detail and stick it on is incredible.”

NEWS
For more saleable homes...

Rugged, Metal-Sheathed CHROMALOX ELECTRIC
snow-bar.

Automatic snow and ice removal helps convert home prospects to buyers
For that extra bit of luxury that's sure to close more sales
—install Chromalox Electric Snow-Bar in the sidewalks and drives of the homes you build. Snow-Bar costs little to install in blacktop, melts snow as it falls, is sure to appeal to homeowners who are tired of shoveling and aching backs!

- Exclusive metal-sheathed construction
- Pre-formed units fit most jobs
- Lowest installed cost of any snow melting system

Send for Bulletin M 60103

CHROMALOX electric SNOW-BAR

Distributed in area by SHEETS WHOLESALE COMPANY

California S&Ls' critic will now regulate them
A Berkeley professor whose report on California's free-wheeling S&Ls demanded tighter chartering rules is the state's new S&L commissioner.

He is Dr. Frederick E. Balderston, 40, Gov. Edmund G. Brown's choice to succeed Preston Silbaugh, 44, in the highly sensitive regulatory post.

Balderston's report on S&Ls in March did not arouse anything resembling the industry criticism of an earlier survey by Prof. Edward S. Shaw of Stanford, who urged an outright moratorium on charters because of competition in lending (both studies were commissioned by the state).

Hence industry reaction to Balderston's appointment has been generally favorable.

Commissioner Silbaugh is accepting an Alliance for Progress post in Chile. A former associate law professor at Stanford, Silbaugh joined the California S&L division in 1959 as deputy commissioner and stepped up to the $17,365 top job in January 1961.

S&L leaders have been pushing to dump Silbaugh since he publicized the Shaw survey. But they have also pressed for Silbaugh to impose dividend controls, and thereby keep most S&Ls from upping dividends to 5%.

International housing expert joins Buchanan
Dan R. Hamady, from 1955 until June of this year assistant administrator for international housing of HHFA, moves to W. E. Buchanan Co. of Washington as vice president.

Fluent in French, Arabic, and English, 48-year old Hamady, American-born in Lebanon, has been traveling since he was 4. He was educated at Flint (Mich.) Junior College and the American University, Beirut. After joining HHFA, he was: official U.S. observer on modular coordination in Milan and Rome in 1956, a U.S. housing consultant to Lebanon and the then President Luis Somozas of Nicaragua, and chairman of the U.S. delegation to the Housing Committee of the O.N. Economic Commission for Europe at Geneva. He was the last of the 1955-62 group to be cut out of the state's news.

Since Buchanan's firm is exploring housing in foreign countries, it is a good guess that Hamady will keep just as busy as ever.

ARCHITECTS: Seattle Architect Paul Thiry, 58, has been made a member of the National Capital Planning Commission. A practicing architect since 1929, he was chief architect for the Seattle World's Fair and headed the architectural profession's Committee on the National Capital.

Harvard University has appointed Benjamin Thompson, Cambridge architect and planning advisor for schools and colleges, as professor of architecture and chairman of the department of architecture at Harvard.

Named to President Kennedy's Fine Arts Commission: John Carl Warnecke, San Francisco architect; Aline B. Saarinen, author, lecturer and widow of famed Eero Saarinen, Birmingham, Mich; and Burnham Kelly, city planner and dean of Cornell University's college of architecture.

Eric Pawley, research secretary of the American Institute of Architects, has been named professor of architecture at University of Southern California.

Once "boy wonder" president of Lever Brothers and now a Los Angeles architect, Charles Luckman, has been elected chairman of California's State College Board of Trustees.

Thomas R. Creighton, former editor of Progressive Architecture, has joined John Carl Warnecke's firm in San Francisco.
Modern Homes picks Locke as president

Edwin A. Locke Jr., 53, is the new president of Modern Homes Construction Co. He succeeds Ralph S. De Loach, 52, founder of the Valdosta, Ga., shell housing concern, who died July 8 of leukemia in Gainesville, Fla.

Locke, Boston born and Harvard '32, was a vice president of Chase National Bank (now Chase Manhattan) before serving as ambassador to the Near East in 1951-3. He was president of Union Tank Car, whose Lindsey division makes water conditioners, from 1955 until last spring, when he surveyed Africa’s economy for the U. S.

Modern Homes earned $7.1 million on $22.5 million sales in the year ending Sept. 30, 1962 for its best performance since it started in 1956. In the nine months ending June 30 of this year, it earned $971,000 on $18.8 million sales—down 11% from the like period in 1962.

DIED: Louis John Berlanti, 55, and his son Fred Berlanti, 32, when their twin-engine Bonanza apparently hit a thunderstorm and crashed into Florida’s Lake Okeechobee Aug. 18. When Berlanti, builder of turnpikes and sewer systems, decided to enter housing, he got the wealthy Murchison family of Texas to finance the filling and connecting of some lonely sandpits in Tampa Bay to create the upper-bracket development of Tierra Verde. Fred managed the project. The Berlantis’ deaths came as Tierra Verde, after a well-publicized opening early this year, was hitting slow sales (45 homes). After Berlanti’s death, Clint Murchison Jr., took over as Tierra Verde president and said subsidiary Centerx Construction Co. will continue building.


CANADA

Builders find hoopla sells houses

This year apartments will almost surely capture over half the Canadian housing market. Through July, apartments accounted for 52.5% of the market. And while apartments are running 40% ahead of last year (31,232 starts), one-family houses have dropped 18% to 28,249 starts. But in Toronto single-family starts are 21% ahead of last year. The key reason: Builders found hoopla sells houses...when they promote them. Shows how you save precious floor space...slash furnace installation costs...make air conditioning profitable even in modestly priced homes. Includes “Operation Showmanship” custom tailored builder kit that features your homes...not Century equipment. Write today for your free copy “Century’s 3-Step Program.”

DELTA

THE SINGLE HANDLE FAUCET THAT OFFERS A NEW HAIR RINSE FOR THE BATHROOM

Another new edition to the more than 400 Delta Single Handle Faucets is the Love-Spray model designed to ease the burden of washing hair in the bathroom.

Call your Plumber today and insist on Delta...the finest faucet with only ONE moving part offering years of dependable service.

DELTA FAUCET CORPORATION GREENSBURG, INDIANA

Free literature upon request: DELTA FAUCET CORPORATION CANADA, LTD. 2489 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO 9
The most important
dishwasher news
you'll read
this year

A recent test, made by a highly respected independent organization, rated the Hotpoint economy dishwasher (Model DA35) best of all the "builder" models tested. Superior in washing ability, drying ability and loading convenience—even better than most of the top-of-the-line dishwashers tested!

Yet you can include the wife-winning advantage of this truly fine dishwasher in every home you build for less money than you might imagine.

Here is the greatest value on the dishwasher market today—any way you look at it. And all plumbing and electrical connections are front and center for fast, easy installation, and low in-place cost.

Like our other undercounter units, this model is available in 7 finishes, or with an accessory kit for using wood paneling. Racks slide farther out for easy loading. And new sound-deadening construction makes it extra quiet. See your Hotpoint distributor for prices on this top-value dishwasher.
Surge of loans holds discounts firm despite pressure for higher yields

A surprise torrent of new loans is entering the mortgage market on the heels of a banner summer of home construction.

"The money supply is still strong but the paper is tending to balance it," says President Robert Morgan of the Boston 5c Savings Bank and the Massachusetts Purchasing Group of savings banks. Many of the new loans are coming from North Carolina (where building activity is now high) and such missile sites as Houston and Cape Canaveral. Mortgage men's only question is whether the flow will continue to year's end.

The Federal Reserve Board's increase in its discount rate from 3 to 3 1/4% (News, Sept.) has driven short-term money rates up 0.19% since mid-July, thereby intensifying investor pressure for higher yields on VAS and FHAs. But most immediate-delivery FHA loans are still being placed at 5.06%, House & Home's monthly survey of 18 cities discloses. A California mortgage man says New York investors are trying gamely for 5.15% but seldom getting it. "They'll take 5.06," says William W. Curran of Franklin Capital Corp. in Newark, N.J., in judging today's investors.

In California, where 20% of the nation's housing is being built, mortgage men are edgy. "Everybody's been waiting for Wells Fargo and the Bank of America to drop half a point on discounts," says one. "They haven't." These twin giants are holding generally firm at 98 1/2 and a spokesman expects little change. But even if they do move, a Los Angeles mortgage banker says: "That's the market—98 1/2. That spells a yield of 5.06."

An HLBB plan for split-level dividends is roiling the S&L industry

The Home Loan Bank Board is proposing to let federally chartered S&Ls pay an extra dividend of 1/4% on $1,000 saved over one year and 1/4% on similar two-year money. Insiders say the board hoped this would let West Coast S&Ls back away from their rates (which now range up to 5%) and help Eastern S&Ls compete with Western rates without an across-the-board increase. In New York City, Franklin Society Federal S&L has already blazed the trail to 4 1/4% from 4%, and New York State savings banks one leveling at 4% for new money, up 1/4%.

Board Chairman James P. McMurray is inviting comment, and it is coming sharp and fast from California. Industry sources insist the proposal would merely raise long-term dividends without allowing rate cuts on the in-and-out money that follows rises. Not a single one of the six top S&L leaders interviewed by House & Home says a rate cut could result, for state-chartered S&Ls have no authority to cut and the federals thus could not do so if they wished to remain competitive.

"S&L dividends are too high now," says President T. Franklin Schneider of San Diego Imperial Corp., an S&L holding company. President Jack Thompson of San Diego Federal adds: "We'd rather pay more on the regular rate than go for this bonus plan."

Upsots: insiders predict HLBB will drop the idea.

Surprise trend in participation lending: S&Ls turn to mortgage brokers

This is the latest thing in mortgage brokerage. "It opens up a whole new field," says J. Max Pringle of the New York broker's house bearing his name.

Participation lending (in which an S&L lets a distant investor participate in up to 75% of a mortgage loan it makes) has been going on since 1958. Last year Congress let S&Ls extend the practice to the booming apartment market, and HLBB's follow-up rules (News, June) opened the door to active trading. Most everyone thought the business would stay within the S&L family.

But some of the big West Coast associations are now asking brokers and some mortgage bankers to find investors. One offer coming into New York is to place of San Diego Federal adds: "We'd rather pay more on the regular rate than go for this bonus plan."

Upshot: insiders predict HLBB will drop the idea.

S&Ls have no place to invest have trimmed interest rates offered on savings, usually from 4 1/4% to 4%. But other S&Ls, notably in California, have boosted dividend rates. And a confidential study shows they gained new deposits while the rate-cutters lost savings.

We need elbow room. So says the U.S. League's legislative director, Stephen Slipher, who leads the muscular S&L lobby's flying wedge for legislation to extend S&L lending power to cope with the new billions. Last year Congress gave them much broader power to lend on apartments (News, Nov.). And now S&Ls have asked Congress for power to put money into a rainbow of new fields: municipal bonds, individual loans, appliance manufacture, carpeting work, and even scholars. The House banking committee is holding hearings.

The smaller National League of Insured Savings Assns. is going another direction. S&Ls are now locked into lending within a 50-mile radius of their offices, and the National League would let them move much farther afield—even to other countries. It wants Congress to set up an International Home Loan Bank, to which domestic S&Ls would lend up to 1% of assets for lending to S&Ls in Latin America. This would ease the aid load of the Alliance for Progress.

There's one major drawback. This plan

The nation's 6,300 savings and loan associations have just ballooned to a staggering $100 billion in assets—a dramatic leap from $8.7 billion in 1945. And the flood of cash continues—at a record $1 billion a month in the first half of 1963.* The big problem for S&L leaders: where to invest it?

S&Ls are restricted by law on where they can put this bonanza. They have traditionally found their bread and butter in single-family home mortgaging, but commercial banks are competing ever more aggressively in this field and besides, the U.S. S&L. League believes the one-family building peak is past for the next few years. Single-family house starts have plummeted from 85% of the 1957 market to a current 62%, and a sprinkling of S&Ls with no place to invest have trimmed interest rates offered on savings, usually from 4 1/4% to 4%. But other S&Ls, notably in California, have boosted dividend rates. And a confidential study shows they gained new deposits while the rate-cutters lost savings.

The smaller National League of Insured Savings Assns. is going another direction. S&Ls are now locked into lending within a 50-mile radius of their offices, and the National League would let them move much farther afield—even to other countries. It wants Congress to set up an International Home Loan Bank, to which domestic S&Ls would lend up to 1% of assets for lending to S&Ls in Latin America. This would ease the aid load of the Alliance for Progress.

There's one major drawback. This plan

*The 4,395 federally insured S&Ls suffered a setback in July with a net savings loss of $124 million. It was only the fourth time in 21 years that withdrawals surpassed deposits.

*Chile has 22 S&Ls; Peru, 12; Ecuador, 8; and the Dominican Republic, 3.
UNIFORMITY AND SUPERIORITY OF PRODUCT ASSURED.
To meet our exacting standards—highest in the building industry—Bestwall Gypsum Company products are produced by the most modern, efficient methods of quality control: Firestop, Eternawall, Decorator Line of Eternawall, Wallboard, Pinnacle, Ceiling Tile, Lath & Plaster, Sheathing, all reinforced with glass fibers for greater performance. Bestwall Gypsum Company, Ardmore/Pa. PLANTS AND OFFICES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES
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Will S&Ls go into planned towns?

likewise has virtually no chance with Congress this year. The Administration opposes the international bank and the U.S. League is tepid at best. “It’s a two-bit program,” says one of its spokesmen.

Where else to invest? The S&L’s post-war growth rate of 978% far outstrips that of its mortgage-lending competitors. Since 1945 S&Ls have shot past mutual savings banks in assets and are nearing the $133 billion life insurance industry.

Some experts say S&L’s growing funds will go into apartments and commercial property. Others see the home mortgage as an all-purpose credit reservoir.

But the best answers come from the industry’s own giants, the fabulously successful Howard Fieldstead Ahmanson, 56, chairman and owner of Home S&L in Los Angeles, and Home’s President Kenneth D. Childs, who built Home from a $960,000 institution in 1947 to the largest and richest S&L with $1.3 billion assets.

“S&Ls will go everywhere,” says Childs, “as soon as they are able. The first big step will be into municipal bonds and, in general, in areas associated with the home.”

Action speaks loudly. Ahmanson himself is more inclined to point the industry’s way by acting instead of talking. One of his most impressive profit innovations is mortgage manufacturing—buying up vast tracts and financing construction of entire communities to create mortgage markets. He has just commissioned Architect William Pereira to plan a town within a town on 3,400 acres in the Los Angeles suburb of West Covina. The project is the size of Beverly Hills, and it is to have about the same population—30,000 people.

Home S&L has also bought the 6,000-acre Crummer Ranch in the San Fernando Valley and an 800-acre spread at Agoura—and given Pereira carte blanche. It adds up to 10,000 acres and a population of 100,000, virtually all Home’s own private market.

More mortgage bankers expand operations

James W. Rouse & Co., Baltimore-based mortgage banker also operating in Washington and Pittsburgh, has added the Chicago Mortgage Investment Co. to its combine. The consolidation boosted Rouse’s $260 million servicing portfolio to $300 million.

Financial General Corp., a diversified holding company, has acquired its Washington neighbor, National Mortgage and Investment Corp., paying about $2,100,000 for 70% of National’s stock. National and Thomas J. Fisher & Co., bought last November, will be
The home where 100 people dial their climate on Zoneline Heat Pumps

How do you keep 100 residents of a nursing home never too hot, never too cold all year round?

At Wychmere Nursing Center, co-owner Bob Pugh answered the question with General Electric Zoneline Heat Pumps.

"The prime concern here is for the patient," says owner Pugh. "We get a broad temperature spread in Memphis. Anywhere from zero to the low hundreds. Plenty of humidity, too. The Zoneline Heat Pumps allow us to fit the room temperature to the needs of the person who's staying in it. They do it quietly. They do it economically, no matter what conditions are outside. There are times when the Zoneline Heat Pumps are cooling on one side of the building and heating on the other. In the morning and early evening, for example. You can't beat that for flexibility. Our people are very pleased with them. So am I. I am using them in a similar project at Knoxville, Tenn.

"Only there, I'm using twice as many."

More and more builders and owners are discovering the flexibility and economy offered by G-E Zoneline heating and cooling. How about you? Write Room Air Conditioning Department, General Electric Company, Appliance Park, Louisville 1, Kentucky.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
the first subsidiaries of Financial Mortgage Co., a mortgage banking holding company wholly owned by Financial General with $25 million servicing volume.

Palomar Mortgage Co. of San Diego has gotten Securities and Exchange Commission approval to buy Central Investment & Mortgage of Atlanta (News, Nov.). The prospec-
tu says Palomar is paying $88,337 of its common, valued at $971,717, for CRMSO. Palomar has a $485 million portfolio.

Fourth Financial Corp. of Miami bought Washington Security Co. to boost its servicing by $55 million to $300 million.

**MORTGAGE MARKET QUOTATIONS**

(Shares originating mortgage who retains servicing) As reported to HOUSE & HOME the week ending Sept. 6, 1963.

**FNMA starts buying FHA condominium mortgages**

President Stanley Baughman says the Federal National Mortgage Assn. will pay the same prices for Sec. 234 condominium mortgages that FHA has been paying for home mortgages insured under FHA Sec. 203b. Prices are from 97% to 99% for immediate purchase and 92 under 24-month standby commitment contracts.

Fed.-insured states that have passed laws legalizing condominium apartment ownership since Sec. 234 was approved in June 1961. But largely because most of the states did not act until this year, FHA has insured only 35 condominium units.

**FHA raises interest rates on debentures and 221d3s**

Debenture interest rates rise from 3½% to 4% under amended FHA regulations. All home and project mortgages endorsed or committed July 1 or later are affected except 20-year-old mortgages governed by Sec. 221d4.

Interest rates for Sec. 221d3—mortgages subsidized so rates are below the market—go from 3½% to 3½%. The new rate applies if the FHA commissioner has allocated funds for a project after July 1.

**FHA raises interest rates on debentures and 221d3s**

Surprise federal go-ahead lets savings banks merge

The Bank for Savings, the nation's seventh largest mutual, got a green light from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and has merged with the New York Savings Bank, ranked 22nd. The healthy offspring is the New York Bank for Savings, fourth largest in the country with deposits of $1.2 billion (largest: Bankers Savings Bank in Manhattan, with assets of $2 billion).

The New York State Banking Dept. had endorsed the merger in May. But the Justice Dept. argued against it approval at least a combine restrict competition. U.S. Cur-
rency Controller James J. Saxon held it would do no such thing, said the merged bank would have only 5.8% of savings bank deposits in New York City, and called a special rate meeting to approve the plan.

The Justice Dept. won't say if further action is planned under its new power—result of a Supreme Court ruling—to act against bank mergers under the anti-trust laws. The rul-
ing barred a merger of two commercial banks in Philadelphia because the merged bank would have had 30% of the city's banking.

**NEW YORK WHOLESALE MORTGAGE MARKET**

FHA, VA 5½s

-Immediates: 97-98
-Futures: 97-98

Note: rates are not set by originating mortgage broker (net immediately not to builders and usually include commissions made by servicing agencies).

**NEW YORK SAVINGS DEPOSIT CHANGES**

In millions of dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July '63</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July '62</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONVENTIONAL LOANS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>FHA 207</th>
<th>FHA 220</th>
<th>FHA 203</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VA 5½s**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>VA 5½s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONVENTIONAL LOANS**
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<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>VA 5½s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW YORK SAVINGS DEPOSIT CHANGES**

In millions of dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July '63</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July '62</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONVENTIONAL LOANS**

<table>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>3%/4</td>
</tr>
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<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
<td>3%/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
</thead>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Dallas</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
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<td>Denver</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
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<td>5½</td>
</tr>
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<td>New York</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>5½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW YORK SAVINGS DEPOSIT CHANGES**

In millions of dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July '63</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July '62</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You can show them the studs. You can show them the sheathing. But for quality they can see, show them the G-E Refrigerator.

You can talk about "hidden values" till you’re blue in the face.

But when that lady walks into your kitchen and comes face to face with a General Electric refrigerator, she knows.

She knows you haven’t cut back. She knows you’ve put the maximum quality into her kitchen—and that means she’ll feel the same about everything. (And she’ll get that feeling of confidence across to her husband, too.)

So why not put a dependable General Electric refrigerator into that hole in the kitchen? Why not turn an empty space into an honest asset—by putting the refrigerator she wants where it can do you and her the most good! See your General Electric distributor and find out how easy it is to put in a G-E refrigerator (especially when most prospective homeowners can include the price of the General Electric refrigerator in their mortgages).

Household Refrigerator Department, Appliance Park, Louisville, 1, Ky.
Third mortgage insurer goes public

American Mortgage Insurance Co. of Raleigh, N. C. has registered with the Securities & Exchange Commission 31,070 shares of common. The stock was offered at $12 a share, first to AMI's 400 private shareholders in North and South Carolina, Georgia, and Virginia, and the issue was oversubscribed. The stock traded on Sept. 5 at $14½ bid, 19 asked. The move is new evidence that private insurers of conventional mortgages are finding growing acceptance among investors. The trailblazer and largest, Mortgage Guaranty Insurers of conventional mortgages are finding growing acceptance among investors. The move is new evidence that private insurers of conventional mortgages are finding growing acceptance among investors. The trailblazer and largest, Mortgage Guaranty Insurers of conventional mortgages are finding growing acceptance among investors.

The move is new evidence that private insurers of conventional mortgages are finding growing acceptance among investors. The move is new evidence that private insurers of conventional mortgages are finding growing acceptance among investors. The move is new evidence that private insurers of conventional mortgages are finding growing acceptance among investors. The move is new evidence that private insurers of conventional mortgages are finding growing acceptance among investors.
New world of total-electric leisure equipped by General Electric

People took one look at this total-electric world and started buying apartments. Four months later, 1700 apartments had been sold in builder Ross W. Cortese's Rossmoor Leisure World.

Constructed expressly for the retirement market, this is the largest community of its kind in America. It is the first to include housing, medical, recreational and religious facilities at one centralized location.

In addition to complete General Electric kitchens, each of its 6470 Gold Medallion apartments is wired for comfort with radiant ceiling heat and room-by-room temperature controls. Appliances, heating, lighting and wiring equipment were supplied by General Electric.

Design and application engineers from General Electric worked closely with builder Cortese in preparing the electrical system tailored to Rossmoor's needs, from the underground distribution system to special wall outlets, placed 24 inches above the floor to minimize stooping.

General Electric's program for builders of total-electric Medallion Homes and Apartments offers you expert engineering assistance, combined with customized promotional support and top-quality products. To find out how it can simplify your construction and scheduling, and increase your sales or rental rates, send in the coupon.

Construction Market Development Operation
General Electric Co., Appliance Park, AP-6, 230
Louisville 1, Kentucky
I'm interested in General Electric's program for Medallion Homes. Please send me more information.
Name
Company
Address
City State

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Modern kitchens feature General Electric push-button appliances.
All-electric clubhouses add beauty and recreational facilities.

Underground power distribution eliminates unsightly overhead wires.

Light for living, both decorative and functional, expands living area.

Each room has flameless electric heat with individual temperature controls.
End-to-end joists join over the supporting beam's center to eliminate wasteful overlap, provide uniform spacing for UNICOM's modular subflooring or decking.

Block bridging placed between joists directly over the center beam is the only bridging needed with UNICOM to assure strong, straight floors in your house.

UNICOM board subflooring, delivered pre-cut to standard uniform modular length, is quickly and accurately laid down to provide you with a sturdy, lasting deck.

Carpenters use the open deck area as a convenient and uncluttered table to assemble wall components from pre-cut UNICOM parts delivered to the site.

Trusses are raised to position as needed with a fork lift. UNICOM-coded trusses are keyed to working drawings for speedy placement. Wall elements are coded, too.

A notched gin pole moves a truss into position for the UNICOM house. W trusses provide free-span area below, obviate load-bearing interior partitions.

Easily applied, UNICOM roof board sheathing is pre-cut to size. Note that valley trusses are used to connect the garage roof and the roof of the house.

Siding clips are nailed into the wall sheathing with a rubber-headed hammer. Sheathing is butt-joined for a snug fit—a constant feature of UNICOM construction.

From the foundation to the finished home, the UNICOM house is solidly built, easily constructed, made to assure fewer callbacks and better business for you.

UNICOM MANUAL NO. 1: "The Unicom Method of House Construction" ... 122 pages of building principles, drawings, and modular planning for basic homes of wood. Single copies of Manual No. 1 are available without cost to those associated with or supplying the home building industry. Your request should be made under professional letterhead, and sent to UNICOM, National Lumber Manufacturers Association, 1619 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
You do! New modular system builds any house of WOOD with less time on the site, more profit from the sale

Always good, wood now is better than ever for building . . . with UNICOM, the modular component method of construction that gets your house up faster and ready for living in sooner.

UNICOM's modular planning grid, the guide for this system of uniform dimensioning, uses equal spaces of 4, 16, 24 and 48 inches for width and length. The 4-inch unit is the standard element throughout . . . with multiples of the 16- and 24-inch units used for walls, windows, and door panels.

For wall heights, the standard for the first floor is 8' 1½" from the subfloor top to the ceiling joists bottom. Second floor heights vary to fit the style. Standardized roof slopes and overhangs, uniform floor-to-floor dimensions for ready-made stair, window, door, and other built-in components . . . all work wonders with house designs of any kind.

Using standard lumber sizes, UNICOM permits construction on the site or fabrication in the shop . . . for every type of 1-, 1½-, 2-story, split-level, and bi-level home. UNICOM's standards are easily co-ordinated with other materials . . . applicable to both conventional and component methods of construction.

The interchangeability of units from any supplier following the UNICOM system, the lower inventory of parts, no waste with ready-to-fit components, and less construction time . . . these advantages provide generous economies in your building costs, whether you build one or one hundred homes. The accuracy and discipline of UNICOM assures better workmanship and an improved selection of materials . . . makes your estimating easier, also. With UNICOM, your job is organized from start to finish.

UNICOM savings and sure quality combined with the traditional benefits of wood give you much more flexibility to build the best homes . . . the best-selling homes . . . in your community. For more information on building better homes with wood and UNICOM, write:

NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Wood Information Center, 1619 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
ATTENTION, APARTMENT BUILDERS:

Attractive Apartments conceal Moncrief condensing units behind brick grilles.

...INDIVIDUALIZED MONCRIEF HEATING/COOLING SYSTEMS MEAN ATTRACTIONAL EXTERIORS, SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS... AND MORE RENTABILITY!

You can save as much as $300 per suite, and get greater rentability when you specify Moncrief individualized heating/cooling systems for your apartments. Tenants prefer to select their own year-round temperatures. There'll be lower maintenance costs, too, because no employee is required to operate these systems.

Moncrief offers local design service; a wide range of components to meet every apartment need; local Moncrief installation supervision; local Moncrief maintenance service.

Contact your local Moncrief distributor when you plan your next apartment. Let him show you the Moncrief way to greater rentability at lower cost!

MONCRIEF
THE HENRY FURNACE COMPANY • MEDINA, OHIO
Go together... Wolmanized pressure-treated lumber and the traditional mortgage burning. Home owners can count on Wolmanized pressure-treated wood members to still be in sound condition for such festive events. First installation of termite-and-fungi-toxic Wolmanized lumber was 35 years ago. It's still in good condition without a dime spent for repairs. Some product. Some sales tool. Motivate home-seekers more with the story behind Wolmanized lumber... about the exacting standards applied by Koppers Company, Inc. . . laboratory-controlled specifications that assure consistent high quality and uniformity. Build homes that will outlive the mortgage. Specify Wolmanized lumber wherever wood members are near ground or contact masonry.

Ranches, two stories, split levels, split foyers, L-shapes... Arkraft has them all, each in many elevations, many varieties. But so what? So do many other companies who sell manufactured homes. Why then should you buy Arkraft Homes? Quite simple. Because you'll sell them faster! They're more appealing, better designed, better planned, and better constructed. Investigate the many advantages of using Arkraft Homes in your next project. Use coupon below. The Arkraft line includes all types, all styles, but most important, all beautiful! (And that's no line).
This is an ALCOA RADIO CHIT! IT'S WORTH
RADIO SPOTS TO BUILDERS!
Ask your Aluminum Window and
Door Supplier about them.
He has the whole
story.
This may be the first...but not the last time you'll see this label!

QUALITY CERTIFIED

The manufacturer guarantees by affixing this label that this window or door is a duplicate of samples found by independent test and physical inspection to comply with the specifications of Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association.

Far from it! It represents a vital and necessary decision by window and door manufacturers. It represents a determination and a contractual agreement by each participating manufacturer to maintain a constant high level of quality in its products. Specifically, the aluminum windows and sliding glass doors you hang in your houses.

The Certification Program became effective on October 1, 1963.

Independent tests and physical inspections are being conducted now to assure the AAMA that all production units bearing this label comply with the master specifications. Chances are your 1964 model homes will show aluminum windows and doors that carry this “Certified Quality” label somewhere on the sash. Look for it! By the spring of 1964, the home-buying public will be!

As an Associate Member of AAMA and as a prime supplier of aluminum to the window and door industry, Alcoa is proud to support the Certification Program. The “Certified Quality” label is being featured this fall in Alcoa’s network television commercials as well as in full-color advertisements in Life and Better Homes & Gardens. As an extension of these consumer efforts, full-color spread advertisements are also appearing in House and Home and Savings & Loan News.

P.S.
To Builders and Dealers:

There’s lots more than radio spots in Alcoa’s big aluminum window and sliding glass door promotion. Lots more! And all of the materials can be tailor-made for YOU! Ask your window and door supplier about:
- As advertised in Life and Better Homes & Gardens, merchandising brochures.
- Colorful model home site signs with YOUR name on them.
- Beautiful, 8-page brochures—How to Decorate Aluminum Windows. Created for Alcoa by Jeremiah Goodman, all standard window styles are illustrated and discussed. A great giveaway at model home shows! Designed to carry YOUR name!
- Builder plaques, suitable for framing, awarded to you by your window supplier.

No doubt about it! This is a big year and a big promotion. Ask your aluminum window and door supplier for the complete story. If he’s an Alcoa customer, he has it!
If your old buyers like their homes, get them to write and tell you

That's what Stackler & Frank did when they opened their newest project in Hauppauge, Long Island. Result: An effective—and inexpensive—display of testimonial letters.

Stackler & Frank wrote to more than 200 previous buyers and asked them how they liked their houses. More than three dozen people answered. The builders had the best letters photostated, montaged, and mounted under a head. "Read what long-time owners say about their Stackler & Frank homes."

"Everyone who comes through the sales office stops and reads the letters," says Junior Partner Robert Stackler, "and our salesmen always point them out to prospects. Besides showing that our buyers like their houses, these testimonials emphasize our long experience as builders. One of them is from a man who bought his house from us 25 years ago."

How do you keep new buyers and tenants from changing their minds?

Here are three new—and successful—ideas for post-sales selling:

1. Construction-site tours for new home-buyers are run by Long Island's Neptune Developers. The tours show buyers how Neptune's houses are built. They are held on Saturday mornings, last about an hour, and are open only to signed-on-the-line buyers—not to the general public. Guides and speakers include not only Neptune personnel but also some of the company's suppliers and subcontractors. Results? Increased buyer confidence in Neptune's houses plus referral sales. Merchandising Counsel Alan Wolpert says the tours are one reason for a 20% increase in the company's volume.

2. Homeowners' kits are distributed to new buyers by Denver's Perl-Mack Construction Co., biggest builder in the Rocky Mountain area (more than 1,000 sales a year). A Perl-Mack representative delivers kits to buyers as soon as they have signed purchase contracts. The kit is a plastic briefcase filled with samples of ceramic tiles, floor tiles, plastic laminates for countertops, interior and exterior color swatches, and a blueprinted floor plan. The idea: Keep the buyer from doubting his decision by encouraging him to think about the choices of colors and materials in his new house. Also included in the kit are two gold key blanks to be notched for the front door when the house is finished and a bonus-certificate booklet good for premiums if the buyer gets his friends to buy Perl-Mack houses.

3. Interior-decorating kits are distributed to new apartment tenants at Seacoast Towers in Miami Beach by the builder, Alexander Muss of New York City. The kit, called "the Home Coordinator," is a plastic-faced, loose-leaf portfolio divided into sections for each room of an apartment or house. Each section contains layout paper, furniture cut-outs, stiff paper sheets with die-cut rectangles for comparisons of fabrics and colors, and tabular sheets for itemizing sources, costs, and orders of furnishings. The kit retails for $10 but is available to builders at quantity rates from Coordinators Co., New York City.

Prefab building puts bank branch in business fast

Five weeks after the concrete slab was finished, this suburban branch of a New York City bank was serving customers.

The Mt. Kisco, N. Y. branch of First National City Bank was erected by Long Island Builder John A. Jansson & Son with house panels made by Techbuilt, the Cambridge, Mass., home manufacturer (see p. 115), and slightly modified for commercial doors, a drive-up window, and the like. It has 1,188 sq. ft., cost $28,600 without land or site preparation.

Jansson sold First National on the use of prefab panels because 1) speedy construction let the bank move quickly into a competitive market and 2) the building is demountable (panels are bolted together) and can be re-erected elsewhere (for about $10,000) after the growth of business justifies larger, conventionally-built quarters in Mt. Kisco.

Jansson has also completed two other Tech-built bank branches in the New York suburbs.

More Russian replicas hit the model-house circuit

Earlier this year homebuilders' associations in Louisville, Dallas, and San Antonio drew 235,000 visitors to a 384 sq. ft. house that showed what Russian buyers get for $22,000 (H&H, July). Now two other models built to the same Soviet plan (but with varied exteriors) are being displayed—one (above) by Builder John F. Long in Phoenix, the other by Trend Homes and Columbine Investment Co. in Denver. Long's house has attracted more than 50,000 visitors, about 75% of whom stayed to shop his regular models.

Marketing roundup continued on p. 54
QUALITY CERTIFIED

The manufacturer warrants by affixing this label that this window or door is a duplicate of an example independently tested, inspected and certified in accordance with American Standard Practice for Certification Procedures, ASA Z34.1, to comply with the applicable specifications of Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association.

Cost: 2½ to 10 cents...but what's it worth?

Most seals are inexpensive to print, and some don't mean very much. Is ours any better?

Let's look at the facts:

Before a manufacturer can put the AAMA, Inc., Quality Certified Seal on his aluminum windows or sliding glass doors, his product must pass every one of the demanding tests conducted for AAMA, Inc. by independent testing laboratories.

It takes an outstanding product to pass the rigorous tests on air infiltration, water resistance, wind load, hardware, strength of members and other factors.

But, "What if a manufacturer sends a good window to be tested, and produces inferior windows?"

Here's where AAMA, Inc. policing takes over. The independent administrator, Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., makes two unannounced inspections at each factory each year. What's more, any product bearing the seal can be challenged for cause at the job-site by any AAMA, Inc. member. And, if either in-plant or job-site inspections disclose a product which is not a replica of the test sample, the manufacturer either "makes good" or gets dropped from the Quality Certification program.

Effective October 1, 1963, this seal on every aluminum window and sliding glass door for residential and architectural applications is your assurance that the product will satisfy your customers. The AAMA, Inc. Quality Certification program has teeth...so the seal means something.*

Ask About Aluminum...Quality Certification. Ask any Licensee and write for the AAMA, Inc. Q-C Booklet.


ARCHITECTURAL ALUMINUM MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

35 EAST WACKER DRIVE • CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS

HOUSE & HOME
Now you can buy with confidence...guided by the new AAMA Quality Certified label. For this label assures you not only high quality specifications, but also full compliance with those specifications, supervised through the Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association.

Now you can depend upon sound design and construction when you put into your building the natural advantages of Aluminum Windows and Sliding Glass Doors: no painting, minimum maintenance, good looks, ease of operation.

Reynolds is proud that so many Quality Certified windows and doors will be made of Reynolds Aluminum. We salute the AAMA and its participating manufacturers on this far-sighted program. Their names are listed in the Certified Products Directory issued bimonthly. For your copy write to AAMA, Inc., 35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill., or Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond 18, Va. 23218.

REYNOLDS ALUMINUM

Watch Reynolds exciting TV program on NBC: "The Richard Boone Reynolds Aluminum Show" Tuesday nights.
This door’s fit to be hung

It was precut at our Algoma plant to exact dimensions for a particular opening. It was premachined for a certain set of hardware. And it was prefinished exactly as specified.

The door arrived on the job—with other Weldwood® premachined and prefinished doors—properly protected and indentified, ready for installation of hardware and hanging. This kind of service maintains schedules—eliminates delays caused by the weather and errors in on-the-job workmanship. It assures proper operation—prevents costly call-backs for adjustments.

Best of all, you can fill complete door schedules with Weldwood Doors. There are doors for every need, interior and exterior, fire doors, acoustical doors, special-purpose doors. There are engineered constructions for every requirement. These doors come in a variety of faces—selected hardwood veneers, Permagard®, plastics and Duraply® (the best surface for paint). They all have the backing of a single, responsible manufacturer, United States Plywood. Send in the coupon for complete information about Weldwood Doors and Weldwood factory machining and finishing services.
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Wall-to-Wall Salesman

Recognize him?
He's the one on the floor.
He's the carpeting of Caprolan® nylon that makes a house seem finished, ready to move into. Makes it easier for you to sell. Hire him. Put him to work selling your houses. He's not expensive.

Instead of investing in finished flooring (which will be covered with carpet anyway), have 100% Caprolan nylon pile carpeting installed over plywood subflooring.

Why Caprolan? Because you get all the extra sales-power Caprolan builds into famous-name carpeting. Beauty to match the homes you sell. Color that's deep-dyed to stay brilliant, resist fading. Ruggedness to stand up to heavy traffic, year after year.

So to build houses that sell faster, include the wall-to-wall salesman, Caprolan nylon carpeting. He gives the hard-sell no woman can resist. With the soft touch that makes her want to move in—soon.

Oh yes!
He also helps you rent apartments!
Evans & Black, Crestwood, Modern Tufting, Adamo and DN&E Walter are just a few of the many fine mills that make carpet of Caprolan nylon.

October 1963
Daylight without Glare

and COLOR too!

Consolite®
Aluminum-Framed Fiberglass Skylights
by HUNTER

SOLVES LIGHTING PROBLEMS— Doesn’t create new ones!
DIFFUSES DAYLIGHT—Eliminates “inside” glare
REDUCES SOLAR HEAT—Blocks out hot spots
LONG LIFE—Sidesteps possibility of accidental breakage

Six new aluminum-framed fiberglass skylights, plus standard all-fiberglass models, cover any installation requirement on all roof types; open new architectural vistas in interior lighting—for home, office, factory, or institution.

Eight pastel color tints match or contrast with existing decor... provide a complete range of light transmission coefficients. Single or double dome models, all standard sizes. Ask for descriptive folder showing how Consolites add daylight without glare!

HUNTER ENGINEERING CO.
Main Office: 1495 Columbia Avenue • Riverside, California
Consolidated Division: P. O. Box 7425 • Houston, Texas

Old airplane attracts kids to playground

It takes imagination to keep children amused while their parents shop model houses. Knoell Homes’ answer is the 20-year-old surplus plane in the sales-area playground shown above.

“It’s better than a jungle gym,” says Sales Manager Don Lien, “and the kids get a kick out of operating the rudder and flap controls.” Knoell, which sells about 250 houses a year (price range: $14,000 to $21,000) in Tempe, Ariz., bought the plane for $500 from a local surplus-goods dealer, spent another $100 to move it, paint it the company colors (blue and orange), and remove all glass and sharp objects inside and out.

Mulch-making machine speeds land clearing

And, reports Elliott Mackle of Florida’s Mackle Bros., it helps save selected trees—a strong sales feature—at the company’s new Deltona community in central Florida (HAI, Apr.).

Mackle crews use no bulldozers on Deltona lots. Instead they mark the trees to be saved, then clear the land with chain saws, axes, and brush hooks. Though some time is lost in clearing by hand, no time is lost in burning or hauling away debris. Small trees (up to 5” in diameter) and underbrush are fed into the macerating machine which grinds them up and spews out shavings and small chips that settle into the ground as a mulch.

The machine, made by Asplundt Shipper Co. of Jenkintown, Pa., cost $4,300. It is towed from site to site by a 90-hp. tractor.

Mackle officials say the natural beauty of their partly-wooded, lake-front site is a key factor in Deltona’s sales record — 225 houses ($6,900 to $21,400) in less than six months. They also say their sales rate, far from slumping as expected in the summer, actually increased.

Letters to the editor on p. 64
The shortest, most direct route to making home air conditioning as common as the kitchen refrigerator—and just as affordable. More than just a copper tube, this metered refrigerant line is an integral part of the new Lennox RFC™ System. Cuts installation costs to a minimum... eliminates the causes of many operational troubles to assure years of trouble-free cooling. Unique, compact design gives a flexibility of installation that makes Lennox year 'round comfort practical in any size home or apartment. Find out how you can now afford to add this extra sales feature in your homes. Write LENNOX, 21 S. 12th Avenue, Marshalltown, Iowa.

*DuPont Registered Trademark
This old-fashioned gas buggy? It's a demonstrator that Ralph Markus used to dramatize the AUTO-MATE Automatic Garage Door Operator on his modern Marlis Homes. Every Marlis Home comes equipped with AUTO-MATE as a standard, no-extra-cost feature. But Mr. Markus is a true showman. What the car really demonstrates is that every home in his area without AUTO-MATE is as old-fashioned as this car! Think what AUTO-MATE can do for your homes! Dramatic demonstration appeal. A prestige home feature. AUTO-MATE has all the fine-quality features—safety reversing, overload protection, UL approval, separate radio unit, extra garage-lighting circuits—features that have made "OVERHEAD DOOR" operators famous for years. Here's the sales appeal that can help you close a sale faster—with top mortgage evaluation. Include AUTO-MATE as a no-extra-cost feature of your "package." Contact your "OVERHEAD DOOR" Distributor today for details—plus a complete point-of-sale display kit for your homes.
NEW-FANGLED WAY TO SELL HOUSES!

"When we included the AUTO-MATE Garage Door Operator free with every Marlis home, we knew we had a winner. It's the greatest selling plus for us since built-ins!" says Ralph Markus, developer of Camelot and builder of 2000 homes in northwest Chicago suburbs.

OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION

Ralph Markus, President of Marlis Construction Company, is an enthusiastic booster of the AUTO-MATE Garage Door Operator.
What does DWV copper

The facts on the adjoining page show the many advantages you get with cast iron soil pipe. They reveal with startling clarity the limited advantages you get from DWV thinwall copper tubing.

For instance: Cast iron soil pipe has a thick, strong wall. Copper tubing has a soft, thin wall. Cast iron soil pipe absorbs water noises and pipe vibration. Thinwall copper tubing amplifies them. Cast iron soil pipe can't be punctured accidentally by nails. Thinwall copper tubing is puncturable. And, cast iron soil pipe, in more than a century of drainage service, has proved itself safely resistant to corrosive materials in ordinary sewage.

Homes in any price bracket reflect better quality and bigger value when you build with cast iron soil pipe specified for plumbing drainage and sewer lines. You know how today’s buyers look for utmost freedom from maintenance expense—and here’s a whole lifetime of it. Two new folders help you convince home buyers that cast iron plumbing drainage piping means more carefree home-owning. Mail coupon for folders.

MEMBERS OF THE CAST IRON SOIL PIPE INSTITUTE

Alabama Pipe Company
The American Brass & Iron Foundry
American Foundry
Anniston Foundry Company
The Buckeye Steel Castings Company
Buffalo Pipe & Foundry Corp.
Charlotte Pipe and Foundry Company
Glamorgan Pipe & Foundry Co.
Rich Manufacturing Company
Russell Pipe and Foundry Co., Inc.
Tyler Pipe and Foundry Company
United States Pipe and Foundry Company
Universal Cast Iron Manufacturing Company
Western Foundry Company
Williamstown Foundry Corporation

See...Feel...Hear the difference! Specify  in the way to buy modern...

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE
drainage tubing fail to deliver?

Cast iron soil pipe—A rugged nominal wall thickness about four times that of soft, thin-wall DWV copper tubing. You can See... Feel...and Hear the Difference!

Cast iron soil pipe is nailproof! Accidental puncture of drain lines or stack can't happen with cast iron soil pipe. Plumber's "snake" does no damage from inside the pipe.

Cast iron soil pipe resists corrosive bathroom wastes that attack thinwall DWV copper drainage tubing—as demonstrated by actual experience. (Ask to see the evidence.)

Cast iron soil pipe is nailproof! Accidental puncture of drain lines or stack can't happen with cast iron soil pipe. Plumber's "snake" does no damage from inside the pipe.

Cast iron soil pipe takes household chemicals in stride! Detergents and drain cleaners have little corrosive effect on cast iron soil pipe—even after many years of use.

No embarrassing bathroom noises! Thick-walled cast iron soil pipe muffles gurgling water sounds, quiets vibration noise—the sign of a quality plumbing installation. Thin-wall DWV copper tubing amplifies sounds.

Modern 10-foot lengths of cast iron soil pipe save installation time and cost. Fewer joints are needed in any drainage system in the house and to the street sewer.

symbol of top quality. This insignia on cast iron soil pipe and fittings guarantees these products are American-made, and meet the rigid specifications adopted by the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute.

Modern 10-foot lengths of cast iron soil pipe save installation time and cost. Fewer joints are needed in any drainage system in the house and to the street sewer.

No embarrassing bathroom noises! Thick-walled cast iron soil pipe muffles gurgling water sounds, quiets vibration noise—the sign of a quality plumbing installation. Thin-wall DWV copper tubing amplifies sounds.

Cast iron soil pipe gives long, long service. It is not unusual to find cast iron soil pipe installations which have served through three generations—about 100 years.

Modern 10-foot lengths of cast iron soil pipe save installation time and cost. Fewer joints are needed in any drainage system in the house and to the street sewer.

symbol of top quality. This insignia on cast iron soil pipe and fittings guarantees these products are American-made, and meet the rigid specifications adopted by the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

Every home builder should know the facts in these two important documentary folders on trouble-free plumbing drainage systems.

Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute, Dept. K
205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Ill.

Gentlemen: Please send the two new folders: "Cast Iron Soil Pipe or Thinwall Copper Drainage Tubing?" ... and "Why the Sewer Line from Your House to Street Should Be Cast Iron Soil Pipe."

Firm name:__________________________
Your name, title:__________________________
Address:__________________________
City:__________________________ Zone:______ State:______
Tappan gives you a package kitchen

*And when you add choice of colors, more than 60 million combinations are dishwashers, sinks and disposers, refrigerator-freezers. Can also include
choice of 40,512 combinations!

We'll help you select the right one for your homes in half an hour

Tell us what you need in terms of budget, style, space and color. Specify gas or electric—or a combination of both. With all the combinations that are possible in a Tappan Kitchen Package, we can give odds of 40,512 to 1 that we'll be able to match your exact needs—exactly. Find out more about Tappan's complete, quality line. Write us or see your Tappan distributor for full information.

possible – including the broadest choice of gas and electric cooking units.

Tappan

Send coupon for full information.

vent hood and Tappan Icemaker.

The Tappan Company, Dept. HH 10-3
Mansfield, Ohio

Send coupon for full information.

The Tappan Company, Mansfield, Ohio
Tappan-Gurney, Ltd. Montreal

Please send me details on ☐ Tappan package kitchens; ☐ Built-in oven and surface units; ☐ Free-standing and slide-in ranges;
☐ The 'Fabulous 400' ranges; ☐ Dishwashers; ☐ Vent hoods;
☐ Refrigerator-Freezers; ☐ Disposers; ☐ Sinks; ☐ Icemaker.

Name ____________________________
Firm _____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ Zone ______ State ______
A handsome concrete driveway adds distinctive styling to any home. Textures, patterns and colors can be chosen to harmonize with house designs, landscaping and the neighborhood.

Screen wall of concrete masonry. Lacy pattern is created from sections of standard block. Planters to patios, concrete can be both high-style and practical.

Fresh ideas from the Horizon Homes Program...

Modern concrete shows new ways to sell home buyers

This prize-winning home from the Horizon Homes Program features a prestressed concrete roof, with an open skylight centered above an interior courtyard.
A CONCRETE MASONRY FIREPLACE can be dramatically spectacular or quietly conservative. The wide variety of new masonry shapes and sizes provides custom styling to suit every type of home.

A GRACEFUL FOUNTAIN of colorful concrete shells adds a touch of elegance to a patio corner. Concrete basins are easily precast with integral color and a variety of textures.

More and more, builders are discovering the special sales appeal modern concrete can effect. Each year, the Horizon Homes Program, sponsored by the nation's concrete industries, provides outstanding examples of concrete's versatility, backed by local merchandising support.

From dramatic structural innovations to intriguing decorative effects, concrete offers endless possibilities for making home owning more satisfying, less work. Almost any shape, pattern, color or texture is readily achieved with concrete.

Everywhere, today, builders find concrete adds beauty, livability and value. It sells more homes! Plan to enter the 1963 Horizon Homes Program, designed to showcase the newest home-building ideas in modern concrete and encourage consumer acceptance of imaginative home-building. National and regional awards are offered. Contact the district office of the Portland Cement Association in your area for complete details.

Portland Cement Association
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete

Better living begins when you own a new home.

HORIZON HOMES OF MODERN CONCRETE
Military housing . . . better architecture . . . federal housing controls

Military housing: overstated need?

H&H: The Great Falls Board of Realtors has asked me to write you of their investigation of the property [News, July] captioned "labelled inadequate," and which was a part of the propaganda [Defense] Secretary McNamara used in his appeal [to Congress] for federal military housing. The furnished house [above] is occupied by a Negro staff sergeant who pays $75 per month rent plus utilities, which in Great Falls would not exceed $20 per month. Tax assessed value of the property is $2,890 indicating a market value of $7,803 on which there is a $4,000 mortgage. The owner's monthly costs include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City taxes</td>
<td>$ 7.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County taxes</td>
<td>9.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water service</td>
<td>4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on mortgage</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$42.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This does not include maintenance, insurance, or irrigation. The house is more than 800 sq. ft. with two bedrooms and not in bad condition excepting the front porch—which could be repaired or removed.

More than 1,000 federal housing units have been built at Malmstrom Air Base in past years in Great Falls. It is true that the military families most in need of housing are not the families accommodated under present Air Force rules and regulations. But a staff sergeant and his wife (no children) now can occupy a three-bedroom, two-bath unit at Malmstrom.

You reported: "The Pentagon says two-thirds of off-base housing here is substandard but few private apartments are being built." This is inaccurate. I would guess that what was meant to be said was that two-thirds of off-base housing vacant and available was substandard according to Air Force standards of acceptability including square footage and price.

Recently, 200 more relocatable housing units were approved for Malmstrom. Our normal free-enterprise building market averages only 500 single-family units a year. We can stop at 300 in 1964 unless there is an appreciable increase of military personnel at Malmstrom. When 500 Malmstrom units are occupied nearly 200 privately-owned residences are vacated.

TOM MATHER, president, Great Falls Board of Realtors

Great Falls, Mont.

As H&H noted who suffered through the Korean War defense housingiasco attest, the Pentagon has a chronic tendency to overstate its need for family housing.

The Long Beach S&L hassle

H&H: In July ["At it again: Home Loan Bank and Long Beach Federal S&L"] you said the association was returned to Thomas Gregory's control last year "under terms which have not yet been disclosed publicly." The settlement agreement, dated Feb. 14, 1962, under which control was returned to the former management, has been a matter of public information since that time. The agreement was reviewed by the U.S. district court for the Southern District of California, and the superior court of California before the return was effected on Apr. 2, 1962. Copies are on file in the offices of the court clerks. In the same article, on the merger of Long Beach Federal into Equitable S&L of Long Beach, the tenor would indicate that while the dispute was settled, its provisions were seen as the plan for distributing the net worth of Long Beach to its shareholders was not concealed . . . proxy statement fully and accurately presents the extent to which shareholders might now participate; copies were sent to thousands of Long Beach shareholders.

The matter of Long Beach is such a delicate one that I want to keep the record straight. The board, to the fullest extent public interest permits, adheres to the policy of full disclosure . . . I hope the case is finally settled once and for all, although we still have to face a court battle on it.

W. THOMAS WALL, assistant director of operations

John D. Lusk & Son

Whittier, Calif.

Market research: tool for sales

H&H: Market research's latent importance to homebuilding is at last gaining acceptance. In competitive Southern California, market research [June, July] is imperative to successful merchandising.

Too little emphasis has been placed on family-unit sizes and age and income groups as determinants of design features and sales programs. It is good to know what is selling today; it's better to know what will sell tomorrow.

W. THOMAS WALL, assistant director of operations

John D. Lusk & Son

Whittier, Calif.

The many-fingered federal puppeteer

H&H: I am in almost complete agreement with your analysis of federal housing aids. It seems that the entire industry (and the government as well) is merely employing a lot of tired cliches in the stimulation of housing. As you point out, most of the real issues are being glossed over and ignored. These two articles [June and July] ought to help get people off dead center.

JAMES C. DOWNS JR., chairman

Real Estate Research Corp.

Chicago

H&H: It is the finest recapitulation of federal housing legislation that I have ever seen and should help awaken all of us who are dedicated to the private enterprise system to the state of dependency we have fallen into regarding the housing industry.

H. KIRKHAM, president

Mason-McDuffie Investment Co.

Berkeley, Calif.

The hope for better architecture

H&H: I have just received my August issue and couldn't be more delighted if it had been solid gold. For many years now, I have been talking to stone walls about the poor quality of 95% of the tract-built homes and now I find I am not alone . . . If you never fight another fight, you will have a big place in history if you get results on this one.

ROBERT E. KIRCHHAUS

Design Associates

Manchester, Mo.

Market research: tool for sales

H&H: I just finished your August issue and was more delighted if it had been solid gold. For many years now, I have been talking to stone walls about the poor quality of 95% of the tract-built homes and now I find I am not alone . . . If you never fight another fight, you will have a big place in history if you get results on this one.

ROBERT E. KIRCHHAUS

Design Associates

Manchester, Mo.
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Today's best built-for-sale houses —and what makes them sell

The house above and 23 others shown on the next 30 pages are all fast-selling houses.

There are big houses and small ones; houses priced below $10,000 and houses in the $50,000 class; one-story, two-story and high-density housing. What do these varied houses have in common? What gives them their high market appeal?

For one thing, a standard of design that is higher than it was even a year ago. Some of the houses are, to be sure, plain vanilla. But most show the result of more builders turning to good architects for design help.

Another thing: the floor plans of almost all of these houses are excellent. They have central entries that set up good traffic circulation to other rooms. Most are thoughtfully zoned—noisy activities are separated from bedroom areas, living areas are generally to the rear for good indoor-outdoor living.

And, most important in today's tough market, they offer buyers more for the money than they have ever gotten before. Built-in features that were news only a year or so ago—push-pull mixing faucets, prefinished wall paneling, luminous ceilings—are now commonplace. Today's fast selling houses often include in their prices air conditioning, carpeting, landscaping well above the FHA minimum, and appliances once strictly in the optional-at-extra-cost class—washer, drier, disposer, refrigerator, and dishwasher.

What makes these houses sell? Simply this: they offer today's discriminating buyer not just more value for his money, but a better way of living.
**Fast selling multi-level houses**—like those shown here and on the next four pages—continue to be big market news across the country. Once confined chiefly to New England and the Middle Atlantic states—and to the upper price brackets—two level houses are now being built and sold rapidly in almost every price range and in all parts of the country—even Florida, Texas, Arizona, and Southern California; strong holds of the long, low ranch house.

While multi-levels are still not as popular as one-stories, they are accounting for a growing percentage of sales for many leading builders—and this trend, in turn, is influencing many local markets substantially. Item: earlier this year, a two-story, five-bedroom model by Larwin Companies, selling for $19,950, was the fastest selling house in Southern California—and its success triggered the building of other two-story houses by competing builders.

Several factors account for the growing numbers and popularity of multi-story houses:

1. High land and lot costs are forcing more and more builders to build up instead of out.

2. Except in the lowest price range, multi-level houses have the lowest square-foot building costs. Architect and Construction Expert James T. Lendrum notes that split-entry models offer the lowest square-foot costs in the middle price ranges; and true two stories are the most economical to build in the upper price ranges.

3. Many buyers are frankly tired of one-story living, and as their incomes and families increase they swing toward two-story structures—partially for the nostalgia and prestige attached to these models, but also for the additional privacy (most bedrooms in multi-level houses are completely separated from the living area) and the greater number of bedrooms (most two-stories have four bedrooms, and four of the six houses shown here have five).

For a closer look at what makes multi-story houses sell, begin at the right.
FRONT BALCONY is eye-catching feature of Mackay Homes' two-story model. House is also offered without balcony and with three other elevations.

This best-seller combines a traditional sense of shelter with up-to-date planning

Its deep roof overhangs and broad front balcony recall the ranch homes of the Old West. But it is planned for easy modern living, with the formal living room well separated from the informal family room, two dining areas flanking a compactly organized kitchen, three full baths, plenty of storage, and five bedrooms, one of which can be used as a guest room, in-law room, or office-at-home. And despite its two-story height, it has the long (70') look of many of today's best-selling one-story houses.

The 2,503 sq. ft. house, one of five models (and the only two-story) at Mackay Homes' Arroyo Saratoga subdivision near San Jose, Calif., has accounted for 12 of 45 sales since last November. Prices range from $38,700 to $41,400 depending on lot size (the minimum is 85'x120') and location. Financing is conventional. Designers: Irving Caster and Dick Finnegan.
Perhaps the biggest reason for the popularity of two-level houses is space

In the photo above, for example, you are looking across 28' of living-dining space in Worthman Homes' split-entry model in Fort Wayne, Ind. The large house (2,792 sq. ft. of living space, plus a 458 sq. ft. garage) has four bedrooms and three baths, an 8' x 10' sewing room, a 27' x 13'6" family room, a big utility room, and a kitchen big enough for a dining table. The $43,500 selling price includes $700 in landscaping, $480 in lighting, $400 in wallpaper, over $2,000 in carpets and drapes, all appliances—and an $8,000 lot. Two houses have been sold since early summer and, says President Jack Worthman, "We expect to sell many more."

... space for a big kitchen with its own dining area

The 18' x 11' kitchen shown at left is only one of the selling features of this 2,600 sq. ft. two-story offered by Birmingham, Mich. Builder William J. Pulte for $32,500 on an $8,000 lot. The house is available with an optional fifth or sixth bedroom, has a family room as well as a separate dining room opening off the over-size kitchen. And, reports Sales Manager Joseph E. Baranska, "Buyers have been enthusiastic about the large [11' x 12'] laundry room on the first floor." This model—one of several two-stories in Pulte's line—is available in 14 exteriors. It has accounted for 37 sales since its introduction a year ago.
... space for more and bigger bedrooms

A big master bedroom (above), plus three additional bedrooms, is the big appeal of this house. When introduced a little more than a year ago, the house sold faster than the four others offered by Robilt, Inc., Lakewood, N.J., even though it was the highest priced ($19,000 to $19,900). Although later outsold by smaller and lower-priced houses, it taps a market that Robilt had not been reaching: the junior executive with a large family whose wife likes the prestige of a two-story home and the comfort and convenience of bedrooms away from children's daily traffic. Sales to date: 125. Architect: Lester Cohen.

TRADITIONAL PLAN has a 285-sq. ft. living room, dining room, large kitchen, powder room.

GARRISON-FRONT MODEL, with four bedrooms and 2½ baths, has brick-and-clapboard facade.

FORMAL DINING ROOM is just off central entry hall (door at right), supplements a large kitchen-dining area.

... and space for a separate dining room

Big families with a penchant for entertaining like the formal dining room (right) in this fast-selling model. They also like the four-bedroom plan, the two-car garage, and the long (19'9") kitchen with its neatly defined food-preparation and eating areas. But the model's over-riding appeal is the space and equipment for the money. Buyers get 1,870 sq. ft., plus a full basement, for $20,950 ($11.20 a sq. ft.). They also get air conditioning, a double oven and range, a dishwasher, and a fireplace. Denver's Perl-Mack Construction Co. has sold 90 houses like this to families with a $10,000 median income. Architect: Warren A Flickinger.
SPANISH EXTERIOR—with tile roof and stucco walls—is regaining popularity in California. Foreground: entry garden outside living room window.

Two-story design opens an opportunity for dramatic use of space

The kind of design impact shown opposite is possible only in a two-story house, where there is vertical space to work with. And while such lavish use of space is justified only in a higher-priced house, similar effects can be worked on a smaller scale in houses with a much lower price tag.

This house is in Builder Harlan Lee's Los Feliz Estates, a luxury-priced community in the heart of Hollywood, Calif., where the spectacular hillside lots range from $38,000 to $49,000 and most of the surrounding houses are in the mansion class. It is one of five basic models offered (though no look-alikes will be built), is priced at $41,500, and was one of the first houses sold in the opening 24-house section—"There is new interest in Spanish Colonial design in California" reports Vice President Carl Bucky. Three of the same model with varied exteriors have also been sold. The price includes 3,300 sq. ft. of living area; four big bedrooms including a 15'x30' master suite, four baths, a kitchen with a breakfast nook that opens to a dining room as well as the family room, and a huge (28'x18') living room open wide to a patio and the view. Also included: the kind of detailing shown opposite, wall-to-wall carpeting throughout, marble and tile baths, walnut kitchen cabinets—and underground wiring.

Architects for this and the other houses in Builder Lee's community are Johnson & D'Agostino. Voorsheis-Trindle & Co. did the land planning; interiors are by Jarman Roach of Albert Parvin & Co.; landscape architecture is by Sid Galper & Associates.
Fast-selling one-story houses like those at right and on the next 12 pages are still the backbone of most builders' sales programs.

It is easy to spot some of the reasons these houses are best-sellers: compared with top-ranking houses of only a few years ago, they are bigger, and have more bedrooms and bigger and more luxurious baths. The standard of design is up—several of these houses could hold their own in any design competition. Most of the floor plans are excellent. And the quantity and quality of built-in equipment (kitchen and laundry appliances and air conditioning) included in the price show a steady increase.

Also, among these and the other best-selling one-story houses surveyed by HOUSE & HOME's editors this year, other significant but less obvious changes are evident:

Item: This year the best-selling one-story houses have broken almost completely out of the economical rectangle. Not a single one of the ten best-selling one-story houses shown here—even the lowest priced ($9,195) model—is planned within a rectangle. (And of 23 best-sellers shown in the May merchandising issue of HOUSE & HOME, only six were planned in rectangular form. (Most of this year's one-story best-sellers are L shaped, and H shapes (for courtyard entries) and T shapes are increasing in number and popularity.

Item: The two-car garage is now almost standard for one-story houses with or without basements, and the carport is gradually disappearing except in the lowest price houses. Of the ten best-sellers shown, seven have double garages, two have single-car units and only one (the lowest priced) has a carport.

Item: Central entries are almost a sine qua non of selling today. Each of the ten best-selling houses has a separate entry to set up an efficient traffic pattern (as did most of the best-sellers shown in May).

Item: More builders are using raised ceilings and/or step-down floor levels to create design interest and define living areas. These design devices are used most often to give extra excitement to the living room.

For evidence of these and other ideas that give houses a sales edge, begin at right.

SIMPLE EXTERIOR uses only three basic materials: beveled cedar siding, glass and brick. Double fascia creates a strong, unifying roof line.

CENTRAL-ENTRY PLAN efficiently zones bedroom-bath-laundry wing from open-planned living area. Garage forms pleasant entry terrace.
Buyers like the crisp lines and simple use of materials of this best-seller

At $21,700 (not including $4,000 to $6,000 lot), Bell & Valdez of Bellevue, Wash., have built and sold eight repeats of this model and have orders for five more. The house is designed for the uphill side of the street, and Architect John M. Anderson faced the living room to the street and the view beyond. The kitchen and family room open to the rear to permit private outdoor dining. The house has 1,680 sq. ft. of living space plus a 483-sq. ft. garage, and the sales price includes dishwasher, disposer, range, oven, barbecue, and fireplace. Interior features liked best by buyers: sloped wooden ceilings over the entire living area, a sunken living room, a master bedroom with a dressing area and a sun lamp lounge, a small private patio off the master bedroom, a laundry located near the bedrooms where most soiled clothes accumulate, and a central entry that permits a smooth flow of traffic to any room without crossing any other room.
Buyers like the luxury-house planning in this $9,195 house

It is the best-selling model of Tiffany Homes, one of Florida's fastest-growing odd-lot builders. And President George Karpay reports it the most popular house he ever built: his company took 21 deposits opening day, sold 81 two-, three-, and four-bedroom versions in six months. The house has 1,181 sq. ft. of living space, a 250-sq. ft. carport, a 204-sq. ft. screened porch and a 103-sq. ft. covered entryway. Included in the $7.78 per sq. ft. sales price are: oven, range, hood, carpeting, colored fixtures in both bathrooms, glass-lined water heater, tile backsplashes, and ceiling insulation.

MASTER BEDROOM has cross ventilation, measures 13½'x12'. Room has its own bath, and a big sliding-door closet.
CONTEMPORARY MODEL has a clean, crisp look. Door opens in to an enclosed patio. Slit windows are the only fenestration facing street directly.

... and the indoor and outdoor privacy in this $15,650 house

The house turns a blank face to the street, and both the living room and the family room open to a screened entry patio. This design scheme appealed most to young families, reports Builder Quincy Lee of San Antonio. Lee sold three models like this before the first one was complete, and could have sold many more. But he decided the elevation was so distinctive that it could not be repeated without risking a look-alike neighborhood. He will use this model soon in a new location. The price of the house comes to $13.24 a sq. ft. including lot.

PLAN puts the kitchen between living and family rooms. Sliding door leads directly from the family room onto the screened entry patio.

LIVING ROOM has only a slit window on the street side, but is lighted by a big window overlooking the patio (out of photo to left).
**BEST SELLERS continued**

**PACIFICA LOOK** of exterior is achieved with latticed gable ends, cement asbestos panels between stained redwood posts, and the panelized fence.

**Buyers like the choice of outdoor living in this $45,000 house**

It has both a raised rear terrace off the family room and a pleasant entry courtyard off the kitchen-dining area (see plan and photos). The house was designed by Architect George R. McKelvey and was built and priced under a unique cost system (based on the square footage of finished, interior wall surface) by Tampa Builder Matt M. Jetton’s Sunstate Builders, a company that combines the individuality of custom building with the construction and marketing know-how of merchant building. As in custom building, Jetton’s houses are individually designed by registered architects (two independent, two staff). But as in merchant building, Jetton displays furnished models and promotes one special house each year (this year it was a Portland Cement Assn. Horizon Home). Jetton limits reproduction of display houses to one per street, counts on the individuality of several hundred custom houses to help sell other houses in his lake-studded Carrollwood community. The house shown here will not be duplicated but helped sell other houses—because the owners let Jetton show prospects through it (by appointment) and because it was prominently published in the local press. Jetton has sold 77 houses since January 1; 23 houses in 26 days after the start of his most recent promotion of PCA’s Horizon Home design by Architect Mark Hampton.
GARDEN ENTRY COURT was landscaped by the owner to carry out the Pacifica detailing of entry door and paneled façade of the exterior (left).

FAMILY ROOM opens onto a raised terrace and a view of the lake beyond. Other lakeside houses of individual design are in the distance.

KITCHEN-DINING SPACE overlooks the garden entry court through a fixed-glass window wall. Window at right faces the street.

ALL-GLASS WALLS open (l. to r.) the master bedroom, the family room, and the formal living-dining room to the lake view (behind camera).
FRONT ELEVATION is dominated by masonry screen that gives privacy to (but lets breeze into) a big outdoor room between house and garage.

Buyers like the fresh treatment of a breezeway in this Long Island model

The Catalina room—a covered and screened patio between the living room and garage—proved the main sales feature in this $19,990 to $20,890 house in Rocky Point, N.Y. Builders Arthur J. Calace, Jr. and Albert Taylor sold 15 such houses in The Tides, their resort-like community near Long Island Sound. The idea for the big outdoor room was developed by Designer Ray H. Fiebig, who planned the space to double as a children's play area and an adult dining-recreation room. There is extra storage space at the rear of the over-size garage to hold dining table and benches and children's toys when they are not in use.

PLAN has compact three- or four-bedroom wing. Covered patio is open to the living room through sliding glass door, has door to kitchen.

COVERED OUTDOOR ROOM has 325 sq. ft. of paneled living space. Door at left opens to the garage storage area. Kitchen is at right.

IN LIVING ROOM, sliding glass door opens into the outdoor room. Raised-hearth fireplace is optional at extra cost.
FOYER with double entry door, right, opens to formal dining room and to the living room, foreground. Door at left is to guest closet.

LIVING ROOM, dead-ended away from traffic, has prefinished plywood wall and a fireplace. Broad front window is out of photo at left.

UNUSUAL PLAN has central corridor, offset to screen bedrooms from living areas. Note wide separation of living and family rooms.

...and the well organized living areas in this big-family house

To attract the growing number of prospects with big families (42% of his 200-plus sales last year were four-bedroom models), Sacramento's Richard C. Price had Architect Kenneth C. Rickey and Interior Designer Fred E. Brooks develop this four-bedroom plan with a central kitchen, separate dining room, and two well-zoned living areas. Opening in mid-July, Price sold 12 models like this by the end of August. The $23,350 sales price includes 1,585 sq. ft. of living area, top-of-the-line appliances, a completely fenced rear yard, a landscaped front yard, custom-quality hardware, hardwood and vinyl flooring, and a slate entry.

Photos: Glenn Fishback

KITCHEN has a full complement of appliances and a luminous ceiling, opens to a family room with its own fireplace wall.

TWO BATHS are similarly equipped with laminate-and-teak vanities, big mirrors, vinyl-fabric wall covering, colored fixtures, and clean-lined lighting.

SHAKE ROOF HOUSE is 50½' wide, 60' deep. Entry with double front doors is recessed under 8' roof overhang.
BEST SELLERS

continued

FAMILY ROOM and kitchen are accessible from both front and rear entries, as well as the garage.

FORMAL DINING and living areas are contiguous, and set-off from entry hall by screen (left).

Buyers like the zoned living in this four-bedroom model

Many builders who aim at the big-family market sometimes forget that the very family size that dictates a larger number of bedrooms also demands extra group living space—usually complicated by a wide variety of ages and activities.

This L-shaped ranch house in Albuquerque became a best seller for Mossman-Gladden Builders (19 sold in three months, at $26,450) mainly because it uses its kitchen and dining area to separate the family room from the more formal living area; preventing noisy and quiet activities from overlapping, and giving both adults and children some privacy from each other. In addition, the large master bedroom suite affords a third “sitting-room” area, even more private and separated from the rest of the house.

Other high-ranking features with buyers are the central entry foyer, with its excellent circulation to all areas, and the ample storage provided by the double garage (500 sq. ft.), utility room, and storage room at one end of the L. Entrance to the rear patio is from the family room, and the rear yard is walled for the family’s outdoor living privacy.

Central air conditioning is included in the price, as are range and double oven with matching dishwasher (buyer’s choice of three brand names), and a woodburning fireplace and refreshment bar in the family room.
IMPRESSIVE WIDTH (70') of house was an often-cited reason for its popularity with buyers, as was the deep-sheltered entry porch.

FLOOR PLAN makes a "dead end" of the formal living room, keeps traffic to the hall or family room, and puts all sleeping rooms well away from noise.

MASTER BEDROOM has its own dressing room and bath, and plenty of room for furniture to let it be used as a combination bed-sitting room.

DRESSING ROOM has ample storage in the full-width vanity and in two walk-in closets. Windows are placed to give cross-ventilation to bedroom.

continued
BIG SHELTERING ROOF, board-on-board siding, and native stone planter combine to give this big house a warm and textured look.

**Buyers like the open plan in this four-bedroom house**

Although many people would not care to live in a house as open as this one, since late January 75 buyers paid between $24,950 and $25,850 for this 1,920 sq. ft. model in one of the four elevations offered. Builder Al Solomon of Alco-Pacific Construction Co. reports the spacious family room and step-down living room were so popular because of the visual impact prospects got upon entering the house through the 38'-long gallery. Prices include a completely equipped kitchen. Architect: Robert L. Barnett Associates.

**WIDE OPEN SPACES** of living room, family room, and kitchen-dining area are defined only by simple dividers and the living room's step-down floor.
CLEAN DESIGN of the walls and roof make this small, $14,750 house look much bigger than it is. Roof overhang: 3' to 5'.

... and the simple lines of this two-bedroom model

The house was designed for the opening of a big new Miami subdivision, where Builder Neil Schiff (who usually sells in a higher price range) felt he needed a house at about $15,000 to attract a broader market. Instead of building a big, too-cheap house, Schiff and Architect Milton C. Harry decided to offer this modest two-bedroom, one-bath house—but to include in the $14,750 price an extra large living room, a 12' x 16' master bedroom, and the quality appearance of many of the adjoining houses (priced up to $50,000). Schiff’s decision was a good one: He sold 20 of this model in a year at his well landscaped Fairway Pines community.

LIVING-DINING AREA is bigger (13'10" x 24'6" and 10' x 12') than in many much-larger houses, is lighted by unusual strip windows.

GALLEY KITCHEN has a narrow dining bar, right, plenty of cabinet space, and a pantry closet (door at right). Door at rear leads to carport.

continued
Buyers like the big rooms and the two-generation planning in this California house

This carefully zoned house is directed at today's large—and growing-up—families whose varied age groupings demand living and sleeping areas well defined and separate from each other. The floor plan adapts to either four or five bedrooms (with or without the study), in two areas at opposite sides of the house. The living and activity rooms that serve the entire family act as a buffer zone between the sleeping quarters. Convenient access from garage to family room and kitchen is another popular feature.

The builder, Sunset International Petroleum Corp. (which is developing 12,000 acres outside Sacramento), got a preview of consumer acceptance well in advance of the October 1 opening. It sold 80 houses before opening day; and this house and one other of the ten models offered accounted for four out of five sales. Significantly, the two runaway successes were the most expensive models in the line ($28,900 and $29,500). Other houses were priced as low as $22,500.
LIVING ROOM has massive fireplace as focal point, with wood paneling above the mantel. Wall-to-wall carpeting is included throughout the house.

PLAN illustrates complete separation of the two bedroom areas. Sliding glass doors open to porch from family room, dining room, and master bedroom.

IN FAMILY ROOM, paneled walls reduce maintenance to a minimum, add the warmth of wood.

KITCHEN (seen from family room) is completely equipped with appliances, plus breakfast bar.

MASTER BEDROOM has closets across width of end wall, easily accessible behind folding doors.

continued
High-density housing — garden apartments, high-rise apartments, and townhouses—is on the increase everywhere in the U.S. It's being built on high-cost city land, in urban renewal areas, in the suburbs, and even in exurban areas like New York's Rockland County and Virginia's Fairfax County. And it is a key ingredient of planned unit development, the new planning approach that has led FHA to write a whole new set of land-use regulations (see NEWS).

The remarkable thing about much of this high-density housing is that it is now being built for sale instead of for rent. Multi-family units accounted for 37% of private nonfarm housing starts in the first half of this year. Rental apartments comprise the lion's share of this total. But while government housing statisticians do not break out for-sale units among multi-family structures, reports from most major markets show a steady rise in the number of townhouses and apartments sold as co-ops and condominiums or in fee simple.

Why this swing to high-density, for-sale housing?

One factor, of course, is the rising cost of desirable land. Another is the growing desire of people, particularly retirees, for the tax and investment advantages of home ownership without the problems of house and grounds upkeep. A third factor is the recent passage—so far, by 38 states—of enabling laws that spur the wide use of FHA-insured condominium mortgages. (Condominium is a form of co-op in which apartment residents own their own units but share ownership of the land, walls, hallways, and other common areas.) And a fourth factor is the increasing willingness of local planners to accept appropriately placed, thoughtfully designed high-density housing. Take the townhouses and apartments on the following pages, for example: Their essential characteristics are pleasant design, skillful (though compact) plans, some provision for private as well as public outdoor living, and land planning that creates an inviting community despite the concentration of units.
Townhouses in an exurban market: a 99-unit sellout in four months

And these units in New York's Rockland County were snapped up while sales were lagging for competing townhouse builders. What gave them the edge? They offered a lot of space for the money—1,338 sq. ft. for as little as $15,990 ($11.95 a sq. ft.). They were skillfully sited for privacy and views on high, wooded land (plan at left). They gave buyers a choice of 27 floor-plan-combinations (below). And their plans and designs were distinctive enough to win a national award in the McCull's Home Certification program. The project, called Four Seasons, and two others in the same area were the first townhouse enterprises since World War II in Rockland and Westchester Counties, where tight zoning has generally ruled out high-density, for-sale housing. The houses were built by Fred Picker and Howard Beck on 14 acres developed by Northern Properties Inc.
VIEW FROM END OF CUL DE SAC (see land plan below) shows how front carports and fences of front patios screen every house from the street.

Townhouses in suburbia: a 28-unit sellout in two months

"I could sell a thousand more if I really promoted them and if I could get land zoned for them," says Builder Robert F. Schmitt of Berea, Ohio.

The $13,500 townhouses, ten miles from downtown Cleveland, are the first high-density venture by Schmitt, who is nationally known for his streamlining of building methods (TAMAP, NAHB Research Institute). Their price included air conditioning, double-glazed windows, carpeting, a washer-dryer, all kitchen appliances except a dishwasher, a private paved patio, landscaping, and "absolute noise control" between units (two insulated 2x4 walls sandwiching a 9" insulated cavity with no openings for electrical or plumbing outlets). Buyers—mostly widows and semi-retired couples—were offered 90% mortgages, but all made larger down payments, and 50% of them paid cash.

OPEN AREAS between patios, left, and carports and building exteriors are maintained by homeowners' association which charges residents $6 a month.
Condominiums on prime close-in land: a 32-unit sellout in ten days

And that was only the beginning. Encouraged by the quick sellout—and by a turnout of 2,000 visitors on opening weekend—Chicago's Dunbar Builders has started 300 similar condominium units on five other sites and is planning 200 more. Says President Herbert M. Rosenthal: “For the first time since 1948 we are selling well ahead of construction.”

Dunbar's first condominiums, also the first in the Midwest, were opened under common real estate law almost five months before Illinois' condominium law went into effect (July 1). The project, called Fountain View, is in an established residential neighborhood seven miles from the Loop. Other sales features were air conditioning, electric heat, carpeting, private patios or balconies, fully equipped kitchens. Prices: from $15,990 for one-bedroom to $22,000 for two bedrooms with down payments as low as $1,600.

FLOOR PLANS of one- and two-bedroom units provide for house-size kitchens (eating space for four persons) and large living-dining rooms.

LANDSCAPED MALL extends the length of the site between the two buildings. Deep roof overhangs shelter balconies and add interest to facades.

LANDSCAPING PLAN, by Landscape Architects Dean & Novak, contributed to the project's success. Buyers' monthly payments cover garden upkeep.

continued
Middle-income townhouses in a renewal area: smooth selling

Sales are steady—at five units a month—for three good reasons:

1. This 64-unit project, University Mews, is located in the University City area of Philadelphia, just across the river from downtown and close to five of the leading colleges and hospitals of the city. (It is approved by the residential development program of the West Philadelphia Corp., organized by the five institutions to turn the tide of urban decline in this old neighborhood.)

2. Builder-Realtors Maurice Hertzfield and Irwin Horowitz teamed with Architect Ronald C. Turner to produce a high-density plan that rings the project with walled gardens and spots pleasant landscaped commons amidst the units.

3. To reach the middle-income market, the builders set prices at $22,000 for two bedroom units, $29,500 for three bedroom units; and insisted that each unit have an attached garage, important to Philadelphia buyers.

The builders plan more high-density building: "All we need is the permission of local authorities for more high-density land use."
PERSPECTIVE CUTAWAY shows multi-level planning of units on a site that slopes up from a dedicated street, left, to higher, interior lots reached from private streets. Each unit has a one-car garage. Room at lowest level in cutaway is a study; rooms at top are bedrooms.

BRICK AND STONE EXTERIORS are in Philadelphia tradition. Steps lead from perimeter street to walled gardens of units' studies.

OPEN STAIRWELL lets kitchen and dining area, background, borrow light and space from the high-ceilinged living room, foreground.

PHOTO: Lawrence S. Williams

KITCHEN-DINING AREA, is on its own level a few steps up from the living room. Staircase, right, leads up to the bedroom level.

OCTOBER 1963
ARTFUL GRADING adds height to long, low facade; plays down drives by tucking them between front yards. These are "A" units (plan, right below).

Co-ops in an urban-renewal area: a 60-unit sellout in less than a year

These three bedroom, two-bath townhouses offer middle-income buyers all the amenities of suburban living within walking distance of downtown Detroit.

Built by Edward Rose & Sons in Detroit's Lafayette Park redevelopment area, the integrated project (about 15% of the buyers are Negroes) was financed under FHA Sec. 213 (cooperatives). Buyers paid $500 for a share of stock in the co-op. Monthly payments are $165 for "A" units (exterior photo above) and $185 for the larger "B" units (interior photo below).

The houses, designed by Architects Lorenz & Paski, have full basements, rear living areas with big windows and glass doors facing into private, fenced-in yards. All units are air conditioned. Kitchens are fully equipped (range, oven, vent hood, refrigerator, freezer, and disposer).

SITE PLAN limits auto traffic to Chateauford Place, which enters center of project. Only half of site is shown here; other half is identical.

"A" PLAN (right) is 34'x40', offers 1,360 sq. ft. of living space plus the basement.

"B" PLAN (below) is similar to "A" but wider (44'), shallower (33'), and larger (1,450 sq. ft.)

LIVING AREA of "B" unit (plan at right) is 21'9"x17'x7'. Pullman kitchen is behind swinging doors; dining area is in background.
**Townhouses in the Florida market: 80% sold before opening day**

"By the time we finished the first of our six models (above), we had already sold all but four of the houses in our 20-home project," reports Builder-Developer Daniel M. Knoebel of Vero Beach.

The two-story, traditional houses are strikingly like the Bollinger-Martin models in Louisville that sparked a nationwide surge in townhouse construction after they were shown on HOUSE & HOME's cover in March 1961. But there are differences: Knoebel included a lavatory on the first floor, and, more importantly, his houses are U. S. Steel prefabs with steel-framed wall panels. The houses have two and three bedrooms, are priced from $11,500 to $13,000. Buyers, mainly retirees, were offered 15% down payments, but most paid 30% or more, and some paid all cash.

Knoebel, now U. S. Steel Homes' Florida representative, says other builder-dealers are now building 334 similar U. S. Steel units (some with four bedrooms and some for rent) in West Palm Beach, Clearwater, Fort Lauderdale, and Cape Canaveral.

**TWO-STORY PLANS** of two- and three-bedroom prefabs have 816 sq. ft. and 1,020 sq. ft. of living space plus outside storage areas.

---

**TRADITIONAL MODELS**, with brick façades and colonial details, attracted 2,000 visitors, 20% of local population, before they were finished.
TWO-STORY UNITS are all built on a steeply sloping site, are unified in appearance by pitched roofs, striking bay windows, and wood-shingle walls.

Big-family townhouses on an urban renewal site: 22 sales at $40,000 and up

These three- and four-bedroom units by Galli Construction Co. are “selling steadily”—even though they are the highest priced townhouses in Diamond Heights, an urban renewal area of San Francisco. Galli bought 63 improved lots (for $6,000 to $8,000) from the redevelopment agency, spent additional money to engineer the steep hillsides for the big houses. Architects Hayes & Smith, developed three- and four-bedroom units chiefly because they and the builder agreed there was a shortage of large-family houses in close-in locations. Says the builder: “This is the first time in our 38 years of building that we used architects—but we’re sold! We pay more for design, but we get more.” Prices of the units range from $40,000 to $45,000. This was also the builder’s first experience in urban renewal; “Next time we do this, we’ll know how to do even better.”

TYPICAL PLAN for a three-bedroom unit shows two-story living room, sheltered patio. The space over the living room is used for a fourth bedroom in some models.

DINING-KITCHEN AREA, close to the front door, has a low ceiling which contrasts dramatically with the adjoining two-story living room.

STRIKING PATIO, open to living room through glass wall, is formed by L-shaped plan and wall of adjoining unit. It is screened from street by a lattice fence.
To sum up... A house is a best seller because it includes not just the features that buyers expect in a house, but features they do not expect. Besides being a well designed, well equipped house, the best seller includes enough extras—in plan ideas, interior design and appointments, appliances and materials—so the buyer knows he is getting more for his money. Because this year’s extra is next year’s standard feature, just keeping up with the market can be a problem to builders. The checklist which follows includes the outstanding features HOUSE & HOME’s editors found in visiting the best-selling houses of the country’s most successful builders. Just which is standard and which extra will vary with the local market and the price range of the house, but in general it can be said: If your models include two-thirds of these listed features, you’re probably at least abreast of the market. If they include appreciably less, sit down and do some serious thinking. Your buyers probably expect more from you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- L-, H-, or T-shaped plan for one-story models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double front doors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central entry to distribute traffic to all living areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three or more bedrooms in one-story models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or more bedrooms in multi-story models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or more baths in one-story models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two baths in the upper level, at least a half bath on the lower level of multi-level models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate dining room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family room well zoned from living room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-car garage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest closet close to front door</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kitchen</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Luminous ceilings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lighting over work surfaces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Plastic-faced or prefinished wood cabinet doors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Laminated or tile counter tops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pantry closet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vinyl or vinyl-asbestos resilient floor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dining space or eating bar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Built-in oven, or double oven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Warming oven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Built-in or drop-in range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Garbage disposer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Double sink</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Single-control mixing faucet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Spray hose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dishwasher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Refrigerator-freezer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Freezer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Barbecue-rotisserie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Exhaust hood and fan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baths</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Double lavatories in at least one bath</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Vanities with hard-surface tops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Storage space below vanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ceiling-high mirror over vanities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Luminous ceiling or valance lighting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tile or laminate walls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ceramic tile floors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Coated wall coverings above tile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Colored fixtures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Ventilated linen closet         |                      |                      |
| Large medicine cabinets        |                      |                      |
| Tub enclosure                  |                      |                      |
| Single-control cabinets        |                      |                      |
| Ventilating fans               |                      |                      |
| Auxiliary heaters              |                      |                      |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laundry</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Located in bedroom corridor or utility room (not basement)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Washer and dryer, or combination unit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 220-v. outlet for dryer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Shelves over appliances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lighting over appliances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Drip pan for washer connection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bedrooms</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Generous dimensions (at least 10'x10')</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Big master bedroom with sitting area (12'x20' is none too big)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dressing room off master bedroom with mirror and make-up lighting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Walk-in closets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Full-height sliding or bi-fold closet doors with ventilating louvers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Full-length mirror</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Built-in dresser drawers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sliding glass door opening to master bedroom terrace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interiors, general</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Cathedral ceilings over living area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sunken floor in living room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Prefinished paneling or natural wood on at least one wall of living or family room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fireplace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Built-in cabinets or bookcases in family or living room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Washable wall coverings in corridors and family room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Quality line light fixtures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Quality line door hardware</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hardwood flooring or carpeting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Stone, tile, or high-quality resilient flooring in entry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outdoor living</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Landscaping above FHA minimum standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fully sodded lawn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Privacy fencing in rear yard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Concrete or stone terrace or wood deck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sliding glass doors to outdoor living area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Two or three hose bibs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Underground sprinkling system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Outdoor lighting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exterior materials</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Minimum maintenance surfaces (brick, block, prefinished wood or aluminum siding)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Insulating glass windows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Aluminum storm and screen doors and windows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utilities and equipment</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Air conditioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Electronic air filter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Circuit breakers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Minimum of 100-amp. electrical service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Underground utility lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Glass-lined, fast-recovery, hot-water heater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Full thick insulation (6-4-2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Telephone outlets in several rooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Electric garage door opener</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Water softener</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Want to know how to give a simple, good-looking house like this some real charm and sales appeal? Here is . . .

A Design-It-Yourself Kit

. . . for those who know how to design better than anybody. In convenient cut-and-try form that lets you design a Complete Line of Houses in one morning or less! Without expensive professional help! Be the first in your neighborhood to try everything!

How to use this kit:
STEP 1. Instead of studying House & Home articles, consulting an architect, or even shopping your nearby competitors in search of good design ideas to borrow, save valuable time by starting with the All-Purpose Basic H & House shown below! Do not concern yourself with the floor plan! You can work this out later when the essentials of exterior styling are settled.

STEP 2. Now the fun begins! Select your favorites from the broad choice of Builder-Tested Tack-On Design Details on the next two pages. Cut out the ones you like. Each cut-out is equipped with convenient tabs designed to fit snugly into the marked slots on the basic house. One word of caution: be patient! If your first combination of Tack-On Details does not give the effect you want, try again. We guarantee satisfaction within One Hour!
This imaginative roof combines the best features of several ordinary roofs. This design idea takes longer rafters, more squares of roofing, and some extra labor to build up the curved ridge and round off the ridge beam. But the total extra cost should not exceed $100 or so. Be sure to break the eave line! INSERT AT A-A.

The chimney is really an essential, but give it that Tacked-On look by making it as skinny as possible. Avoid massive, authentic look. INSERT AT B.

Fake dormer not only gives passersby something extra to look at, but helps fool buyers that a skimpy attic is really a useful living area. INSERT AT RANDOM.

While an entire gambrel roof is expensive to frame, do not hesitate to Tack-On a little of this familiar colonial or barn detailing at one end of your house. It creates a fetching contrast with the thatched-roof detail shown above. INSERT AT D-D.

A parade of ducks, readily cut from scraps of plywood, adds a rural flavor. If placed on roof ridge, make sure they face the nearest water. INSERT AT C.

Our GOOD picture window—the Western Shack version of a beloved American classic design feature. This Tack-On detail actually extends out from the house—a low-cost extra that can be included right in the price. INSERT AT F-F.

Our BETTER picture window combines many appeals: a dovecote, dentil over the window in the Greek Revival style, and Contemporary Shutters with strong vertical lines that contrast smartly with the horizontal muntins of the windows. INSERT AT F-F.

Our BEST picture window—a truly deluxe model that allows you to Tack-On design interest you may have lost elsewhere—the gambrel roof, the window box (jig-sawed by a whimsical $4-an-hour carpenter in his down time), and shutters in the ever-popular Slender Shape. INSERT AT F-F.

Give that added Tack-On appeal to our Good and Better picture window: add a window box. Our loss leader. INSERT AT G-G.
Most buyers go through the front doors of models, so give the entrance all you've got. Avoid simple panel doors, use as many different materials as possible. You never know which is your prospects' favorite! INSERT AT H-H.

Break up the simple lines of the roof and front wall with a porch. This one contrasts plenty of curved lines with straight lines (in the basket-weave fence, which can be made of the cheapest materials). And here is a chance to work in still another material in the planter. INSERT AT J-J.

This charming garage addition is in the spirit of the Cape Cod house-plus-additions design. It allows you to add one or more extra materials to the facade of the house. (Do not select a Tack-On garage addition of the same materials as the garage itself.) INSERT AT L-L.

This picturesque Tack-On window with colorful frame lets light into Tack-On garage addition above. INSERT AT M.

An alternate porch, this one combining graceful Roman-like arches with the expensive elegance of turned-wood. This top-line Tack-On porch (like many other of our Better and Best details) gives plenty of extra work to your underworked, skillful $3-an-hour painters. INSERT AT J-J.

Why use only one heart-warming detail where two will do? INSERT UNDER TACK-ON WINDOW TACKED-ONTO TACKED-ON GARAGE ADDITION. INSERT AT Q-Q

In selecting a garage roof, add interest by making sure the pitch of the roof selected is not the same as the pitch of the main roof. The rounded rafter tails of course add nothing to the cost. This detail should be used only with one or more of the Tack-On decorative details below. INSERT AT K-K.

One or more lanterns will help illuminate what you have wrought. But don't spend too much—most prospects visit during the day. INSERT AT N.

Cupola with fixed weathervane is in Colonial tradition all buyers like. Best place for it is on garage roof, recalling idea of a barn (actual operable cupolas that vent attics are costly). INSERT AT O.

Remember our feathered friends! A bird house can readily be fashioned from $20 worth of lumber in an hour or so. For only a little extra, you can add a perch. If you don't like birds, simply paint in the "holes." INSERT ANYWHERE.

Each garage door offers an unparalleled 7' x 8' opportunity for added decoration. Be imaginative. INSERT AT P-P.

The finishing touch: don't forget telephone poles and electric wires, which can do much to tie your community together. Impress on status-conscious prospects that passersby will know owners have phones. Besides, it doesn't cost as much as underground wiring. INSERT EVERYWHERE.

Now ... for a sample of what can be done with only $1,000 worth of these Builder-Tested Tack-On Details, turn the page.
This is the Result of Tack-On Architecture

... and it is enough to make any responsible builder or architect cry. For our little game goes on, in dead earnest, in thousands of subdivisions across the country. Every one of the details shown was copied from an actual built-for-sale house. We have simply gone a little (but not much) further than some builders and so-called designers go.

Could not the $300 or $500 or even $1,000 that many builders spend to tack on this kind of "warmth and texture" be better spent on skilled professional design help? Would not prospects buy better design if it were offered to them at the same price as bad design? Is not the real problem a misunderstanding of what the market wants, a misguided approach to merchandising, or a misconception about what constitutes good design? Even many of the perpetrators of the kind of bad design shown here would answer yes.
The market for contemporary: Is it big enough to make sense for the merchant builder?

It's high time for the homebuilding industry to stop answering this question with an automatic "no." There is a definite market for the contemporary built-for-sale house; and while it is still small, it shows every indication of healthy growth.

This statement is based on the experience of merchant builders across the country who are now specializing in contemporary houses. They contend the reason more people don't buy contemporary houses is that there are none for them to buy—except custom houses beyond their budgets. When good contemporary design is offered at competitive prices, these builders claim, buyers are ready and waiting. And they back the claim by staking their business on it.

The contemporary market, like most other markets, has regional peculiarities. But some of its characteristics are common to all areas:

- **It is not a large market—at least at first.** But it will snowball; for as more people are exposed to contemporary design, and as it becomes an accepted part of the local building picture, it becomes more popular.

- **It is not a low-priced market.** Contemporary buyers are seldom first-time buyers, and they tend to be leaders in their business or profession and so have higher-than-average incomes.

- **It is a market with individual tastes.** Most contemporary builders have standard models, but find it necessary to vary these models to fit the needs and tastes of individual buyers.

- **It is a market that demands good design inside and out.** Buyers are concerned with a contemporary way of life as much as with contemporary appearance, and they will not be fooled by a so-called modern facade stuck on the same old seven-room ranch plan. It is significant that several builders studied in the following pages are themselves architects, and the others use top-flight architects or designers.

Just how big is the market for contemporary? Not even the builders who serve it will hazard a guess. For they agree that the number of contemporary houses sold at this stage of the game is no real indication of the potential. What they do know is that contemporary houses have proved a profitable market for them.

To see how these builders are tapping the contemporary market, begin on the next page.
Warm materials can sell contemporary houses to traditional-minded buyers

Nothing has hurt the market for contemporary design more than the cold functionalism with which it is often executed; and conversely, nothing helps the market more than a feeling of real warmth.

The model shown here offers dramatic proof of this lesson. Five houses, at a base price of $39,500, have been sold from it in less than two months, making it the most successful model ever built by Deise & Deise Homes. Even more surprising, all the sales were made in Scottsdale, Ariz., the wealthiest—and most conservative—of Phoenix's suburbs.

"Make a contemporary house too stark," says Charles Deise, "and you limit the market. Make it warm and relaxing, and it will appeal to people who think they don't like contemporary design. One woman spent so much time telling us how much she disliked contemporary that it took her four visits to unsell herself and buy one of our houses."

Despite moderate volume (40 houses a year) Deise & Deise currently have nine model houses—three in each of the three sections in which they are building. Prices range from $22,850 to $47,500. The "Polynesian" shown here represents Deise & Deise's average price: On a $9,000 lot it sells for $39,500, and optional extras like a pool, fencing, and a patio can raise the price to $44,500. S&L conventional loans up to $36,500 are available.

The house, designed by Alfred Bodele of Alan Dailey Assocs., architects, illustrates an important design point: A contemporary house can be designed to a regional theme without degenerating into cuteness.

Photos: Norman A. Pedersen

ENTRANCE WALK is flanked by gardens. Despite South Sea touches, basic design remains clean and simple.

VIEW FROM DINING ROOM shows how slump block walls and heavy timbers add texture and warmth to the interior.

FLOOR PLAN shows excellent zoning made possible by separation of units. Guest room can also be used as maid's room.

FROM STREET, the roof structure reflects the well-zoned plan. Structures at roof peaks house cooling equipment.
To sell contemporary design, make the plan as modern as the exterior

Many of the so-called "failures" of contemporary merchant-built houses result from the builder's forgetting—or never learning—this basic lesson. Conversely, the success of the house shown here stems from the fact that it is not just a "modern" facade tacked onto the same old tired ranch plan, but an organic whole designed as much for a specific purpose (family living) and specific terrain (Connecticut hills) as for a contemporary appearance.

By the standards of most merchant builders, Connecticut Contemporaries Inc., which built the house, is a modest success—it's volume last year was 12 houses. But of more significance are these facts: Architect Roger Small started this company from scratch three years ago, has seen its volume double each year; he is the sole contemporary builder in a deeply conservative market (New Haven); and his houses, although designed for family living, are relatively high priced (the H-house is $33,900 on a $4,000 lot) for most young families with children.

"If we offer lower-priced houses," says Small, "there's no reason why we shouldn't reach a volume of from 50 to 100 houses a year." Small offers one new model each year, plans a $27,500 house for 1964.

Connecticut Contemporaries is unusual among contemporary builders in that all its houses are sold through a realty firm.

"Most real estate offices were luke warm about our houses," says Small, "but we found a young and enthusiastic firm that was really excited by what we were doing. It's very important that the people who sell your houses are themselves sold on contemporary."
Success formula for a hotly competitive market: drastically different design

Not only is Dallas a price battleground (5% for profit and overhead is not uncommon), it is the home of one of the most rigid design formulas in the country. "Build a brick box with a hip roof and you can't miss," says one local builder.

But Designer Parker Folse has found what he considers a better formula. Working for Dallas' Fox & Jacobs, he had helped create the clean-lined "Accent" models which boosted the company's volume from under 100 houses a year to over 500. The success of the houses convinced him that no-compromise contemporary design would find a strong—if much smaller—market.

It has. In the 18 months since he started building on his own, Folse has built some 50 houses ranging in price from under $17,000 to over $70,000, for a total volume of nearly $2 million. The house at right—one of five models that Folse now offers—typifies his design, and also shows the extent to which he has ignored Dallas' design cliches. It has 1,275 sq. ft. of living area, 500 sq. ft. of carport-storage area, a 200-sq. ft. balcony, a butterfly roof, vertical-grooved plywood siding, and—by area standards—an unusually open plan. Its price is $16,850 ($17,850 for the three-bedroom version).

"That's a little higher than the market price for a conventional house of this size," says Folse, "but our buyers have been willing to pay for the fresh design—and even more important, for the better livability it affords."

Typically, Folse keeps a model open for three months, sells four or five houses from it (usually with minor variations), then sells the model and opens another.

VIEW FROM STREET shows privacy of house. Front door is at center, back door inside carport at far left.

REAR WALL—alternate panels of plywood and glass—is broken by a small, roof-covered patio off the dining area.

FLOOR PLAN shows two-bedroom model, position of optional third bedroom. All service areas are on street side.

BALCONY OFF LIVING ROOM is made possible by slope of the lot. Massive fireplace wall is native stone.
Fresh design like this is putting life into a drab market

Rockland County, New York, has as many undistinguished splits, raised ranch and one-story nonentities as any market area in the country. But Architect Murray Blatt, who designed and built the houses shown here, has proven that the area contains a small but growing market for contemporary merchant-built houses.

"Three years ago, when we started building, the only way to get contemporary design was to have it custom-built," says Blatt. "Today we’re selling about twenty a year, and one of my former carpenters is also building and selling contemporary. And the market can get much bigger."

Price, Blatt believes, will be the key to this growth. The model shown at right offers 2,300 sq. ft. of living space plus a two-car garage and a basement, sells for $35,000 (Blatt’s average) on a $5,000 lot.

“We’re definitely competitive with conventional houses of the same size,” says Blatt, “and with a $28,000 model—which we’re designing now—we’ll reach a lot more of the younger families who are our best prospects. Several years ago we built a house for $28,700, with a $25,000 conventional mortgage, and we sold eight of them very quickly.”

Three out of four of Blatt’s houses are built on his own land. When a house is built on an owner’s lot, Blatt does all siting and landscaping. He usually has two models to sell from, although buyers almost never order exact duplicates of the models. (“People who buy contemporary homes are individualists,” he says.) There is no charge for minor alterations, such as changing partitions; if area is added to the house, it is priced at a flat $16 a sq. ft. rate.

HILLSIDE RANCH has 1,650 sq. ft. of area on main level, a daylight basement. Price is $29,000 on a $4,000 lot.

TWO-LEVEL SPLIT-ENTRY is also a split-level, has added living space over the carport (see plan).

OPEN FLOOR PLAN has master bedroom on main level, two bedrooms over carport. Note stacking of bathrooms.

TWO-STORY A-FRAME is Blatt’s most unusual house. It has 3,300 sq. ft., is priced at $44,000 on an $8,000 lot.

continued
One builder has created a real mass market for contemporary design

While most of the country’s builders have been busily convincing themselves that there is no real market for contemporary houses, Eichler Homes has made itself one of the biggest builders in the country by building only contemporary houses. This year the Palo Alto-based company will sell about 700 houses like the one shown here—500 in the San Francisco Bay area and between 175 and 200 in Los Angeles. These sales are not based on low prices—Eichler’s prices range from $24,000 to $40,000 and average about $30,000—but on design.

It is popular to say that Eichler’s market is a special one—“what sells in San Francisco would fall flat in Peoria.” Vice President Edward P. Eichler disagrees: “In most areas, contemporary will start with a small share of the market. But this share will rise steadily, because what you build acts as an educating force.”

Eichler’s own history bears this out. In Los Angeles, where the company has been operating for only three years, it still has only an infinitesimal share of the market. But Eichler Homes has been building in the San Francisco area ever since the end of World War II, and in the particular part of Marin County where it is currently operating it has about 50% of the total house market.

Much of Eichler’s success can be credited to its use of top-flight architects like Jones & Emmons, Anshen & Allen, and most recently, Claude Oakland. The result has been houses that not only look contemporary, but, as in the “Atrium” model shown here, offer a contemporary and highly saleable—way of living.
If you specialize in contemporary, buyers will come looking for you

That's been the experience of Houston Builder Al Fairfield who for the last two of his six years in homebuilding has concentrated on contemporary houses like the two shown here.

"We get very little help from realty firms," says John Kerr, Fairfield's director of marketing. "They're pushing the 'Houston Traditional' that the big builders offer, and they call our houses 'experimental.' But some buyers hold out for contemporary, and since we're the only specialists in this field, they usually find their way to us."

Fairfield's current volume is about 25 houses a year, ranging in price from $28,500 to $100,000. About 20% of these are built on speculation, and the rest are customized versions sold from models.

"Our prices are competitive, but a little higher than conventional models in our part of Houston," says Kerr. "But price isn't the big thing. We're selling design and the ability to fit our model houses to the needs of a particular family."

Fairfield has eight or nine basic plans to work from, ranging from the transitional style shown at right to the flat-roofed model below.

"We feel we're filling an important gap in the market," says Kerr. "We're a bridge between expensive custom designed houses and the buyer's need to stay within his budget. The company has also found that lenders recognize this need. "We have lenders who see the value of contemporary and are actually looking for it," says Kerr. "So we're getting as good loans as any conventional builder—25-year S&L loans up to 80%."

**FLAT-ROOFED MODEL**

- Has screened entry courtyard.
- Has 2,100 sq. ft., is priced at $23,000 without land.

**FRONT ENTRANCE**

- Has double doors surrounded by panels of glass. Sloped roof is carried through to inside of house.

**FLOOR PLAN**

- Gains living area from 34' depth of house.
- Living-dining area is planned around centrally located kitchen.

**"CONSERVATIVE CONTEMPORARY"**

- Retains high-pitched roof.
- House has 2,800 sq. ft., sells for $30,000 less land.
"Conservative contemporary" finds a big market in a hidebound area

By standards in St. Louis, this is a strongly contemporary house. By the standards of its builder and architect, Fred Kemp, it is "a conventional house executed in a contemporary way." And by anyone's standards it is successful: Kemp expects that his Contemporary Homes Inc. will sell close to 200 of this and similarly designed houses this year.

"You might call our houses 'palatable contemporary,'" says Kemp. Indeed, they have broken through St. Louis' most ingrained and conservative buying prejudices. They have lower-than-normal roof pitches, wider overhangs, no gutters, and no decoration tacked-on. And significantly, 80% of them are also slab houses in a city that has never known anything but basements.

"We've done so well with this kind of design," says Kemp, "that we think the market is ripe for the next step—more extreme contemporary design. We tried this a few years ago, but we were ahead of the market, and the price—$17,000—was too low to let us add things like privacy fences that are so important in contemporary homes. This time we'll build in a higher bracket—$25,000 to $35,000—so we can include all the extras."

Kemp's "Laurel" model, shown here, offers 2,100 sq. ft. of living space for $25,490, including a $4,200 lot. It shows how Kemp has made what might have been a run-of-the-mill ranch into an attractive contemporary house, with clean roof lines, a massive brick chimney wall facing the street, deep, narrow windows (custom-milled for Kemp), simple garage doors, and a complete absence of distracting design gimmicks.
A pioneering design proves the sales appeal of good contemporary

The saga of the Techbuilt house reads like something out of Frank Merriwell: the triumph of good design over great obstacles. Shortly after it was introduced by Architect Carl Koch (H&H, Aug. '53), Techbuilt ran into engineering problems, financial crises, and enough builder apathy to put any prefabricator out of business.

But Techbuilt is still very much in business. It has sold some 3,000 packages since it began, and its current volume is over 300 a year. The reason, says Techbuilt president John Wilson, is Techbuilt's distinctive contemporary design:

"We've never had any real promotion at the builder level," says Wilson. "Our buyers are people who see our company ads in New York newspapers and magazines, and write directly to us. We send them the name of the franchised dealer nearest them. In other words, our buyers come looking for us."

Wilson lists several reasons why he thinks Techbuilt is now ready to grow: its finances are much improved, technical problems are licked, and builders like the new emphasis on quality (e.g., laminated instead of solid girders).

The house at right is a customized standard model (Techbuilt charges 25¢ per sq. ft., or about 2%, for custom design) with 2,600 sq. ft., and sells for $42,000 on a $9,000 lot. Builder Paul Cameron plans to build 20 similar models in his Wakefield, Mass. subdivision.

"The only other builder we ever had who pushed the house locally," says Wilson, "builds 20 a year in Manchester, Vt. It has a population of less than 2,000. So we know the potential is there."

DESIGN TRADEMARK of Techbuilt houses is glass gable end with big overhangs. This is a two-story hillside model.

LOWER LEVEL

FLOOR PLAN has informal and children's area on lower floor (left), formal living and master bedroom on upper level.

ORIGINAL 1953 TECHBUILT was a split-entry with 1,800 sq. ft. which could be arranged in a variety of plans.

ONE-STORY MODELS, introduced in 1956, now account for two thirds of Techbuilt's volume, including vacation houses.
Here's the biggest bet yet on the future of contemporary houses

Before Alside Homes of Akron, Ohio, sold its first house last month, it had invested $71/2 million in plant and equipment designed to turn out nothing but contemporary houses. These houses—some of which are shown at right—have just gone on sale in seven sales centers in Ohio and Michigan. They are being prefabricated in a fully automated plant in Akron which will have a capacity of 12,000 to 15,000 houses a year in full production.

Alside has included just about every basic type of house in its line—splits, split entries, two-stories, and hillside models as well as basic one-story houses. But in executing these different types, Designer Emil Tessin (who is also vice president of operations for Alside) has let his design grow out of the materials and industrialized methods.

Heart of the Alside system (which will be covered in detail in next month's issue of HOUSE & HOME) is a three-dimensional module—12' x 14' x 8' high—framed in structural tubular steel. Clear glass and sandwich panels with polystyrene foam cores and aluminum facings form the walls; and sandwich panels with plywood skins form the roof and floor. The houses are built on crawl spaces or basements, not slabs.

Since the wall panels are factory-finished on both sides (with what is described as a "20-year finish"), field erection should be fast. Alside estimates that, starting with a prepared site, construction time will be from two to four weeks, depending on the size of the house and the experience of the building crew.

Like most other contemporary builders, Alside is stressing quality rather than price—although the price will be competitive in most areas. The model shown at the top of the page is priced at $27,500 without land. For this, the buyer gets 2,340 sq. ft. of living space, full air conditioning, a completely equipped kitchen, and insulating glass in all windows and doors.

Alside plans to market its houses through local builder-dealers and in complete consumer sales centers which will include a sales office building and at least several display models. The company itself now owns and operates five of these centers—and the others are run by independent builder-dealers. The present plant will serve the area within a 600-mile radius of Akron, including the whole Northeast, west as far as Chicago, and south as far as Atlanta.
LIVING ROOM has full glass wall opening to rear yard. Window, far left, opens to patio outside of bedrooms.

PATIO in smaller model is defined by open steel frame. Area could be enclosed to make an additional room.

KITCHEN AND FAMILY ROOM in house shown above are combined into one large open area.

DRESSER WALL divides master bathroom from dressing room, includes drawer units, mirrors, and lighting.
Charles H. Kellstadt retired last year as chairman of Sears, Roebuck & Co., the giant mail-order and retailing firm. But it proved a short retirement. Now he is running the nation's biggest mail-order land company. What this adds up to:

**General Development turns to a top marketing man to solve its big problems**

General Development Corp., the grand-daddy of the Florida $10-down, $10-a-month land developers,* has enough land for more than 500,000 homes—and problems of a size to match.

It went through two management changes in two years, lost nearly every top executive, dipped into the red, lost sales momentum, suffered a long decline in stock prices, bogged down in its construction program. It has financing problems, merchandising problems, design problems, pricing problems, personnel problems, public image problems.

But GDC has a number of plusses working for it, and probably the biggest is its new boss—Board Chairman and Chief Executive Charles Kellstadt, at 66 as vigorous as he was when he spark-plugged the giant Sears merchandising firm to new $4+ billion sales records. (GDC is getting him at bargain-basement prices: He earned $160,000 a year at Sears but has gone to his new post for a modest $50,000 salary).

Kellstadt talks and acts as if General Development has no major problems at all. In fact, he expects to have everything shipshape in a jiffy and to be able to make his post a part-time job soon. Last spring, former Board Chairman Gardner Cowles first lured Kellstadt onto the board of directors and then asked him to take charge.

Says Kellstadt: "I looked the company over. First, I looked at the property, and it's excellent. I looked at the middle management, and it's very fine. And I looked over the financial structure. General Development has a sound net worth, fine receivables. It may have too little equity, but all these land companies are short of capital. So I took the job."

In office four months, Kellstadt has already made some key appointments and policy decisions

He has brought in three outsiders as top executives. The new president is James L. Rankin, one-time vice president of Pillsbury Mills in charge of food products and more recently president of Foremost Dairies. Rankin, 50, is a marketing specialist, in sharp contrast with outgoing President H. A. Yoars, who had been a

*For background, see page 122 and H&H Mar. '62.
mortgage lender with Equitable Life and First National City Bank in New York. Rankin fits in with Kellstadt's determination to put main emphasis on merchandising—"in dressing up the product and improving the design," as Kellstadt puts it.

To handle the financial problems, Kellstadt picked an old friend (who also had made plans to retire in Florida)—William H. Kyle, financial vice president and secretary-treasurer. He had been executive vice president of Society National Bank in Cleveland.

And for marketing vice president Kellstadt and Rankin picked Boyd Prior, one-time sales vice president of Lusk Corp., Tucson (has, Jan. '61), and most recently vice president of Horizon Land Corp., a southwestern mail-order land developer second only in size to GDC in this field. Prior joined GDC Sept. 1; his vice presidency was still subject to directors' ratification at press time.

Rankin's salary is $60,000, Kyle's $35,000, and Prior's was to be determined in mid-September. Two other top-paid executives are long-time GDC men: Thomas A. Ferris, vice president for public relations, gets $35,000, and J. J. (Jack) Finnegan, vice president for site operations, gets $30,000.

In these appointments and policy changes, Kellstadt's primary goal is to step up the company's role as a homebuilder in contrast to its past emphasis on selling lots. He will try to do what the company has tried and failed at in recent years—step up the ratio of new-house sales from only one for every 20 or 30 lots sold to one per ten lots or better. This is critically important. The reason:

**GDC needs to increase house sales to get cash, because lot sales have actually been a drain on cash**

In the first year a lot is sold under the low-down-payment, so-much-a-month system, the company pays out more than it takes in. Sales commissions, advertising, and land development costs are greater than incoming monthly payments for several years. Profits come last of all. (This is one reason such companies don't like to see lot buyers stop payments along the route. They can take back the land, but that isn't what they want—they want the profit they've waited so long for.)

House sales, on the other hand, are cash sales. In the peculiar bookkeeping method all land-selling companies must (by IRS rules) use, lot sales are recorded at their full price in the year they are sold. But house sales are recorded only when the homes are built and the sales closed. Thus income on house sales is actual cash in hand; the money is there, helping pay the early costs involved in selling and developing lots.

The graphs at right show GDC's sharp slowdown in sales, its deficit for 1962, and its even worse picture for the first six months of 1963 compared with the first half last year. These fall-offs resulted primarily from steps taken by outgoing President Yoars to halt a staggering drain on company funds.

In 1960 and 1961 the company spent $8 million more each year than it took in. So Yoars took drastic steps to reverse this trend—mainly lopping a lot of heads off the payroll, cutting down other overhead and promotion expenses, and trying to induce lot buyers to make higher down payments. And this worked. For the first time, GDC wound up with a positive cash flow, ending 1962 with $1,855,000 more money than it had spent—an improvement of nearly $10 million over the cash flow position in 1961. But ... this painful but probably necessary surgery had its effect on sales. Official company explanations of the 1962 sales slowdown cited the Cuban crisis, the stock market crash, and a

---
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frigid spell. But the cold spell came late in December '62, and most close observers doubted that many prospects for Port Charlotte lots and houses were deterred from buying because of the Cuba or stock market news. And certainly the latter two causes could not have been responsible for the 50% drop in sales volume for the first half of 1963.

In any event, Yoars found rougher going than he expected as incoming president two years ago. At that time he told New York security analysts the company would have $75 million sales in 1961 and probably $85 million in 1962, with profits to match for stockholders. As the chart at left and those on the preceding page would suggest, results were far off the prediction.

Kellstadt's new group has inherited problems dating back through two managements to GDC's early days in 1954-58

Kellstadt rejects the notion, voiced by one insider, that "Yoars was brought in to bail out the ship, and now they've brought in someone to steer it." He insists Yoars did a needed job and the ship needed no bailing out.

He knows that Yoars' task was complex and difficult in the extreme, trying to fill the shoes of not one man but the three he replaced two years ago. These were the Mackle brothers—Frank, Elliot and Robert—who founded General Development (with Financier Louis Chesler's help), managed it, sold its lots, built its houses, and made personal fortunes doing so. Moreover, after they left to start developing their own giant Deltona community in central Florida (H&H, April) they took along nearly all of GDC's key men. Yoars was left with some major assets but more than enough headaches to match. He and his executive vice president, F. Kenneth Beirn, formerly a New York advertising agency president (Biow Co., Rutherfurd & Ryan, C. J. LaRoche & Co.), managed to cope with some of the problems. Higher down payments on lots were encouraged (the average rose from $15 to $43, is still going up), and this meant a lower attrition rate on lot payments, because the more a buyer pays down the less apt he is to stop monthly payments. More realistic reserves were set aside for contract cancellations covering past years' understatement of this large item. The company's net debt was reduced $3.6 million.

But Yoars and Beirn could not make much headway in other areas, and many believe the outgoing management's conservative measures went too far. Staff morale sagged in many departments. The sales organization across the North and Midwest fell apart. Less and less was spent or done to keep present home owners happy in Port Charlotte and elsewhere.

The new merchandising-minded management men plan quick action to offer homebuyers a 'better package'

The ugly scene at left is typical of the difficult problems faced. This is what prospects see when they drive down Highway 41, the "Main Street" of Port Charlotte (GDC's biggest community. It has two other major tracts—Port Malabar and Port St. Lucie—and several smaller properties). The store-front lots originally sold for $1,000, now change hands for $10,000+. Kellstadt has given the go-ahead for $135,000 worth of landscaping along the highway as his first step to dress up the community's appearance. Golf clubhouse and swimming facilities are being expanded at Port St. Lucie.

Golf clubhouse and swimming facilities are being expanded at Port St. Lucie.

House designs are being re-studied. As the cover picture shows, GDC has a handsome circle of models at Port Charlotte and others
priced at more than $25,000 at Charlotte’s golf course (see bottom photo, right) and in Malabar and St. Lucie. But Kellstadt isn’t satisfied, either with the exterior design or the construction costs. Kellstadt will have his own basic architectural staff but he expects to draw on outside architects for new houses. He and Rankin have already invited a number of top architects from across the nation and abroad to submit designs. One likely outcome: an international house show at Port Charlotte next year, with models in a wide range of price classes, sizes, and styles.

Key decisions in advertising have been made. Arthur Godfrey’s 180-station radio show on CBS is already being used to promote lots and house sales at Port Charlotte, Port St. Lucie and Port Malabar, and most promotion pieces are keyed to the Godfrey image. Says Rankin: “We figure Godfrey appeals strongly to the older customers we’re primarily aiming at. And he’s taking his pay in our property, which he’s sold on, so he’s pretty enthusiastic in his commercials.” The ad budget this year may hit $2 million (handled through McCann & Marshalk), most of it going into radio and newspapers. This is about the level of the peak ad budget of the late Fifties when GDC ran six- to eight-page ads in national magazines.

The sales force has been built up again in recent months. What had once been a national system of about 200 independent agents and some foreign brokers dwindled to a small group of company-owned agencies during Yoars’ tenure. Rankin says the company is again setting up independent brokers to handle sales. About 100 are now selling GDC lots and (increasingly) houses, and the company has hired 11 men to help these agents train their salesmen. The intention is to expand across the nation with the new sales force, then back the local sales efforts again with national advertising on a big scale.

Among the important questions still to be answered:

Are these changes precisely what GDC needs?

The answer should be a qualified yes, with a wealth of footnotes. After the over-emphasis on cutting expenses, the pendulum must swing toward a strong selling push. And the wise course is to push sales of houses more than ever.

Other steps are also necessary, and the new management is taking some. A management consulting firm has been hired to analyze staffing needs and office procedures (this will determine in part whether GDC replaces its present $17,500-a-month rented Univac card system for billing with Remington Rand’s new Univac III tape system). After some fumbling around to find a builder (Del Webb and Levitt & Sons are reported to have turned down offers), the company has signed contracts to have its Port Charlotte houses built by Demetree Co., Jacksonville, and houses in Malabar and St. Lucie built by Frank Rooney of Miami.

Some steps definitely are not needed. Among them: any move to upgrade or buy more property. As the photos at right show, GDC has excellent property and plenty of it, 190,000 acres in all. And more important: the price was right when they bought most of it. For example, most of Port Charlotte’s 92,700 acres were purchased for only $43 an acre. Average paid for all property was $272 an acre, and most of it is owned free and clear.

GDC also has certain other things going for it. In recent months many people who bought $795-$1,095 lots four to six years ago have been induced to trade up to more expensive canal-front lots. (This trade-up program is one of a number of changes developed by Housing Consultant Thomas Perine, who has been acting sales

OLD FRIENDS are GDC President Jim Rankin and Arthur Godfrey, who once helped Rankin sell Pillsbury foods, now helps him sell lots and homes.

WATERFRONT PROPERTY has been a General Development trademark for many years. Tracts are on Gulf or Atlantic coasts; many lots are on canals.

HIGH, DRY LAND is offered buyers in all GDC communities. This view of higher-priced models rimming a golf course is in Port Charlotte.
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manager pending Prior's arrival.) The company's program of bringing lot buyers and homebuyers in groups—by bus, plane, and train—continues to pay off in sales. And GDC stands to benefit—like all responsible installment-sales land companies in the state—from a new Florida law that will probably put an end to unethical sales practices by some firms which have given this industry a bad name in the warm-weather states.

**GDC's stock has been becalmed (below 8) this year, but there are some signs it may swing upward again**

GDC stock has never paid cash dividends, though holders got two stock dividends of 25% and 100% in 1959, when the price hit a high of 30⅛. At closing Sept. 9 it stood at 5⅛ (see stock-price chart, p. 120).

Most securities analysts have paid little attention lately to GDC stock, which has had little trading. But one analyst—Irwin Perry of Peter P. McDermott & Co., New York—thinks the stock is a good buy at current prices.

Says Perry: "They are carrying the land on the books for what they paid for it, but it's worth several times that—in the hundreds of millions. Their utilities are becoming highly profitable. Even if you didn't count their land or utilities as worth anything, and collapsed the corporation today, there would be about $27 million to split up. With 6.8 million shares outstanding, this would be $4 a share alone. There's very little risk."

Perry also doubts that recent earnings reports are as dismal as pictured in the company's annual and half-year reports. He thinks that too large amounts have been set aside from current income as allowances for lot cancellations. Says he: "These should be charged against prior years. If the earnings statement showed just what's happening in the current period, they could probably show a first-half earning close to 50¢ a share rather than the 2½ they reported."

One man who ought to know what the real outlook is, and who seems to share Perry's optimism, is Charles Kellstadt. He has just bought 100,000 shares in the company.

**Kellstadt is certain the company faces a rosy future if only because all Florida will have an economic boom**

At Sears, Kellstadt made a name for himself with his market forecasts, particularly for the southern region which he directed on his way up. He is now full of figures which indicate Florida's dramatic growth has drawn industrial workers, vacationers and retired people—builders elsewhere will feel the effects from all over the U.S., and this has seriously affected housing starts in markets elsewhere. If Florida next becomes a growth area on anywhere near the same scale, drawing industrial workers, vacationers and retired people—builders elsewhere will feel the effects over a long term.

But right now, Kellstadt is working on theories and know-how picked up in 30 years with the nation's biggest non-food merchandising firm. Chances are he will need all of these skills and perhaps more. So far, he says, "People keep telling me there are mysteries in the housing field, but I don't think so. I haven't found any yet."

—ROBERT MURRAY

---

**Facts and figures on GDC**

People. General Development Corp. grew out of a 1954 merger between companies headed by the Mackle brothers and Louis Chesler. Chesler contributed land and capital for promoting lot sales, and the Mackles provided the management know-how. Chesler is still the largest stockholder, with about 18% of the stock. (He is also head of Seven Arts Productions, a big producer of TV shows and of Grand Bahama Development Co.) Second largest stockholder is Publisher Gardner Cowles (Look, Des Moines Register & Tribune), who controls 15% of GDC stock.

The three Mackles bowed out of the GDC picture in January '62, when a group headed by Cowles reportedly agreed to pay $7.50 a share for 789,750 shares of stock owned or optioned by the Mackles. Principal reason for the divorce: Cowles and other stockholders were fed up watching the Mackles skim the profits off the top, under a contract which gave them 2½% of the price of each lot sold and 5% of each home built. This contract ran through 1962, and just last month the Mackles collected a final $450,000 in a settlement with GDC.

**Profits.** GDC's earnings statement for the first half of 1963 and 1962 (000 omitted): 1963 1962

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot sales</th>
<th>$11,020</th>
<th>$26,277</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House Sales</td>
<td>4,990</td>
<td>7,591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SALES</td>
<td>16,010</td>
<td>33,868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>15,330</td>
<td>28,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-tax income</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>5,381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET INCOME</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>2,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income per share</td>
<td>2½</td>
<td>38¢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Projects.** GDC Florida properties include:

- Port Charlotte, on the Gulf 45 miles south of Sarasota; 92,700 acres, about 100,000 lots sold, 4,500 houses built, population nearing 11,000.
- Port St. Lucie, near Ft. Pierce; 36,000 acres, 27,000 lots sold, 600 homes built.
- Port Malabar, near Cape Canaveral; 45,000 acres, 18,000 lots sold, about 350 homes built.

Other "small" sites (to be virtually ignored in GDC's current promotion push): 5,400-acre Port St. John, almost sold out in lots; 5,100-acre Sebastian Highlands, where 5,000 lots have been sold; and 1,500-acre Vero Beach Highlands and Vero Shores, where 850 lots are sold. All are on the Atlantic Coast, and none has seen significant homebuilding yet.
The reason is simple. These are the experts, the men who handle just about every dishwasher on the market. They really know their appliances since they have a chance to compare them every working day.

Ask them what kind of dishwasher they have in their home and chances are you'll find they own a KitchenAid. And why not? It stands to reason that they would want their wives to have the very best dishwasher available.

They know what it is to get customer complaints about undependable merchandise, and they know that KitchenAid has the best service record in the industry. They know all about its meticulous construction, quality components, and they even know that half of the KitchenAid dishwashers they sell, install or repair are bought on the recommendation of people who already have one.

Specify a KitchenAid for the next kitchen you build or remodel. We'll bet you end up with one in your own home. Contact your distributor, or write KitchenAid Home Dishwasher Division, Dept. KHH-3, The Hobart Manufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio.
"The wide range of interior and exterior designs we offer keeps our projects distinctive and appealing," says Mr. Brockbank. "It also calls for a heating-cooling line with plenty of range in capacities, sizes and installation flexibility. Janitrol meets our requirements perfectly, and the quality of workmanship in Janitrol products is in harmony with the fine quality we put in our homes. The Jed L. Ashton Company represents Janitrol in our area and does the installing. They're always on schedule and their service is terrific. Janitrol saves us money on almost every job because it's so easy to install and adjust. That's important to any builder who wants profitable sales."

The well-known Janitrol brand can help you sell homes... save you money on installation... and eliminate the nagging headache of call-backs that drain away profit and aggravate your customers. The new Janitrol heating and air conditioning line includes upflow and downflow models in an amazing variety of heating and cooling capacities to meet all your needs from small homes and individual apartment units to roof top combination units for your single-story commercial building.

Mail the coupon today for complete details on how you can get more sales impact for your homes, no matter what price range you build in, with quality Janitrol heating and cooling equipment... the brand your buyers are already sold on!
PRODUCTS AND LOCAL SERVICE
LIFETIME HOME BUYERS"

The MARK V . . . Popular style in Alan E. Brockbank’s Lifetime Homes selection in the Greenbrae Addition, Salt Lake City.

New Janitrol Regency . . .
first gas-fired furnace with a lifetime warranty!
Features exclusive Ultra-Thermex Heat Exchanger warranted for life. Put this powerful persuader in your homes for easier selling. Perm-Adjust burner automatically proportions fuel-air mixture. Cabinet is compactly designed, richly styled. Optional accessories include two-stage flame control, Minneapolis-Honeywell electronic air cleaner, deodorizer filter and automatic humidifier.

Custom-matched Air-Cooled Condensing Unit adapts the Regency for year-round comfort. Install with furnace unit, or add later.

New Janitrol 19 and 20 Series Upflow Gas-Fired Furnaces!

New Compact Janitrol Comfort Package . . . for heating or heating and cooling!
Designed, built and priced especially for the apartment and small home market. Compact, but with sufficient air capacity to deliver two full tons of cooling. Companion air cooled cooling unit in 16,000 and 24,000 Btu./hr. capacities. A. R. I. rated.

MAIL COUPON TODAY for complete details on Janitrol heating and air conditioning equipment, and exclusive Janitrol Builders’ Model Home Merchandising Plan that’s action tested . . . a powerful traffic-builder and sales-maker.

JANITROL DIVISION • Midland-Ross Corporation • Columbus 16, Ohio

GENTLEMEN: Please rush complete information on new Janitrol line and the potent Janitrol Model Home Merchandising Plan.

NAME__________________________
COMPANY_______________________
ADDRESS_______________________
CITY______ ZONE____ STATE______
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QUALITY PRE-SEASONED LUMBER FROM

BUILD SOLID, STRAIGHT, TIGHT & TRUE

Here's a material you pay for only once . . . yet use many times on the same job! WPA grade and species marked pre-seasoned boards are ideal for stairs, forms, walkways, preliminary braces and other purposes before their final use . . . As SHEATHING . . . dry boards give greater nail-holding power . . . and nearly twice the insulation value of half inch plywood. Lumber sheathing also tends to line up studs and rafters. As SUB-FLOORING . . . WPA boards have nearly two-thirds more resistance to deflection than other commonly used materials. This stiffness is important because it prevents the floor from dipping, sagging and squeaking. As
WITH PRE-SEASONED WPA BOARDS

SIDING . . . WPA boards are light, easy to work with, take paint and stain readily . . . and furnish superior insulation. Considering all their uses . . . plus the low cost . . . WPA pre-seasoned #4 common grade boards are a real bargain! And they require no special on-site storage protection! Western Pine Association grade and species marked boards are available from your lumber dealer in the following species:

PONDEROSA PINE • WHITE FIR • LARCH • DOUGLAS FIR • RED CEDAR • INCENSE CEDAR
SUGAR PINE • LODGEPOLE PINE • IDAHO WHITE PINE • ENGELMANN SPRUCE
"ELECTRIC BASEBOARD HEATING is helping me build better homes for less money," Bill Schneider reports. "Equipment like this is so simple to work with, all I need is eight hours' worth of labor to put electric heating into one of my new homes. In fact, for speed and economy of installation, there's nothing I know of that can beat electric heat."
"GOOD INSULATION is certainly the key to success with electric heating," comments Bill Schneider. "And I've discovered that time spent in carefully insulating around windows, doors and switch boxes really pays."

"BANKS LIKE TO FINANCE electrically heated homes because they hold their value," says Bill Schneider, shown talking with local bank president Celius L. Brown. "And believe me, that gives me a big selling point with most of my prospects."

"ACCURATE HEATING ESTIMATES worked out by my local electric utility company have really helped me close sales," Bill Schneider says as he inspects the interior of another new home with Baltimore Gas and Electric representative Theodore Kesting, Jr.

MARYLAND BUILDER SAYS FLAMELESS ELECTRIC HOME HEATING IS HIS BIGGEST SALES FEATURE

Builder-developer William Schneider of Sykesville, Maryland, tells how customer satisfaction with flameless electric home heating is helping him move his $15,000 to $25,000 homes as fast as he can build them.

"In a community like this, where everybody knows everybody else," Bill Schneider tells you, "a builder has to be sure that the homes he builds deliver top value and quality. Make one mistake in a home and you're really dead when the word gets around. That's why I wouldn't even consider using electric heating in the houses I'm putting up if I weren't completely convinced it was a strong plus sales feature.

"Apparently my customers agree: the best advertising I get for electric heat is from the people who already have it. Every home I've built since 1959 has been heated electrically and I have yet to get one complaint.

"Of course, I like to use electric heat because it lets me put my homes up faster. In fact, I'm now saving enough on installation that I can actually put storm windows and full insulation in my new homes without having to raise the selling price."

Like Bill Schneider, builders all across America are discovering that it pays to build and promote electric heating in their new homes. This year it is estimated that one out of every five new homes will have electric heat. Why not find out how you can profit more by using flameless electric heating in your homes? First chance you get, talk it over with your local electric utility company.

THE TOTAL ELECTRIC HOME that displays this Gold Medallion helps you to capitalize on the fast-growing customer preference for total electric living. And because a Gold Medallion Home uses a single source of energy for heating, cooling, lighting and power, you will profit more.

LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY • Edison Electric Institute, 750 Third Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Now a vinyl floor wall-to-wall with seams welded water-tight, dirt-tight, spill-tight!

Now, thanks to Sandura research, LURAN® Vinyl can be welded! That's right. Now you can have a clear, unbroken expanse of vinyl, wall-to-wall, even room-to-room. That means no more water-collecting, dirt-collecting, open seams down the middle of your floor. There's no place for water to seep, no place for dirt to creep! And new Luran's luxurious colors and patterns are sealed deep under a new formula vinyl that's as stain-free, as scrub-free, as care-free as a floor can be—makes the fastest-cleaning vinyl floor you can own! Another surprise—New Luran costs less than many other luxury vinyl floors.

Seal it!
With the amazing new LURAN VINYLWELD PROCESS your Sandura retailer can smooth-weld 6-foot widths of any Luran permanently-installed vinyl floor wall to wall, room-to-room, with no open seams!

Heel it!
Go ahead! The beautiful new embossing of Luran Imperial and Luran Regency masks most accidental indentation—gives a new deep dimensional look to vinyl! Your foot never touches the patterns!

Feel it!
You won't believe a luxury vinyl could have a "hand" like this one until you touch it. Luran Imperial and Luran Regency feel like fine leather—and they're wonderfully warm underfoot! There's a Luran Vinyl Floor for every room in the house—even basements!
MIXING is done in clean, drinkable water. Water cannot be added if material starts to thicken.

TAPE BEDDING is done with hand knife; fast drying material may clog automatic equipment.

FINAL FINISH also is applied with hand trowel. Quik-Treat is thinner than most compounds.

A bottleneck is broken; here's a one-day joint compound for drywall

The scheduling headaches that have always been a part of drywall finishing systems may be just an irritating memory. National Gypsum Co. will soon introduce in most market areas a fast-drying joint compound called "Quik-Treat," which cuts the time lag between hanging wallboard and painting it from three or four days to one day.

The new compound dries to the point where it can be covered with a second coat in two and a half hours. As a result, a taping and finishing schedule could look like this:

9:00 A.M. Add the compound to water and mix it. (It should be added gradually and stand for 10 minutes before use.)
9:10 A.M. Start hanging tape.
9:30 A.M. The first finishing coat can be applied to one side of inside corners 10 minutes after the tape is hung.
11:40 A.M. First finish coat goes on all joints, outside corners, and nail heads.
2:30 P.M. The final finishing coat is applied to all the above areas, and the second side of the inside corners is finished. Unless drying conditions are particularly bad, painters can start working the following morning.

Quik-Treat offers these other advantages:

Shrinkage is less than with conventional compounds. Up to 25% less material is required; beading and ridging are minimized.

Less heat is needed in the building. Temperatures need be only 40°F during application, can drop to 32°F in two hours without harming joints. Quik-Treat can be used to laminate drywall in double-drywall construction; the bracing can be removed in four hours.

STEEL-AND-GYPSUM PANEL snaps into place on steel studs. Wiring and piping fit in 2" core. Section above shows detail at panel joints.

For apartments and commercial buildings: a revolutionary new wall system

The new system uses sheet-steel and gypsum-core sandwich panels which snap in place on both sides of vertical mounting posts. The result is a double wall, 3" thick with a 2" air space.

In place, the new wall—developed by Tishman Research Corp. for E. F. Hauserman Co.—will cost "in the neighborhood of $17 a linear foot", or about $2 a foot more than the block-and-plaster wall it competes with. But this cost is offset by several factors:

1. Plumbing and wiring are more easily and cheaply installed and, when necessary, relaid or repaired (one side panel can simply be snapped off to expose the utilities).

2. On-site work and construction time is sharply reduced, and there is no plaster-ribbish removal cost (which Tishman estimates at 50¢ a running foot on most jobs).

3. The wall can be disassembled (panels are 40" wide), moved, and re-erected.

4. The wall has a considerably higher sound-transmission loss at most frequencies (especially in the speech-privacy range of 250 to 2,000 cycles per second).

5. The surface is flat and cannot crack—though users must accept a vertical hairline at the 40" o.c. joints.

The new panels are primed, ready for final finish, have a 1-hr. time-temperature fire-resistance rating, can be site-cut to fit any partition plan. A complete line of fittings is available for a variety of window-wall sections. Hauserman is building a new plant in Philadelphia to produce the new wall panels, and expects to be in production this month.

Book reviews start on p. 135
Since 1957 Insulite Primed on over 375,000
Siding is performance-proved homes coast to coast

"It's the most trouble-free siding available!"

says Ernest G. Fritsche, builder, Columbus, Ohio

“We build 400 to 500 homes a year ... and at least 200 of them are sold through word-of-mouth.

“As a result, we just can't afford complaints that damage our reputation.

“That's one reason we build with Insulite Primed Siding. Since 1957 we've used it on over 1,500 homes and I can't remember any callbacks or complaints due to product failure. No splitting ... no warping ... and no paint problems.”

Mr. Fritsche, current President of the Ohio State Homebuilders Association, builds in 10 developments throughout Central and Southern Ohio.

“Our prices range from $12,800 to $55,000 and up,” Mr. Fritsche continues, “and we find that Insulite Primed Siding helps presell homes in any price range.

“You see, once our home buyers live with Insulite Primed Siding they become our best salesmen for the product!”

Mr. Fritsche is just one of thousands of builders ... coast to coast ... using Insulite Primed Siding.

These builders know from experience that this is the siding that saws like wood, nails like wood and goes up fast and easy because it comes in good lengths. There's never a knot or split ... never a scantage. And the beautiful way it takes paint, you save time and money on the job.

Isn't it time to put the proven advantages of Insulite Primed Siding to work for you? Talk to your Insulite Dealer. Or, for a fact-filled, full-color brochure, write Insulite, Minneapolis 2, Minn.
"Open any door into this home," says Mr. Farr, center, to prospective buyers, "and you'll find a General Electric Master Switch that turns ON a complete pathway of light ahead of you, through hallways and rooms.

"Press the same switch on your way out, and it turns OFF the lights behind you. I have five entrances in this Gold Medallion model, counting the garage, and G-E Remote-Control Wiring gives me a nice talking point at each one.

"G-E Remote-Control Switches light up this home from any entrance...make an excellent sales feature"

...Mr. Roy R. Farr, developer-builder, Academy Acres, Andover, Massachusetts

"G-E motorized controls turn a whole series of preselected circuits ON or OFF when you press one of the entranceway switches. Lights can also be controlled locally. Low-voltage wiring lowers the cost of extra switches.

"Another popular feature — these G-E Remote-Control Selector Switches let people dial any or all of 11 lights ON or OFF from the hallway and master bedroom — also operate the preselected circuits I've mentioned.

"You can take it from me — people get excited about the convenience of this modern wiring system. Customers who have seen it in this model have ordered it for their homes, and I'm putting it in my own new residence, too."

If you are looking for economical ways to add quality and distinction to your homes — write for details on G-E Remote-Control Wiring. General Electric Company, Wiring Device Department, Providence 7, R.I.
Who holds the cure for ugly urban design?


Should government offer builders new subsidies to put more beauty into their developments, or impose new controls to require it? Maybe so, says Urban Research Institute's Meyerson in this prestigious volume, sponsored by Action Inc., financed by the Ford Foundation, and addressed to decision-makers everywhere. But what is necessary—and far preferable, he argues—if monotony and ugliness are not to blight tomorrow's metropolis, is a mass demand now to make beauty and good design more profitable.

In their survey of 70 promising prototypes of good design, Meyerson and his associates strive to plant the seeds of such a demand. And, though they chose only 20 suburban developments, the suburbs were cited as the most critical area of need. "The outer city of today will probably be the middle city of tomorrow," says Meyerson. "Since the form of the future metropolis is being set there, extraordinary responsibilities and challenges for good urban design lie in the outer city." But here, as in the center and middle cities, strong social, economic and technical forces have created a demand for good architecture and efficiency and amenity. In homebuilding especially, Meyerson notes, government incentives, stricter controls and better deployment of public building funds have been urged. But, "the main task is to make clients and consumers more sophisticated about design: as a practical matter, money for building is more likely to arrive in some cities than another. Hence, too, the problem of the decision-makers everywhere."

"They have a uniquely public character. They ought in consequence to be the special concern of all public spirited people... an alliance between good taste and public spirited leadership." —ROBERT SEAYER

Why it pays to include MODERN GAS INCINERATORS in your homes

In the highly competitive business of selling homes, the smart builder is ever alert to new features—to pluses that will impress potential buyers. A modern Gas incinerator is just such a plus.

Homes in a cleaner, quieter, more modern setting... this important selling point can be yours with a modern Gas incinerator that eliminates noisy, unsightly garbage cans.

An obviously attractive point to housewife prospects—and to their husbands, too—is eliminating the mess and nuisance of daily garbage and trash carrying, by installing modern Gas incinerators.

Your prospects will be impressed by the fact that it will cost less for trash disposal, thanks to a modern Gas incinerator which takes care of all burnable garbage and trash.

Economical to buy and install, and operate, modern Gas incinerators are smokeless, odorless, automatic.

Check your local Gas company for full details.

House hunters know they can

LIVE MODERN
FOR LESS
WITH...
Du Pont TEDLAR® is a tough film-finish that protects siding for TEDLAR® PVF film is a tough new film-finish—not a liquid or a spray. TEDLAR is factory-bonded with special Du Pont adhesives to wood or metal, actually becoming part of the material it protects.

How long will a finish of TEDLAR last? We frankly don't know, because we haven't been able to wear it out yet under normal conditions. But, properly bonded to a stable material, TEDLAR could last up to 25 years or more without refinishing.

Withstands abuse. TEDLAR resists scuffing, marking, dirt and stains, and it's easy to clean. You save time, money and material, and have fewer call-backs to cut your profit.

And because TEDLAR is tough, it cuts maintenance for the home owner. Even difficult stains—such as grease or tar—clean easily from TEDLAR. Use anything; even the strongest cleaning agents won't harm it.

See TEDLAR advertised on the "Du Pont Show of the Week".

*Du Pont registered trademark.
15, 20, or 25 years—and helps you sell.

Years of beauty, despite weather. The siding on this house is surfaced with TEDLAR. It will stay new-looking for years. TEDLAR ignores weather. It resists chipping, cracking, blistering or peeling, even in baking heat or icy cold. After years of exposure, fading or chalking are imperceptible. TEDLAR is available in a range of colors. When you sell a house that's surfaced with TEDLAR, you're selling both beauty and long-term freedom from refinishing.

Prove it. Another great thing about TEDLAR is that you can demonstrate its advantages. You can actually show your prospects how tough TEDLAR is, how hard to stain and easy to clean. And when you say it'll look good longer, need less work and cost less per year of life than any other finish, you're telling people what they want to hear. This can be the extra sales plus that gives you the edge over your competitors. TEDLAR is certainly worth investigating. Write the Du Pont Company, Film Dept., Building Materials Sales Division, Box 66, Wilmington 98, Del.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
"Humph! who's given home lighting the dimming range and economy that I have?"

"HUNT ELECTRONICS has!"

Actually, there was a lot to be said for the Kerosene Lamp. It was romantic; it was economical... two benefits electricity has never been able to fully exploit... until now. Hunt Dimming Controls use the old Kerosene Lamp concept to bring out a new dimension in mood and effect, plus all the economy possible from modern Home Lighting.

Hunt Dimmers provide the desired amount of light, from Dark to Full Bright in either Incandescent or Fluorescent models and are fully guaranteed.

In controlling mood and effect, Hunt Dimmers also control power and economy... and prolong lamp life. (Incandescent bulb life is increased over 1,000% when burned at 75% of maximum rated wattage.)

If you're interested in both lighting economy and flexibility as two extras in Home Design, take a tip from us... the two-way switch is Out. Hunt Dimming Controls are In.

For complete information and specification data on the Entire Hunt Line of Dimming Controls, contact your local Electrical Distributor or write the people who bring you the Brightest Ideas in Dimming.

HUNT ELECTRONICS COMPANY
2617 ANDJON DRIVE / DALLAS, TEXAS 75220
SEE OUR CATALOG IN SWEETS
Materials

Prefinished siding — kilndried, vertical-grain redwood bevel siding with a baked-on acrylic finish—is used with a concealed fastening system that eliminates face-nailing through the paint film. Test applications of Palco's new siding by homebuilders show that in-place cost is about the same as the cost of bare wood siding field painted. But the new siding has two main advantages: (1) it has a three-coat, baked-on finish (developed with Sherwin-Williams Co.) with an expected maintenance-free life of seven to ten years, and (2) it can be applied in any weather. To apply the siding, galvanized steel fastening strips (developed by Timber Engineering Co.) are nailed to the sheathing over the studs. Tabs position the tops of the siding (photos, right). When the siding course is in position, a rubber hammer drives it against fastener teeth, which expand to anchor the wood firmly. The bottom fastener holds the bottom of the siding slightly out from the next lower course, providing a breathing space to prevent condensation in the wall. Pacific Lumber Co., San Francisco.

For details, check No. 1 on p. 165

Antique-brick is one of many finishes in the Sanford line which includes more than 225 textures, colors, and sizes. Bricks are handled by authorized dealers throughout the eastern half of the U.S. Sanford Brick & Tile, Colon, N.C.

For details, check No. 2 on p. 165

Copper flashing has a dense film of polyethylene laminated on both sides which resists acids, prevents stain, and eliminates the need for coating. Dryseal flashing comes in 200' rolls, in six widths from 10" to 24". Revere Copper & Brass, New York City.

For details, check No. 3 on p. 165

Sculptured concrete block can be used to make decorative walls in lobbies or for walls adjoining patios and courtyards. All designs are cast in 12" squares, can be easily arranged in any pattern. Arts For Architecture Inc., New York City.

For details, check No. 4 on p. 165

Aggregate panels for screens (above), wall facing, floors and decks, and stair treads are available in more than 2,000 textures and colors. Standard sizes. Versa-Tex costs about $1.60 to $3.90 per sq. ft. fob. B. J. Lutz Co., Kansas City, Kan.

For details, check No. 5 on p. 165

Economy glass fiber panel is now offered at 22% less than the maker's previous low-cost panel. It is said to block up to 80% of the sun’s glare. The corrugated 500 Special comes 26" wide, 8', 10', and 12' long. Alyswhite, White Plains, N.Y.

For details, check No. 6 on p. 165

Redwood laminated beam has up to 20 laminates in one beam, each 1" or thicker. Noyo-lam Beam uses a waterproof exterior adhesive, is kiln-dried. Beams come in sizes from 3"x4" to 11"x16", in up to 40' lengths. Union Lumber, San Francisco.

For details, check No. 7 on p. 165

Floor underlayment, a sheathing-grade plywood, has a solid veneer sheet under the face veneer. Since there are no voids under the face veneer, damage from spike heels and heavy furniture is eliminated. Vancouver Plywood, Vancouver, Wash.

For details, check No. 8 on p. 165

New products continued on p. 145
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HEATING PLANT MODERNIZATION CUTS FUEL COST 20% ...ENDS TENANT COMPLAINTS AND VACANCIES

The hot water heating system in this building was originally installed with a single pump and one thermostat. As a result, tenants constantly complained because of over-heating on the sunny side and under-heating on the shady, windward side. Over-heated tenants wasted fuel by opening windows and doors.

Converting to a B&G Duo-Flo System completely corrected this unbalanced heating condition... ending tenant complaints and saving 20% yearly in fuel costs! This system employs a primary-secondary pumping arrangement developed by B&G engineers to permit zone control of the heating. Each apartment has its own pump and thermostat so as to permit complete compensation for various exposure conditions. Each tenant can enjoy the temperature preferred, with minimum expenditure of fuel.

B&G Circulating Pumps are the key units in a Duo-Flo System. They are specifically designed to meet the requirements of forced hot water heating and cooling systems... quiet, dependable and long lived!

ASK FOR INFORMATION ON DUO-FLO HEATING COOLING SYSTEMS

B&G BOOSTER
Over 4,000,000 B&G Circulating Pumps are in operation today.
NEW PRODUCTS

Windows

Hip-type skylight lights and vents kitchens, baths, or other rooms through one roof opening. A hip flange (foreground) houses a 100 cfm blower. Vent-A-Dome is mounted on a self-flashing extruded aluminum frame, installs without curb. Plasteco, Houston. For details, check No. 10 on p. 165

Basement window has three venting positions and a removable sash. Modular-size units have interlocking aluminum frames that stack (sill of top window interlocks with head of bottom) for openings 30" to 69" high. Rolite Mfg., Lancaster, N. Y. For details, check No. 11 on p. 165

Molded styrene shutters will not rot, warp, or need refinishing. Louver shutters are easy to attach; come with nailing strip and aluminum nails. Nine sizes: 35" to 79" high; 34" wide; $8.40 to $15 retail per pair. Forms Inc., Chicago. For details, check No. 12 on p. 165

Plastic skylight for raised curb openings is formed from a single sheet of acrylic, has a low contour and deep overhanging sides. Vistadome comes in single- or double-dome models; in clear, translucent white, or color. Ventarama, Port Washington, N. Y. For details, check No. 13 on p. 165

Doors

Steel closet doors are offered in an indented square pattern at same price as maker's flush-panel doors. The Georgetown design comes in five colors; the closet system comes with trim; no door frames are needed. Float-Away Door Co., Atlanta. For details, check No. 14 on p. 165

Steel window frame can be trimmed to fit all standard openings—frame is marked for 2' to 3' widths. End brackets and header allow vertical and horizontal adjustment. Steel split jambs have wood nailing strips. Washington Steel, Canton, Ohio. For details, check No. 15 on p. 165

Sliding patio door has white enameled aluminum frame. Lock can be set to prevent latching, to prevent opening from outside, or to open from outside with a key. Single- or double-glass doors come 6' to 15' wide. Capitol Products, Mechanicsburg, Pa. For details, check No. 16 on p. 165

Folding metal doors come in three panel styles: louvered, solid, and with the top panels louvered (Villa, above). Adjustable hardware assures easy installation and fit. Two- and four-panel units: 17½" to 71" wide. U.S. Plywood, New York City. For details, check No. 17 on p. 165

Hardware

Fluted knob has been added to the Schlage A series locks which range from the simple knob-latch to all types of button-locking and cylinder locks in a variety of finishes. Lotus knob is 2" in diameter, the rose is 2 9/16". Schlage, San Francisco. For details, check No. 18 on p. 165

Door and drawer handles are prefinished to keep the natural look of wood and to add durability. Demison doork handles and drawer pulls are available in six standard shapes and in special shapes on order. Lundstrom, Herkimer, N. Y. For details, check No. 19 on p. 165

Entry lock has dual-action opening: key unlocks door without throwing bolt, then door opens by key or knob. The contemporary-styled Carlton is also made in push-button-in-knob locks and in nonlocking knobs. Harloec, West Haven, Conn. For details, check No. 20 on p. 165

Dutch-door quadrant of solid heavy forged brass comes in dull and polished brass, dull and polished chrome, and dull bronze. A nylon washer provides tension and lubrication for firm holding and no rattle. Size: 4"x4½". Baldwin Hardware, Reading, Pa. For details, check No. 21 on p. 165

New products continued on p. 149
A home manufacturer cut truss nailing time 80% by equipping his operators with BOSTITCH Calwire brand pneumatic nailers. Profits are greater and the operators are delighted because as one of them says, "The nailer does the work instead of me."

At the same plant even more spectacular savings have been made on sheathing operations. BOSTITCH nailers do the work in one-fifth the time formerly required and have succeeded in turning what had been a borderline operation into a real profit maker.

The BOSTITCH fillet head nailer shown below operates on 70 to 90 p.s.i.; will drive 1½" nails as fast as the operator can pull the trigger; weighs approximately 6½ pounds; is completely pneumatic—has no springs in either drive or return mechanism. It all adds up to the fastest, most trouble-free nailer on the market. Portable, for use in shop or field.

To see how you can save time, money and manpower with BOSTITCH Calwire brand tools, call THE MAN WITH THE FASTENING FACTS. He's listed under "BOSTITCH" in most phone books.

Fasten it better and faster with BOSTITCH

530 Briggs Drive, East Greenwich, R.I.
NEW PRODUCTS

Hammer holster will end torn pockets and broken coverall loops. It can be hooked over a belt or looped on the ties of a nail apron. The holster is made of heavy wire coated with plastic to prevent rusting and scratching. Weyerhaeuser, Tacoma. For details, check No. 22 on p. 165

Attic roof louver, made of thermoplastic, nails in without pilot holes, will not bend or dent. Air Hawk, says its makers, admits 37% more air than other louvers of the same size, has triple weather baffle. Home Comfort Products, Princeville, Ill. For details, check No. 24 on p. 165

Water conditioner has fully automatic controls that preset the regeneration cycle for day and hour desired and regulate the amount of salt to be added for varying water hardnesses. Unit can be set for automatic bypass. Lindsay Co., St. Paul. For details, check No. 25 on p. 165

Stainless-steel vault to protect valuable papers from fire and theft is installed in place of one concrete block. 30-min. tests showed inside temperatures did not exceed 250°F when temperature outside was 1,800°F. Construction Products, New York City. For details, check No. 27 on p. 165

NOW YOU CAN SELL YEAR-AROUND CLIMATE WITH ARI-CERTIFIED SECURITY

Alert builders know that central air conditioning sells houses—in the north as well as the south. They also know that the ARI Seal of Certification sells prospects on the builder's reliability.

All equipment bearing the Seal is rated in uniformly-accurate British Thermal Units per hour. ARI engineers check manufacturers' specifications. Units are picked at random and tested by the Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., New York City. If a unit fails to deliver the cooling capacity claimed for it, the manufacturer must either lower his claims, raise cooling capacity to meet his claims, or take the equipment off the market. Manufacturers who make over 90 per cent of all central air conditioning equipment support this industry-wide program.

Let the Seal sell for you. And if you would like advice on how to offer the prestige of central air-conditioning in all your new homes, write ARI for the new, free booklet, "The Big Breakthrough in Central Air Conditioning." Write, too, for the free ARI Directory of Certified Air-Conditioners.

pressed hardboard Weathers well. Won't warp, buckle, split or dent. But neither works as well or looks as good as wood.

metal Little upkeep required. Finish stays fresh. But has little impact resistance. Dents easily. Lacks warmth and beauty, but costs more.

PineSide 100 Looks and works like wood, yet has outstanding dimensional stability and strength. Economical, yet lasts a lifetime with minimum maintenance.

only ONE combines the best of the other three!

PineSide 100 is all wood. It's made from 100% pure pine fibers. Yet, PineSide 100 has no knots or grain to rise and mar the finished surface. Won't warp, buckle or split!

PineSide 100 is engineered siding. Yet, it contains no gummy agents to foul tools... and no stems, bark, twigs, or other foreign matter used as "filler". Notice the way it cuts cleaner — works as only wood can!

PineSide 100 is lasting. Its finished surface can't check, crack, or blister under normal conditions — and has such a high degree of impact resistance that it even shrugs off ice and hail. Yet, PineSide 100 is extremely economical, too — saves on paint, labor and installation, as well as maintenance!

Before you buy, compare all four leading sidings. Let us send you free samples of PineSide 100. You will see the difference!

Write...
NEW PRODUCTS
start on p. 143

Electric mat, set in concrete to melt ice and snow, is three 8" x 39" sections of resistance wire separated by a 12" connector with two 10' leads and a 10' ground. Cost $18.95 per hr. to operate. Price: $18.95 and up. Smith-Gates, Farmington, Conn.
For details, check No. 28 on p. 165

Bath caulking is applied from a squeeze tube with a special nozzle to give various sizes of bead. Silicone rubber caulk dries in 1 hour, cures in 24 hours, but stays flexible to accommodate swelling and shrinking. Dow Corning, Midland, Mich.
For details, check No. 30 on p. 165

Silicone sealant for curtain-walls, precast concrete, expansion joints, and window glazing is applied from a caulking gun without mixing. It resists temperatures to 250°F, can be applied in below-zero weather. $26 a gal. in bulk. G. E. Waterford, N.Y.
For details, check No. 32 on p. 165

Built-in vacuum cleaner (tank, motor, and vinyl plastic tubes) for home use starts automatically when cover plate is up. Components and accessories for a six-room ranch under construction; about $250 installed. Black & Decker, Towson, Md.
For details, check No. 29 on p. 165

Rigid PVC pipe combines high strength, impact, and chemical resistance. Used for electrical conduit, oil, gas, water, and chemical lines, the pipe and fittings come from 1/4" tubing to 12" diameter pipe. Barrett Div., Allied Chemical, New York City.
For details, check No. 33 on p. 165

Publications start on p. 154

PERFECT VENTILATION
for Bi-Level Oven/Ranges

2400 SERIES—VENTLESS

... vented and ventless both only 6 inches high!
Ventilation for one-piece, bi-level combination oven/ranges can now be accomplished simply and economically with the new 2300 and 2400 Series Swanson Range Hoods. The simple, clean design of these new units blends perfectly with that of any of the many one-piece oven/ranges available for either built-in or free-standing use today.
Specify the Ventless 2400 or the Vented 2300 depending on the particular installation. Both are available in 30-inch, 39-inch and 40-inch sizes with brushed chrome finish. Both are only 6-inches high allowing placement of a standard 12-inch high wall cabinet over the range hood.

free, full-line catalogues ... write today

Swanson MANUFACTURING CO.
DEPT. HH2
607 S. WASHINGTON STREET, OWOSSO, MICHIGAN
RANGE HOODS • RADIO INTERCOMS • "KITCHEN KADDYS" TOASTERS • DESKS • IRONING CENTERS • CLOCKS • VENT FANS
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Metalbestos wins the space race!

7-K Chimney consumes 41% less space than other 7” factory-built chimneys...only 1/5 the space of masonry.

Here's the first residential chimney to give you a full 7” venting area in a compact 10” outside diameter. It's called the Metalbestos 7-K. An exclusive insulation called Low-K, between its double-wall construction enables us to reduce the outside diameter.

In the race to save builders space, the 7-K wins hands down (see comparison left).

The 7-K is lighter by 33% than the old model. So it's easier to handle and install. It's listed for 1” clearance to combustibles and has a capacity of 2.5 GPH or 350,000 BTU/hr input—more than ample to handle a standard residential oil furnace.

The 7-K will vent domestic gas-fired incinerators alone or in combination with other gas-heating units. It's just the ticket for free-standing fireplaces, too. No chimney does so much work in so little space.

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE:
METALBESTOS 7-K
P. O. BOX 137
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA

INSTALLATION AS EASY AS 1...2...3.
(1) Support plate installs between joists and starter section provides first foot of 7-K Chimney. (2) 7-K Chimney pipe TWIST-LOCKS together, no rings, no cement, no screws. Guaranteed one-man installation. (3) A contemporary, enamel-finished top, scientifically designed to prevent roof staining. It's water tight and corrosion resistant.
Now you can offer
KINGSBERRY VALUE
all-year-round
with
Kingsberry's
Anti-Freeze Program

Kingsberry's sizzling new ANTI-FREEZE program helps you pre-sell houses this fall so you can build all winter long! In this hardest-hitting promotion ever, you get special MERCHANDISING, TECHNICAL AND FINANCING tools to help end the winter building slump.

POWER PACKED MERCHANDISING PLAN includes • Two special co-op plans ... up to 100% co-op newspaper advertising • Three new sales-producing ad campaigns • Special feature articles in Good Housekeeping Magazine and American Home Magazine • Liberal advance co-op advertising funds.

NEWLY LIBERALIZED FINANCING PROGRAM includes • Lowering of interest rates from 6% to 5½% and service charges from 1½% to 1% (you save $62.50 on $10,000 construction loan) • Kingsberry's new foundation construction loan which lets you draw funds three months in advance of house package delivery.

LATEST COLD WEATHER BUILDING PROCEDURES give you the newest, research-proved techniques and equipment information to make building practical all winter.

GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR OF FULL-YEAR PROFITS NOW! Send in coupon today for all the facts.

THE KINGSBERRY POWELL is one of the handsome new models which is available just in time for the Anti-Freeze promotion. 1000 sq. ft. in full brick; 3 bedroom; 1 or 1½ baths; single, double or no carport options; alternate basement plan.

Kingsberry means YEAR-ROUND VALUE...and value means BUSINESS!

Jerry Nowak, General Sales Manager
Kingsberry Homes Corporation—Dept. HH-50, 5096 Peachtree Road, Chamblee, Georgia
Please have your sales representative give me full information on KINGSBERRY ANTI-FREEZE PROGRAM, including all co-op allowance and financing details.

Your Name___________________________Firm Name___________________________
Address______________________________
City________________________Zone____State____________________

COPYRIGHT, KINGSBERRY HOMES CORP. 1963

5096 Peachtree Road, Chamblee, Georgia
Phone Atlanta: Area Code 404, 457-4301
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NEW '64 WESTINGHOUSE BUILT-INS FIT RIGHT INTO YOUR PLANS!

eye appealing, flexible, easy to install

1. NEW DOUBLE-OVEN CONTINENTAL RANGE, THE LAST WORD IN COOKING
   - The world's most comfortable-to-cook-on range, with two different surface cooking levels, a Continental oven up top and a roomy, regular oven down below. Slides right in place between cabinets for that built-in look.

2. GIVE A HOME BUY APPEAL WITH A CONTINENTAL WALL OVEN—21½" wide x 14" high x 15" deep. Available with Magic Mirror glass door, patterned glass door or solid porcelain enamel doors in a variety of colors.

3. & 4. ARRANGE 'EM ANY WAY: NEW WESTINGHOUSE LAUNDRY CENTERS
   - Both washer and dryer are a slim 27" wide and 25" deep, both take a giant capacity load. Combine them with our ironing center, sink, and cabinet. Stack 'em in a closet. Stow 'em under a counter. The new straight front Heavy Duty Laundromat® Automatic Washer and matching dryer fit together dozens of convenient ways.

5. & 6. TAKE YOUR PICK OF THE NEW WESTINGHOUSE DISHWASHERS—
   Roll-out Top Loader or Front Loader. Both types have water and electrical connections readily accessible for easy installation and service.

These built-ins are available in Turquoise, Yellow, Coppertan, White, Pink, and Brushed Chrome® for color-keying your kitchens. FOR COMPLETE DETAILS: Call your nearest Westinghouse Residential Representative, or write Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Contract Sales Dept., Columbus, Ohio.

*Certain models only

We never forget how much you rely on Westinghouse
Three helpful booklets on the hows and whys of plywood construction

All three have just been released by Douglas Fir Plywood Assn., and all three should help builders and architects alike make more effective use of this ubiquitous material. The first is on the control of sound in plywood construction—in light commercial work as well as apartments and houses. In 16 pages the booklet covers the basics of sound transmission and then explains the techniques of sound isolation and sound absorption—describing the varying properties of various panels and panel shapes. An illustrated appendix gives ratings for different walls, partitions, floors, and ceilings. For a copy, check No. P1 on coupon, p. 165.

The second booklet is a guide for the use of plywood in all phases of low- and medium-rise apartment construction. This well illustrated, 24-page booklet contains sections on subfloors, finish floors, shear walls, wall sheathing and siding, and roof decking; and there is a special section on components. Photos and drawings show the wide variety of surfaces and shapes available and detail a number of unusual design effects. The final section is a guide to the right type and grade of plywood for each use. For a copy, check No. P2 on coupon, p. 165.

The third booklet is a revised and updated version of DFPA's construction guide. The most important change: a new section on 2-4-1 flooring, the 1/2" combination subfloor-underlayment. For a copy, check No. P3 on coupon, p. 165.

Playground equipment for model-house play areas and community recreation areas is shown in this 18-page booklet. Included are a series of imaginative and colorful slides, climbers, swings, seesaws and—inevitably—space capsules. Units are graded by number of children that can use them at once.

More utilitarian, but useful in big projects: bicycle racks, park benches, and outdoor basketball backstops. Price list included.

For copy, check No. P4 on the coupon, p. 165

Electrical products catalog covers all of Emerson Electric's building products—including electric heat, lighting, exhaust fans, kitchen hoods, bathroom heaters, intercoms, and door chimes. The pocket-size catalog has 184 pages, contains 129 new products that have been introduced since Emerson's first full-line catalog was published. Dimensions and ordering data are included with separate inserts giving prices.

For copy, check No. P5 on the coupon, p. 165

Hubless cast iron sanitary systems are covered in two reports. The first describes the new no-hub system of joining cast-iron pipe and fittings in drain, waste, vent, and sewer systems. It allows 2" and 3" pipe to be run in a wall with 2x4 studs. This 44-pager includes complete specs and shows typical installations. The other booklet is a 36-page report by the Pittsburgh Test Laboratory on results of its investigation of the system.

For copy, check No. P6 on the coupon, p. 165

Publications continued on p. 159
KAY VEE SAYS:

"Here's an open and shut case of superiority!"

K-V 1300 Drawer Slide. For loads to 50 pounds. Only 3/8" clearance required each side. Nylon ball-bearing wheels give smooth, noiseless, lifetime operation. Economical, easy to install. Bright zinc plated finish. Sizes from 12" to 28".

No. 1175. For loads of 30 to 50 pounds. Fits any width or length of drawer. No measuring or templates required. One inch needed between drawers for track. Zinc plated. Standard track length: 22 1/2".

No. 1400. For loads to 100 pounds. Super Oilite bearings give trouble-free operation, even at full extension. 3/4" clearance required each side. Heavy gauge, zinc-plated steel. Sizes from 12" to 38".

K-V DRAWER SLIDES ALWAYS WORK SMOOTHLY, LAST FOR YEARS, ARE INEXPENSIVE, AND ARE EASILY INSTALLED!

Drawers are to open and shut. With K-V drawer slides they'll open at the touch of a finger and shut firmly without any bounce. In addition to the slides shown here, K-V makes nine more to meet the demands of heavy or light loads, full extension, under-drawer location, single or double-track construction and self-closing convenience. Regardless of the job to be done, there's a K-V drawer slide you can specify with confidence. Why not start tomorrow?

KNAPE & VOGT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Manufacturers of adjustable shelf hardware, sliding and folding door hardware, closet and kitchen fixtures, Tite-Joint Fasteners and Handy Hooks for perforated board.
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Andersen quality starts with designs based on 60 years’ experience in creating pace-setting windows. . .

using only the finest, moisture-controlled lumber.

Andersen quality starts with designs based on 60 years’ experience in creating pace-setting windows. . .

milling it on high-speed, high-precision machines.

SLASH PROFIT-ROBBING CALLBACKS WITH

NO MORE WINDOW CALLBACKS? Not only possible, but probable. The secret lies in making windows where potential “headaches” are designed out. . . where skilled craftsmen take pride in building in quality at every step of the way. We just can’t afford not to build them better. . . it’s what makes our exclusive field-service program practical. Here’s how we do it:

PACE-SETTING DESIGNS. . . THE BEST MATERIALS. Andersen quality involves selecting the best glazing, metals, lumber, plastics and glass (either vision-tested single glazing or Thermopane® or Twindow® welded insulating glass is used) . . . using each material only where it should be used! Take wood for example. Andersen starts with the finest kiln-dried pine, inspecting each carload for case hardening and moisture content. Assures windows free from warping, checking, paint blistering, binding and sticking.

PRECISION MILLING. Wood blanks are milled to precisely controlled tolerances. It’s the reason for Andersen’s extra-snug, extra-weathertight construction. . . and the assurance of a lifetime of smooth, no-bind, no-stick operation.

PENTA TREATING. All exposed wood parts are completely immersed in a 3-minute bath of pentachlorophenol. Gives a lifetime of protection against staining, termites and decay.

HIGH-ACCURACY ASSEMBLY. Most Andersen Windows are squared, nailed and glazed on high accuracy machines. Virtually eliminates racked sash and frame problems. Produces a square, trouble-free unit.

SPECIALY DESIGNED HARDWARE. Strong, handsome, custom designed hardware is built to exacting specifications. Designed to the specific needs of each of Andersen’s seven types, hardware is built to insure smooth, silent operation for the life of the homes you build.

Need more reasons for building with Andersen Windows? How about these:

- Low installed cost—With the Andersen Strutwall®. . . the complete window-and-wall component. . . you can add Andersen quality at no premium in price. It’s because Strutwalls are so fast and easy to install. . . reduce labor costs dramatically.

- Penta treating. All exposed wood parts are completely immersed in a 3-minute bath of pentachlorophenol. Gives a lifetime of protection against staining, termites and decay.

- High-accuracy assembly. Most Andersen Windows are squared, nailed and glazed on high accuracy machines. Virtually eliminates racked sash and frame problems. Produces a square, trouble-free unit.

- Specifically designed hardware. Strong, handsome, custom designed hardware is built to exacting specifications. Designed to the specific needs of each of Andersen’s seven types, hardware is built to insure smooth, silent operation for the life of the homes you build.

- Need more reasons for building with Andersen Windows? How about these:

- Low installed cost—With the Andersen Strutwall®. . . the complete window-and-wall component. . . you can add Andersen quality at no premium in price. It’s because Strutwalls are so fast and easy to install. . . reduce labor costs dramatically.
Result? Windows with potential "problems" designed out ... quality built in!

ANDERSEN WINDOWS MADE LIKE THIS!

- Selling power of the Andersen name—your prospects know Andersen Windows through continuing advertising in LIFE, BETTER HOMES & GARDENS, AMERICAN HOME, HOUSE BEAUTIFUL, and HOUSE & GARDEN. They recognize the Andersen name as one of the best signs of quality throughout your homes.

- Fuel savings—a good selling point—homeowners can save substantially on heating and cooling costs. It's because they're extra weathertight ... up to 6 times tighter than windows that only meet commercial standards.

Isn't it time you let the extra quality of Andersen Windows cut your callbacks to the bone ... put more sales appeal in your homes? Call your distributor or dealer for facts on the complete line.

QUALITY ASSURANCE is backed by Andersen's service team of 25 field-based specialists who are ready, at a moment's notice, to help solve on-site window application problems.
WHAT MODERN CONVENIENCE GIVES SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE AS CIRCUIT BREAKERS IN YOUR HOMES?

Many builders wouldn't think of using anything but circuit breakers in their homes—simply because they provide the kind of electrical safety and convenience which today's electrical home should have. Trouble is, having provided this quality feature, too many builders fail to tell their prospective buyers about it.

You have a real, merchandisable selling feature when you install QO "quick-open" circuit breakers in your homes. You're providing far more than adequate wiring. You're providing a convenience that's easily demonstrated and readily appreciated. There are no fuses to replace. Even a child can restore service, quickly and safely. You're providing modern protection against overloads and "shorts". And— you're providing for future circuits as they're needed.

As your electrical contractor can tell you—there's one circuit breaker that heads the list in quality and performance. Specify Square D's QO...the finest breaker ever built!

May we send you the complete QO story?
Address Square D Company, Dept. SA-20, Mercer Road, Lexington, Ky.
For copies of the free literature, check the indicated number on the coupon, page 165.

Technical literature

VIBRATION ISOLATION: Vibra-mat, a glass fiber material for joist, beam and floor cushioning and for equipment mounting. 6 pages. Performance curve charts, construction details, and typical specs for floor vibration isolation. Fibrous Glass Products, Mountaintop, Pa. (Check No. P7)

SOUND-DEADENING BOARD. Product specifications for insulation in wall assemblies. Insulation Board Institute, Chicago. (Check No. P8)

VERMICULITE PLASTER and acoustical plastic for sound conditioning. Mix recommendations for many applications, including aggregate reductions in base-coat proportioning, suggestions for suspended ceiling construction. Vermiculite Institute, Chicago. (Check No. P9)

JOIST AND BEAM HANGERS. Illustrates many applications. Specs and data on safe working values. Timber Engineering Co., Washington. (Check No. P10)

STRUCTURAL STEEL. 8 pages. Composition, tensile requirements, working stresses, welding requirements. U.S. Steel, Pittsburgh. (Check No. P11)

LIGHTNING CODE. 58 pages. Code covers personal safety, lightning rod installation, etc. Revised 1963. 75¢. For copy, write National Fire Protection Assn., 60 Batterymarch St., Boston.

Catalogs

FIBERGLASS FOUNTAINS: decorative wall fountains, cascading waterfalls, and submersible fountains. 14 pages. Photos, drawings, dimensions, and water capacity. Fountain kits include pump, underwater lights, etc. Also fiberglass landscape rocks, screens, and planters. Roman Fountains, Van Nuys, Calif. (Check No. P12)

STAINLESS STEEL SINKS. 48 pages. Photos of each sink, renderings of special features and fittings. Elkay Mfg., Broadview, Ill. (Check No. P13)


VINYL ASBESTOS TILE. 16 pages. More than 100 colors in 12 styles shown. Also alphabet, numeral, and shuffleboard tiles. SOLID VINYL TILE. 16 pages. Shows 14 styles and more than 90 colors. For copy, see local Kentile distributor.

FORKLIFT TRUCKS: 15,000 to 25,000 lb. capacity. 28 pages. Describes and illustrates axles, frame, engines, transmissions, and cooling system. Clark Equipment, Battle Creek, Mich. (Check No. P15)

SURFACE-MOUNTED INCANDESCENT LIGHTING. 16 pages. Renderings, dimensions, and candle-power charts. Lightolier, Jersey City, N.J. (Check No. P16)

PLASTIC-FINISHED PANELING. 8 pages. Shows 44 colors and patterns and matched aluminum molding. Installation and Marlite accessories. Marsh Wall Products, Dover, Ohio. (Check No. P17)

WEATHERPROOF DEVICES AND BOXES. 26 types of wall plates in more than 25 finishes, extension cord sets, fuse holder covers, power outlets, receptacles, switches. Bell Electric, Chicago. (Check No. P18)

HEATING AND COOLING EQUIPMENT. 8 pages. Brief description of 30 Climate Control lines for residential and light commercial use. Muehle Climatrol, Milwaukee. (Check No. P19)

Product bulletins

PLASTIC-FINISHED MURALS. 10 pages. Nine gold-on-white designs. Marsh Wall Products, Dover, Ohio. (Check No. P20)

Product bulletins continued on p 165
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For Your Bathrooms the LOOK of LUXURY with... Safety

New 7/32" Spraylite Misco Teams Decoration with Visible Protection

Tub enclosures and shower stalls glazed with handsome FHA-approved Spraylite glass transforms bathrooms into sheer elegance and luxury with assurance of proven impact resistance. Fortified with Misco, diamond-shaped, welded wire netting, the bright wire mesh in Spraylite glass is clearly visible as a sturdy web of steel... serves as a constant reminder of its safety features. Home buyers will appreciate the hard, impervious surface of the glass that makes it carefree and wearfree... easy to keep spotlessly clean and sanitary. And glass does so much to add exciting beauty that brightens and enlivens the entire bathroom. For safer, more glamorous bathrooms, specify 7/32" Spraylite Misco. At most leading distributors of quality glass. Send for free literature. Address Dept. 9.

MISSISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS
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NEW 1964 CHEVROLET TRUCKS

It's kick-off time for a new work season! And the 1964 Chevrolet line-up is stronger than ever at every position. It's ready for the whistle like never before, with more trucks to choose from... more truck for the money!

If you're going to need a new truck this year, here are some good reasons why a new '64 Chevy will give you more value than ever for your investment.

To begin with, this truck line has been improving by leaps and bounds over the past few years. Chevrolet's famous truck 6's are now stronger, yet lighter in weight for greater efficiency. You can get the most advanced short-stroke V8 power, too— or a new cost-saving diesel engine, if your job requires it.

And revolutionary suspension improvements have put the old-time "rough truck ride" out to pasture for keeps. In most light-duties, you now get independent front suspension and coil springs all around. Or, in the bigger Chevies, a superb big-truck ride with new variable-rate springing, front and rear.
ARE READY TO GO TO WORK!

The whole truck is built tougher to last longer. Cab roofs and cowls—and Fleetside pickup lower body sides—are made of double-walled steel. Extra cab insulation keeps out sound and weather. Sturdy ladder-type frames have strength to spare.

We’re giving you more trucks to choose from, too. Four new, more spacious Step-Vans. A new trailing-axle tandem model and three new heavy-duty tandem diesels. And fourteen versions of America’s most popular pickup. And a more powerful edition of Corvair 95. One hundred and ninety-five models in all.

Right down the line, there’s more to work and save with—for practically the same price tag as four or five years ago. The new 64’s are at your Chevrolet dealer’s right now.... Chevrolet Division of General Motors, Detroit, Michigan.

QUALITY TRUCKS COST LESS
Only genuine Red Cedar machine-grooved sidewall shake gives you this kind of thickness (nearly ⅜ at the butt) for deep horizontal shadow lines. Strong, durable and highly insulative, this great natural material offers you all the extra sales advantages of real wood over imitations. Available in dozens of rich, long-lasting, factory-applied colors, this unique material is proved lowest in applied cost. Write, wire or call for details.

**RED CEDAR SIDEWALL SHAKES**

The "Certigrade" and "Certigroove" labels are your guarantee of quality specified by rigid industry standards.

Red Cedar Shingle Bureau, 5010 White Bldg., Seattle 1, Wn.  
(in Canada: 550 Burrard St., Vancouver 1, B.C.)  

Please send me free details about Red Cedar machine-grooved shakes and shingles.

NAME:___________  
ADDRESS:_________  
CITY:_____________  
STATE:_____________  
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### CAPTURE THE HOUSEWIFE

GUARANTEE THE SALE!

Vaco-Flo®

BUILT-IN HOME CLEANING...

...The Built-In Vacuum that's a Fire and Burglar Protection System, all in one.

Phone, wire or write today for latest bulletin on this newest

TRIPLE SERVICE!

MANUFACTURED BY:

H-P PRODUCTS, INC.
LOUISVILLE, OHIO
Phone 875-5556
Area Code 216

### "MATCHING"

Stains & Paints

...perfect color matching for siding and trim with

CABOT'S

RANCH HOUSE HUES

For Wood Siding, Shingles, Paneling

An oil-base stain for all types of untreated lumber. Provides an attractive flat finish. Colors duplicated in the Old Virginia Tint line.

OLD VIRGINIA TINTS

For Trim of Wood, Masonry, Metal
An oil-base flat paint with excellent hiding power. For all lumber (treated or untreated), striated shakes and shingles, metal downspouts, etc.

18 MATCHING COLORS

SAMUEL CABOT INC.

Please send color card and information on Cabot's "Matching" Stains and Paints.

### OCTOBER 1963
Whatever you want...whatever the market demands...

build it better with apartments by U. S. Steel Homes!

U. S. Steel Homes' wide range of apartment units offers you new and greater investment opportunities... lets you build virtually anything in the way of garden and town house type apartments. You can build efficiencies or any combination of one, two and three-bedroom models—luxury apartments or urban renewal types. And, if you don't see the style or plan you want among those presently available, U. S. Steel Homes' architectural service will design for you to your specifications.

U. S. Steel Homes apartments are built around the same steel structural system that's been proven in all U. S. Steel Homes single family and town house units—a strong, dimensionally stable system that will never warp, crack or rot.

But better yet, this method of construction enables you to erect and finish out quality apartments in far less time. This means your capital isn't tied up during long construction periods... it turns over faster.

You'll find that U. S. Steel Homes require less maintenance, too. They retain their like-new soundness longer because they're built with top quality materials, assembled in our modern factory under rigid quality controls.

Start building U. S. Steel Homes apartments now. For the complete story, write U. S. Steel Homes, Division of United States Steel, 2549 Charlestown Road, New Albany, Indiana. USS is a registered trademark.
More product bulletins

ASBESTOS-CEMENT SEWER PIPE. 8 pages. Photos, drawings, and sectional views of pipe and couplings, types of fittings available, and installation. Tables list crushing strengths, sizes. Orangeburg Mfg., New York City. (Check No. P21)

LAY-IN GLASS HEATING ELEMENTS. 4 pages. Photos and installation drawings described. Rating data and specs. Glass Heating Co., New Haven, Conn. (Check No. P22)

LAYOUT CONTROL TIMER for garage doors. Instruction and spec sheet. Tork Time Controls, Mount Vernon, N.Y. (Check No. P23)


ZONE CONTROL VALVE for hydraulic heat system. 4 pages. List valve's 16 features and advantages. Graph shows flow vs. pressure drop. Flowdia-

For more information check the numbers below (they are keyed to the items described on the New Products and Publications pages) and send the coupon to: HOUSE & HOME, Rm. 1960, Time & Life Building, Rockefeller Center, New York 20.

Note: HOUSE & HOME's servicing of this coupon expires Dec. 31, 1963. If you contact manufacturers directly, it is important that you mention the issue of HOUSE & HOME in which you saw the item.

New products
1. Palco factory-finished redwood siding
2. Sanford antique brick
3. Revere copper Hashing
4. Arts for Architecture sculptured block
5. Lutz aggregate panels
6. Bestwall gypsum lath
7. Aksynt fiberglass panel
8. Union laminated redwood beam
9. Vancouver floor underlayment
10. Planetaeic skyglight
11. Rollite basement window
12. Forms Inc. styrene shutters
13. Ventarama skyglight
14. Tucker Wayne closet doors
15. Washington Steel doors frame
16. Capitol sliding patio doors
17. U.S. Plywood folding metal doors
18. Schlage fluted door knob
19. Lundstrom door handles
20. Harloc entry lock
21. Baldwin Dutch-door quadrant
22. Weyerhaeuser hammer holder
23. Trojan swimming pool
24. Home Comfort Products attic vent
25. Lindsay stainless steel control
26. Amsterdam ceramic tile
27. Construction Products fire vault
28. Smith-Gates electric snow plow
29. Pittsburgh Paint Glass Bondmaster
30. Dow silicone caulk
31. Black & Decker built-in vacuum
32. G. E. silicone sealant
33. Barrett rigid pvc pipes

Publications
1. DIPA sound control booklet
2. DIPA apartment construction guide
3. DIPA construction techniques
4. Mexico Forge playground equipment
5. Emerson electrical products catalogue
6. Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute booklets
7. Fibrous Glass Insulation folder
8. Insulation Board Institute specs
9. Vermiculite plaster recommendations
10. Tecno roof and beam hangers
11. U.S. Steel structural steel booklet
12. Roman Fountains catalog
13. Elkay stainless-steel sinks catalog
14. Keystone shower doors catalog
15. Clark forklift catalog
16. Lightolier incandescent light catalog
17. March Wall paneling
18. Bell Electric weatherproof devices
19. Mueller Climatrol heating and cooling
20. Marsh Wall murals
21. Orangeburg sewer pipe
22. Corning Glass ceiling heaters
23. Tork garage door opener
24. Air Master window and door
25. American-Standard zone-control valve
26. Boro kitchen cabinets
27. Goodrich resilient floor tile
28. Miami-Carey door chimes
29. G. E. provincial-style oven
30. Chambers refrigerators
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NEW FROM ARMSTRONG!

A Sheet Vinyl Floor that gives you an important new merchandising tool: ready-made color-coordination. Called Medallion Corlon, it's keyed to today's most popular colors in appliances, fixtures, and finishes.

New Medallion Vinyl Corlon helps you decorate your models more effectively; speeds and simplifies your customers' color selections; makes it easier for new home owners to decorate with confidence.

How Medallion is color-coordinated—Medallion Corlon is essentially a white floor. It comes in seven styles—each flecked with varying shades of a basic pastel accent color—lavender, pink, beige, white, yellow, green, and turquoise. The accent colors in Medallion have been carefully coordinated with the color lines of the leading manufacturers of kitchen appliances, bathroom fixtures, ceramic tile, counter-top materials, and decorative accessories. Regardless of what appliances or fixtures you or your customer may choose in a given color, they'll coordinate perfectly with one of the seven Medallion Corlon floors.

In the photograph opposite, the accent color is lavender; notice how effectively the floor enhances and harmonizes with the varying lavender shades of the tub, walls, ceramic tile, counter top, and accessories.

Why color-coordination is important—Medallion Corlon ends the search for the right shade in flooring. If you or your customer selects green, for example, as the basic color in the kitchen, it may be difficult to find the right green in other flooring materials. But you can use the green-accented Medallion with complete confidence. Given any basic color theme, Medallion is decoratively perfect: the varying shades of the basic accent color in each Medallion styling harmonize with all other colors in the same family.

Why it pays to use Medallion—Medallion Corlon in your model home will add the touch of a professional interior designer that will make a strong impression on your prospects. What's more, Medallion is economical—costing only 70c-75c sq. ft. installed. And because it comes with the exclusive Hydrocord Back, it can be installed anywhere in a home: above, on, or below grade (except in unusual cases where excessive alkali or hydrostatic pressure makes below-grade use of any resilient floor impractical).

Free sample kit demonstrates Medallion color-coordination. Armstrong has prepared a set of 6" x 9" samples of all seven colorings, which demonstrates how Medallion's color-coordination works to help you create a more striking, more attractive model home. Send for this valuable sample kit on your business letterhead or enclose your business card. Write to Armstrong, 310 Sixth St., Lancaster, Pa. For information on Armstrong products and selling helps, contact your flooring contractor or the Architect-Builder Consultant at your nearest Armstrong District Office.

Hydrocord & Corlon are registered trademarks of Armstrong Cork Co.